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Synopsis

Coal is the principal energy source in India because of its large deposits and availability.

Coal has been extensively used in Indian power sector. Out of the total installed capacity

of 147.965 MW, coal was in use to produce 93.725 MW (63.34%) during the year 2009.

However, majority of coal in India contains high ash (as high as 45%) and sulphur (3-

5%). With the existing technology, carbon dioxide, oxides of nitrogen and sulphur

emitted by majority of the coal based power plants in India are significant attributing to

environmental pollution. Therefore there is a great need for an alternative technology

which can utilize this type of coal with its improved combustion and reducing pollution.

A ciiculating fluidized bed (CFB) is a relatively new and alternate technology gaining

popularity in power generation because of its capability of burning wide range of fuels

including coal, wood wastes, agricultural wastes, kerosene etc, its environmental

compatibility i.e efficient sulphur removal, low NOx emission and high combustion

efficiency. These factors led to the development of CFB steam generators. Reseaich then

began on the various aspects related with CFB.

Recently majoiity of the work on hydrodynamics and heat transfer characteristics were

reported on a single riser of CFB unit operated under fast fluidization mode. Very few

researchers have reported about hydrodynamics and heat transfer characteristics, those

changes abruptly with change in dimensions (scale-up) of circular riser. Moreover, now

a days' industry prefers fast fluidization with rectangular or square cross section CFB

riser for power generation. Another important integral component of CFB unit is cyclone

separator. Cyclone separator in the circulating fluidized bed boiler handles a large

volume of gas at high temperature. The unburned char particles entrained through the
riser passes through the cyclone separator along with volatile and flue gases. Extent of

combustion inside the cyclone separator is small due to less residence time and

insufficient oxygen. However, additional combustion of carbon monoxide and the

volatiles often occur in the cyclone separator. The outer skin temperature of the cyclone

separator is relatively high incurring excessive heat losses due to natural convection and

radiation. Recovery of the heat has been accomplished in many cases by circulation of

cool water or saturated steam to convert it into superheated steam. There is still scope to
increase the capacity of the CFB boiler through extraction of heat from the cyclone
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separator. From the literature review it is evident that most of the work has been

completed on hydrodynamics and bed-to-wall heat transfer characteristics for a single

cyclone separator.

Therefore, present work is focused to perform parametric studies and effect of scale-up

on heat transfer characteristics of risers and cyclone separators of CFB. To accomplish

the aim, three CFB units of same height and different dimensions of square cross section

were fabricated. CFD simulations using Fluent 6.3.26 were also performed for heated

portion of the riser. Effect of parameters like sand inventory, sand particle size,

superficial velocity of air and also the effect of risers' cross sectional area and cyclone

separators' barrel diameter on heat transfer characteristics were predicted. Numerous

numbers of experiments were conducted and subsequently the empirical correlation
models were also developed for the risers and cyclone separators. Hence this study will
be moie promising and helpful for design and fabrication of the new CFBs.

In the present work, a flow regime study was carried out on the CFB riser of cross
section 0.15 m x 0.15 m. Effect of superficial velocity of air on variation of pressure
drop and suspension density along the riser column was studied. Study on wall-to-bed
heat transfer characteristics for risers of three different CFB units of different cross
sections 0.15 m x 0.15 m, 0.20 m x 0.20 m, and 0.25 m x 0.25 m has been completed.
Riseis of all the CFB units are of same height 2.85 m. To accomplish the scale-up study,
expenments were conducted on each CFB setup for five different non-dimensional air
velocities (U* - . . r j- .5.5, 6, 6.6 and 8) and two different weights of sand inventory per unit
area of the distributor plate (P = 1750 nW and F = 3050 N/m^). Sand particles with
average size of 460 gm were used in all the experiments. Effect of parameter like riser

section on the axial variation of heat transfer coefficients and off axial distribution
tCITinprjitF idiure was compared for all the three beds. Effect of other operating

parameters like v#ai • .ocity of air and sand inventory on heat transfer chaiacteiistics were
also predicted fror individual CFB setup The results obtained were compared with
available literatures.

individual CFB setup, effect of superficial velocity and sand inventory on
distribution of bed t

temperature across the riser and heat transfer coefficient along the
riser height was stnri-

nuied. In all the setups it was observed that the bed temperature

Vlll

decreases with increase in cross section of the riser and superficial velocity of air in the

riser column, and increase with increases in sand inventory. Heat transfer coefficient

increases with increase in cross section of the riser and sand inventory, and decreases

with increase in superficial velocity of air.

Based on the scale-up study correlations on bed Nusselt number were obtained

separately for lower splash region, middle splash region and for the portion of riser

covering all regions i.e lower splash, middle splash and upper splash region. A best-fit

equation having non-dimensional numbers was obtained and constants of correlation

were obtained with the help of Findfit function of Mathematica 5.2. Experimental results

with the prediction of correlation showing maximum rms deviation of ±11.66- 21.73%.

CFD simulations using Fluent 6.3.26 were also completed to study the effect of

superficial velocity of air, particle size, sand inventory and bed cross section area on heat

transfer characteristics. 3D CFD simulations were performed using the Fluent 6.3.26 on

steady state wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics of CFB riser of cross section 0.15 m

X 0.15 m and height 2.85 m for heated portion (heater) of same cross section of riser and

height of 0.6 m, located at 0.6 m and 1.8 m above the distributor plate which is the lower

splash region and upper splash region of CFB, respectively. Further simulations on upper

splash legion of height 0.6 m, located at 1.8 m above the distributor plate were

accomplished for risers of cross section 0.30 m x 0.30 m.

Modelling and meshing were done with Gambit software - version 2.4.6. The

wall of heater was maintained at the constant heat flux q" = 1000 W/m^. RNG k-e model

was used for turbulence modelling. Eulerian model with Gidaspow phase interaction

scheme was used to simulate the two phase flow (air + sand mixture flow).

Effect of particle size on heat transfer characteristics of lower splash region was
predicted using six particle sizes falling in the range of Geldart B type particles (60 pm,

100 pm, 160 pm, 260 pm, 360 pm, 460 pm) at sand inventory of 7 kg and superficial

velocity of air as 2.5 m/s for the heater of cross section 0.15 m x 0.15 m.

Effect ot superficial velocity of air and sand inventory on heat transfer

characteristics was predicted with respect to lower spla.sh region of riser of cross section

0.15 m X 0.15 m tor two superficial velocities of air (2.5 m/s and 4 m/s) and two sand

inventories (4 kg and 7 kg) for particle size of 460 pm.

Effect of riser cross section on heat transfer characteristics was predicted with
respect to upper splash region of risers of cross section 0.15 m x 0.15 m and 0.30 m x
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0.30 m for two superficial velocities of air (2.5 m/s and 4 m/s) at 3050 N/m" (weight of

sand inventory per unit area of distributor plate) and sand particle size of 460 pm is used

during the simulation.

It is observed that bed temperature and heat transfer coefficient increases with

increase in sand inventory and decreases with increase in particle size. Bed temperature

and heat transfer coefficient also decreases with increase in superficial velocity of air.

Bed temperature decreases and heat transfer coefficient increases with increase in cross

section of risers. Results obtained from CFD simulations and experimental results

obtained from available CFB setup of IIT Guwahati were in good agreement.

Heat transfer behaviour in the cylindrical portion of cyclone separators having different

size of barrel diameter belonging to three different CFB units also has been studied.

Steady state experiments were carried out by providing heat in the lower splash region of
the riser of a CFB and consequently examining bed-to-wall heat transfer in the cyclone
separator. To study the effect of scale-up (increase in barrel diameter of cyclone
separators) on heat transfer characteristics, experiments were conducted under similar
operating conditions on three CFB setups. Cyclone separator's design ratios i.e ratios of
various dimensions of cyclone separator with respect to cyclone barrel diameter were
maintained same in each cyclone separator belonging to the three different CFB setups.
Experiments were conducted on each CFB setup for five non-dimensional air velocities
(U - - 5, 5.5, 6, 6.6 and 8) at two different weights of sand inventory per unit area of the
distributor plate (P = 1750 NW and 3050 N/m^).

Effect of parameters like superficial velocity of air and sand inventory on heat
transfer characteristics was investigated for individual cyclone separator. Local heat
transfer coefficient along ihf> u ^ i"g me height of cylindrical portion of cyclone separators were
evaluated and compared Akr> ^ . . j- .. if  • rtiio, bed temperature across the barrel diameter of all cyclone
separators were measured anri . • • . . .ana compared. In all the cyclone separators, it is observed that
the bed temperature decreases witk • , • is With increase in cyclone's barrel diameter and superficial
velocity of air. It increases u/ifK •witn increases in sand inventory. Heat transfer coefficient
increases with increase in barrel hio

mameter of the cyclone separator and inventory of sand.
1, decreases with increase superficial velocity of air.

Based on the scale-un stnH
F ̂ luay, correlation on Nusselt number was obtained for

cyclone separators. A best-fit equation having four non-dimensional numbers fitting 60
expeiimental data points was obtained and constants of the correlation was obtained with

the help of Findfit function of Mathematica 5.2. Experimental results with the prediction

of correlation showing maximum rms deviation of ± 14.31%.

The thesis is organised in seven chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the introduction. Chapter

2 presents the literature review and scope for the present investigations. In Chapter 3,

details about the experimental setups and procedure ai'e explained. Chapter 4 includes

experimental results and discussions on parametric study and effect of scale-up on heat

transfer characteristics of circulating fluidized bed risers. Chapter 5 includes

computational study (modelling and simulation) using Fluent 6.3.26 on CFB risers.

Chapter 6 deals with experimental results and discussions on parametric study and effect

of scale-up on heat transfer characteristics of cyclone separators. Conclusions and future

J^cope are presented in Chapter 7.
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Nomenclature

As Surface Area of Heater, m"

Asc Surface Area of Cyclone Separator,

Ab and Cross Section Area of Heater or Bed or Riser and Graduated Column or Sand

Ad Measuring Section, in^

B1 CFB riser of cross section 0.15 m x 0.15 m

B2 CFB riser of cross section 0.20 m x 0.20 m

B3 CFB riser of cross section of 0.25 m x 0.25 m

b  Width of Heater, m

b 1 Width of Heater of B1, m

b2 Width of Heater of B2, m

b3 Width of Heater of B3, m

Cl, C2, Smaller, Medium and Larger Cyclone Separator with Dc = 0.27 m, 0.36 m
C3 and 0.45 m respectively

D  Distance from the Distributor Plate to the off-axis Section AA of the Heater,
m

Dc Cyclone Separator's Barrel Diameter, m

dp Average Diameter of Sand Particles, m

dp Non-dimensional Particle Size

Gs Solid Circulation Rate (Solid Mass Flux), kg.m'^.s"'
H  Height of the Heater, m

Hb, Hb Height of the Static Sand Inventory of the Fluidized Bed, m

He Height of the Cyclone (Lc + Zc), m

Hd. B Hydraulic Diameter of CFB Bed [Hdi = bl, Hd2 = b2, Hd3 = b3], m

H, Total Height of the Riser, m

h. hy Local Heat Transfer Coefficient - Riser, Wm"~K"'
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Length of Cylindrical Portion of Cyclone Separator, m

Distance between Two Consecutive Pressure Taps ( 0.6 m approx. for all
CFB units)

Middle Splash Region in the Riser of CFB

Bed Nusselt Number, (h. Ho/kg)

of Static Sand Inventory Mounted per unit Area of Distributor Plate,Weight
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Pressure Drop in terms of cm of Water

Heat Supplied at Heater, W

Flow Rate or Discharge through Orifice Meter, m"^

Amount Heat Carried by Air + Sand Mixture which was Calculated at the
Inlet of Cyclone Separator, W

(qa) and (qs) are the Heat Carried by Air and Sand, respectively. Measured at
the Two Outlets of Cyclone Separator - Top Outlet (Chimney) and Bottom
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Non-dimensional Particle Velocity

Distance Measured from Left Hand Side of Wall of Heater to the
Thermocouple End, m

Non-dimensional Area Parameter, (Ratio of Cross section Area of Heater or
Riser { Ab } to the Surface Area of the Heater {As})

Aspect Ratio, (Ratio of Height of The Static Sand Inventory of the Fluidized
Bed { Hb } to the Hydraulic Diameter of Bed { Hd })

Non-dimensional Height Parameter, (Ratio of Height from the Distributor
Plate to the Thermocouple Location in the Heater {Hm, in coiTelation eq. (4.3)
and eq. (4.4)} to the Total Height of the Riser (Hrj). In correlation eq. (4.5)
{H„i} is the of Height from the Distributor Plate to the Midpoint of Heater

(r/R) is the Ratio of Distance (r) of the Thermocouple Location with respect to
(T2-T6) Measured from the Centre ot Each Cyclone Separator to the Radius
(R) of that Cyclone (refer Fig. 3.5)

Non-dimensional Distance across the Heater

Non-dimensional Distance (Y/Dc) is the Ratio of Distance (Y) of the
Thermocouple Location with respect to (T7-T11) as shown in Fig. 3.5,
measured from the inlet of the Cyclone Separator, Normalized with Respect to
the Cyclone Barrel Diameter (Dc)

Non-dimensional Distance (Y/Hc) is the Ratio of Distance (Y) of the
Thermocouple Location with respect to (T7-T11) as shown in Fig. 3.5,
measuied from the inlet of the Cyclone Separator, Normalized with Respect to
the Height of the Cyclone (He)

Pg

Psii.s

Mg

G- ̂ inf

-3

Greek Symbols
Density of Gas (Air), kg m
Supension Density of Mixture (Air + Sand), kg m""^

Vi.scosity of Gas ( Air), kg m"' s"'
Voidage, Voidage at Minimum Fluidization
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Chapter 1

II

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Coal is the piincipal source of energy in India because of its large deposits and
availability. Coal is extensively used in Indian power sector. Out of the total installed

capacity of 147.965 MW, coal was in use to produce 93,725 MW (63.34%) during the
year 2009 (Goyal, 2009). However, majority of coal in India contains high ash (as high
as 45%) and sulphur (3-5%) (Goyal, 2009). High ash content in coal is responsible for

the derating of the power plant. Moreover, emissions of oxides of carbon, nitrogen and

sulphur are significantly high from power plants, where coal with high ash content has

been used with conventional technology. Therefore, there is a great need of an

alternative technology to utilize this type of coal for improving combustion and reducing

the pollution. Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) is one of the promising technologies to

deal with the combustion of coal with high ash and sulphur. Apart from using coal as a

fuel, CFB technology can be used for combustion of wide range of fuels including wood

wastes, agricultural wastes, biomass etc. Further, this technology is popular for

environmental compatibility in terms of sulphur capture and reduction of oxides of

nitrogen. CFB technology has been used in power production for last few decades.

However, many of the issues related to hydrodynamics and heat transfer on scale-up of

CFB is yet to be explored. Hence, present work is taken up to investigate behavior of

CFB in terms of bed geometry and operating parameters.

1.2 Regimes of Fluidization

Fluidization is the phenomenon by which solid particles are transformed into a fluid like

state through suspension in a gas or liquid (Fig. 1.1). Fluidized bed may have different

flow structures depending upon the flow velocity of fluid imposed on the bed. Various

regimes of fluidization are described as follows.
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1) Fixed Bed: When the fluid is passed through bottom of bed at a low flow rate, the

fluid merely percolates through the void spaces between stationary particles. This is

called a fixed bed as shown in Fig. 1.1 (a).

Fixed bed

St t/
Gas or liquid
(low velocity)

(0)

Slugging
(Axiai slugs)

ii

Gas

(9)

r

L

Minimum

fluidlzation

SI t/
Gas or liauid

(b)

Slugging
(Flat slugs)

- 5^?- *•

SSii

S t/
Gas

(0

Smooth

fluidization

(C)

Turbulent
fluidization

1Br -r ;■

''Mmr.

\Qas

(0)

r
I

Bubbling
fluidization

K  'iV

St j/ Si t/
Liquid ' Ga<5 1Gas'

(cf)

Lean phase
fluidization

with pneumatic
transport

St t/
Gas or liquid
(high velocity)

(h)

Fig. 1.1 Regimes of Fluidization (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991)

2) Expanded Bed: Particles move apart and a few of them start vibrating with further
increase of the flow velocity. However, the movement of particles is in a restricted
region. This regime is termed as the expanded bed.

3) Minimum Fluidization: At a still higher gas velocity, a point is reached when all the
particles are just suspended by the upward flowing fluid. This is referred as minimum
fluidized bed as shown in Fig. 1.1(b). This condition is achieved by counterbalancing of
the frictional force between particle and fluid by the weight of the particles.

In solid — liquid system, increase in flow rate above minimum fluidization results in

smooth or progressive expansion of bed. Gross flow instabilities remain small, and

heterogeneity or large-scale voids of liquids are not observed. Such a fluidized bed is

called either homogeneously or smoothly fluidized bed as shown in Fig. 1.1(c). For gas -
solid systems, homogeneous fluidization is observed under special conditions of fi ne
light particles with dense gas at high pressure.

4) Bubbling Fluidization: Increasing flow rate beyond minimum fluidization, void
regions foim neai distiibutor plate and grow as they rise in the upward direction in the
bed. Gas-solid systems show large instabilities with bubbling and gas channeling with
ri se in flow late beyond minimum fluidization. At high flow rate, vigorous agitation of
particles is seen. Such a bed is called aggregative or heterogeneous or bubbling fluidized
bed as shown in Fig. 1.1 (d).

5) Slugging Fluidization: The gas bubbles formed above the distributor plate coalescent
and grow as they rise, they may eventually become large enough to spread across the
vessel. In case of fi ne particles, their flow is smoothly down by the wall around the
rising void of gas. This is called as slugging with axial slugs shown in Fig. 1.1(e). For
coarse particles, the portion of the bed above the bubble is pushed upwards as in the case
of a piston. Particles rain down from the slug which finally disintegrates. At about this
lime another slug forms and this unstable oscillatory motion is repeated. This is called
flat slugging as shown in Fig. 1.1(f).

6) Turbulent Fluidization: At sufficiently high gas flow rate, the terminal velocity of
solids is exceeded, the upper surface of bed disappears, entrainment becomes
appreciable and, instead of bubbles, turbulent motion of solid cluster and void of gas of
various size and shapes can be observed. This is the turbulent fluidized bed as shown in

F'g- l-I(g).

7) Fast Fluidization: With further increase in gas velocity, solids aie cairied out of the

bed along with the gas-making a lean phase fluidized bed as shown in Fig. 1.1 (h). In
lean phase fluidization the rate of entrainment of particles is very high, necessitating the
use of an outside cyclone separator to recirculate the entrained particles back to the bed.
This system is called fast fluidized bed. Behaviour of fluidized bed varies significantly
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1) Fixed Bed: When the fluid is passed through bottom of bed at a low flow rate, the

fluid merely percolates through the void spaces between stationary particles. This is

called a fixed bed as shown in Fig. 1.1 (a).
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Fig. 1.1 Regimes of Fluidization (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991)

2) Expanded Bed: Particles move apart and a few of them start vibrating with further
increase of the flow velocity. However, the movement of particles is in a restricted
region. This regime is termed as the expanded bed.

3) Minimum Fluidization: At a still higher gas velocity, a point is reached when all the
particles are just suspended by the upward flowing fluid. This is referred as minimum
fluidized bed as shown in Fig. 1.1(b). This condition is achieved by counterbalancing of
the fiictional force between particle and fluid by the weight of the particles.

In solid - liquid system, increase in flow rate above minimum fluidization results in

smooth or progressive expansion of bed. Gross flow instabilities remain small, and
heterogeneity or large-scale voids of liquids are not observed. Such a fluidized bed is
called either homogeneously or smoothly fluidized bed as shown in Fig. 1.1(c). For gas -
solid systems, homogeneous fluidization is observed under special conditions of fine
light particles with dense gas at high pressure.

4) Bubbling Fluidization: Increasing flow rate beyond minimum fluidization, void
regions foiin neai distiibutor plate and grow as they rise in the upward direction in the
bed. Gas-solid systems show large instabilities with bubbling and gas channeling with
lise in flow late beyond minimum fluidization. At high flow rate, vigorous agitation of
particles is seen. Such a bed is called aggregative or heterogeneous or bubbling fluidized
bed as shown in Fig. 1.1(d).

5) Slugging Fluidization: The gas bubbles formed above the distributor plate coalescent
and grow as they rise, they may eventually become large enough to spread across the
vessel. In case of fine particles, their flow is smoothly down by the wall around the
rising void of gas. This is called as slugging with axial slugs shown in Fig. 1.1(e). For
coarse particles, the portion of the bed above the bubble is pushed upwards as in the case
of a piston. Particles rain down from the slug which finally disintegrates. At about this
lime another slug forms and this unstable oscillatory motion is repeated. This is called
flat slugging as shown in Fig. 1.1(f).

6) Turbulent Fluidization: At sufficiently high gas flow rate, the terminal velocity of
solids is exceeded, the upper surface of bed disappears, entrainment becomes
appreciable and, instead of bubbles, turbulent motion of solid cluster and void of gas of
various size and shapes can be observed. This is the turbulent fluidized bed as shown in

Fig- I-Kg).

7) Fast Fluidization: With further increase in gas velocity, solids are carried out of the
bed along with the gas-making a lean phase fluidized bed as shown in Fig. 1.1 (h). In
lean phase fluidization the rate of entrainment of particles is very high, necessitating the
use of an outside cyclone separator to recirculate the entrained particles back to the bed.
This system is called fast fluidized bed. Behaviour of fluidized bed varies significantly
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with superficial air velocity. Hydrodynamic characteristics and heat transfer

characteristics in CFB are explained in subsequent sections.

1.3 Hydrodynamic Characteristics

Various regimes of fluidization have been explained in the earlier section. It is observed

that depending on the air velocity, there may be different type of fluidization regimes.

Hydrodynamic properties like pressure, suspension density, voidage also changes along

the height of the riser with the change in velocity of air. Figure 1.2 explains the variation

of pressure drop with velocity.
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Fig. 1.2 Ap versus Velocity Relationship (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991)

Pressure drop versus velocity relationship is an indication of quality of fluidization. The

pressure drop is approximately proportional to gas velocity. With further increase in

velocity, the voidage in the fixed bed increases from Cm to Cmf. This results in a decrease

in pressure drop. With further rise in velocity, bed expands with appearance of bubbles,
which create non-homogeneity. Interestingly, despite rise in velocity, the pressure drop
remains unchanged. The reasoning for this effect is given in terms of well aeration of

dense gas solid phase that deforms easily without appreciable resistance a characteristic

liquid behavior. With decrease in gas velocity, fluidized particles settle to form a loose
bed (fixed bed) of voidage £,„.

1.4 Heat Transfer Characteristics

Heat transfer study within the circulating fluidized beds has been a subject of detailed

investigations since 1980 onwards. CFB is an intermediate phase between turbulent

fluidized bed and dilute pneumatic conveying. Heat transfer characteristics are strongly

dependent on hydrodynamic characteristics of CFB unit. As noted in the earlier section,

distribution of particles in the riser column vaiies in the axial and off axial direction with

change in velocity of air. Heat transfer to the walls of a CFB is due to conduction from

clusters of particles falling along the walls. The heat transfer coefficient plays a major

role for designing a fluidized bed boiler. Following section presents the need of present

study.

1.5 Major Objectives of the Study

CFB technology has been used in power production for last few decades. It is observed

from literature that the bed hydrodynamics strongly influences the heat transfer

characteristics LKunni and Levenspiel (1991)] and hydrodynamic characteristics differ

significantly with the geometry of the bed cross section [Zhou et al. (1994)]. However,

many of the issues related to heat transfer on scale-up of CFB is yet to be explored.

Risers of square and rectangular cross-sections are now widely employed in circulating

fluidized bed applications [Zhou et al. (1994)]. Hence, there is high demand for scale-up

study of CFB on heat transfer characteristics with square cross-sections. Hence, present

work is taken up to investigate behavior of CFB in terms of square bed geometry and

operating parameters on heat transfer characteristics.

Objectives of present study are explained as follows:

To investigate, experimentally and numerically, the effect of various operating

parameters like sand inventory, superficial velocity of air, sand particle size on

distribution of bed temperature and local heat transfer coefficient.
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Objectives of present study are explained as follows:

To investigate, experimentally and numerically, the effect of various operating

parameters like sand inventory, superficial velocity of air, sand particle size on

distribution of bed temperature and local heat transfer coefficient.
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^ To study, experimentally and numerically, the effect of scale-up (bed cross-
section) on wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics in the CFB risers and to

develop empirical correlation.

^ To study experimentally the effect of cyclone barrel diameter and other various
operating parameters like sand inventory, superficial velocity of air on bed-to-

wall heat transfer characteristics in the cyclone separators of CFBs and to

develop empirical correlation.

1.6 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 discusses the literature review on experimental studies on riser, experimental

work accomplished to study the effect scale-up on both hydrodynamic and heat transfer

characteristics of riser, computational study on riser and experimental studies on cyclone
separator.

Chapter 3 deals with description on experimental setup and procedure to be followed.

Different subsections of this chapter explains the details about the CFB Setup fabricated
at HT Guwahati, fabrication of heat transfer probe (heater) used in the riser column for

wall-to-bed heat transfer study and experimental procedure used while conducting heat
transfer study on CFB risers. Arrangement of thermocouples, and the procedure
followed to study bed-to-wall heat transfer characteristics in three cyclone separators is
also described.

Chapter 4 presents experimental investigations on hydrodynamic and wall-to-bed heat
transfer characteristics of CFB risers. Effect of various parameters like superficial
velocity of air on variation of pressure drop and suspension density along the riser
column is presented. Also effect of superficial velocity of air, sand inventory and bed
cross section on off-axial bed temperature distribution and axial distribution of heat

transfer coefficient is also explained. Chapter also presents the empirical correlation
models on bed Nusselt number as a function of various non-dimensional numbers.

Chapter 5 presents the modeling and simulation of riser using CFD software — Fluent

6.3.26. Results and discussion on effect of particle size, bed cross section, sand inventory

and superficial velocity of air on wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics are explained.

Chapter 6 deals with experimental investigations on bed-to-wall heat transfer study in

cyclone separators. Effect of parameters like sand inventory, superficial velocity of air

and cyclone separators' baiTel diameter on heat transfer characteristics is explained.

Chapter also presents the empirical coirelation model on Nusselt number as a function of

various non-dimensional numbers for the cyclone separators.

Chapter 7 summarizes the present work, states the conclusions drawn from the same, and

outlines the scope for future work.
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Chapter 2

Review of Literature and Scope for Present
Investigations

2.1 Introduction

In the present chapter, review of literature and scope for present investigations ai'e

discussed. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 represent the review of experimental and computational

studies on CFB risers, respectively. In section 2.2, review on hydrodynamic and heat

transfer characteristics associated with risers is reported. In section 2.3, review on

numerical studies, modelling and simulation of CFB risers are reported. Section 2.4

reveals the review of experimental studies on cyclone separators. Section 2.5 summaries

the chapter and also explains the scope for present investigations.

2.2 Experimental Studies on Riser

In the present section, literature reported on various types of experimental work on CFB

riser is discussed. Review includes both hydrodynamic and heat transfer characteristics

along the riser column.

Extensive literature is available for heat transfer at the tubes suspended in the core of

CFB furnace. Fraley et al. (1983) studied heat transfer from a probe of 9.5 mm OD to a

flowing gas-solid mixture through a 75 mm diameter pipe.

Subbarao and Basu (1986) reported the cluster model to predict the heat transfer

coefficient in circulating fluidized beds. They have reported heat transfer coefficient is

mainly a function of gas and solid flow rates as well as bed density. They have used data

of Fraley et al. (1983) to test the validity of model. Only data of Fraley et al. (1983) has

been used to test the validity of the model as only they have reported gas and solid flow

rates as well as bed densities.
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Basu (1990) has proposed a mechanistic model to explain the interdependence of design

and operating parameters. Heat transfer to the wall of a fast fluidized bed has been

measured for four different particle sizes, two sizes of heat transfer probes and several

temperatures from 30°C to about 900°C.

Kolar and Sundaresan (2002), and Sundaresan and Kolar (2002) reported heat

transfer from surface of tubes suspended in core of a CFB furnace to the bed. They have

proposed an empirical correlation model to predict the particle Nusselt number.

Masoumifard et al. -(2008) conducted experiments on a fluidized bed in order to

verify the influence of the axial position, particle diameter and the superficial gas

velocity on the heat transfer coefficient from a small horizontal tube of 8 mm diameter,

immersed in the fluidized bed. In order to predict the heat transfer coefficient from the

fluidized bed to a horizontally immersed tube, a cluster based model has been proposed.

The model predictions were compared with the experimental data of this work as well as

those from the literature in a wide range of operating conditions. A close agreement was

found between the model predictions and the experimental findings.

However, heat transfer data obtained from the tube suspended in the core of CFB is not

applicable for water walls in CFB furnace because the flow pattern of the gas-solid

mixture is quite different. Extensive literature on hydrodynamic characterisitcs [Arena et

al. (1992), Glicksman et al. (1993), Schouten et al. (1999), Noymer et al. (2000), Yan et

al. (2005), Kolar and Leckner (2006), Singh and Mittal (2009)] and bed-to-wall

(membrane water walls) heat transfer characteristics for hot beds (bed temperature 800-

1200 K) and wall-to-bed heat transfer studies in cold CFB units (bed temperature less

than 425 K) [Basu and Nag (1987), Wu et al.(1987), Wirth (1995), Basu and Nag (1996),

Molerus and Wirth (1997), Shi et al. (1998), Fox et al. (1999), Kolar (2000), Pagliuso et

al. (2000), Grulovic et al.(2008), Gungor (2009)] is available.

Arena et al. (1992) reported the hydrodynamics of circulating fluidized beds with risers

of different shape and size like as rectangular riser of cross section 0.12 m x 0.012 m and
two cylindrical columns having internal diameter 0.12 m and 0.40 m.

Glicksman et al. (1993) reported the simplified scaling relationships for fluidized
beds. Schouten et al. (1999) reported that the gas flow pattern in the dense bottom-bed of

circulating fluidized beds, operated with Geldart-B type of solids, exhibits three different
types of dynamic behavior, dependent on the width of the riser and the aspect ratio of the
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dense bottom of bed. Recent studies on CFBs show that bed-to-wall heat transfer could

be conelated with hydrodynamic conditions in the bed [Noymer et al. (2000), Yan et al.

(2005)]. Noymer et al. (2000) developed two laboratory scale models to simulate the

hydrodynamic behaviour and study the effect of bed diameter on near-wall

hydrodynamics. Scaling of CFB boiler hydrodynamics was reported by Kolar and

Leckner (2006). Singh and Mittal (2009) conducted experiments on comparative study

on hydrodynamic characteristics on two CFB setups of 0.20 m x 0.20 m and 0.25 m x

0.25 m.

Basu and Nag (1987) have proposed a model to predict the heat transfer in a circulating

fluidized bed. To verify the model, experiments were conducted in a 102 mm diameter

5.5 m high Plexiglas column, in which the heat transfer coefficient was measured for

different superficial velocities, solid circulation rates and at two particle sizes. The wall

to bed heat transfer was measured by a probe, flushed with the wall and installed 2.1 m

above the distributor plate. It was a 100 mm long 25 mm diameter carbon steel rod with

four iron constantan thermocouples located at uniform intervals of 20 mm along its

length.

Wirth (1995) reported wall-to-suspension heat transfer in circulating fluidized

bed depends on the fluid mechanics immediately near the wall and on the thermal

properties of the gas used. Experimental investigations on circulating fluidized bed of

low dimensionless pressure gradients with different solid particles like bronze, glass and

polystyrene at ambient temperatures show no influence of the conductivity and the heat

capacity of the solids on the heat transfer coefficient. A simple correlation is presented

for calculating the heat transfer coefficient in circulating fluidized bed. In the correlation,

Nusselt number is the function of dimensionless numbers which characterize the gas-

.solid flow near the wall. These numbers are the Archimedes number and the pressure-

drop number. The last number relates the cross-sectional average solids concentration to

the solids concentration at minimum fluidization condition.

Shi et al. (1998) performed extensive series of measurements on wall-to-bed heat

transfer coefficients, for different solids like FCC, glass beads and solids velocities, in a

semi-industrial scale CFB unit running with a variety of solids fractions at ambient

temperatures. Their experiments have shown a significant influence of solids

concentration and solids movement near the heat transfer surface on the wall-to-bed heat

transfer coefficient. They proposed a model to describe the wall-to-bed heat transfer that
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is applicable over the entire range of possible local solids concentrations occurring in

CFB systems.

Heat transfer from the wall to the fast bed suspension was investigated for

several materials such as sand, FCC, steel by Fox et al. (1999). They have conducted

experiments on single circular cross section riser column operated with superficial

velocity of air varying from 7.5 - 8.5 m/s at constant particle size of 150 pm.

Meena (2004) has reported wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics on upper

splash region of riser of cross section 0.102 m x 0.102 m and in cyclone separator of

same CFB unit of height 2 m.

Grulovic et al. (2008) have reported wall-to-bed heat transfer in hydraulic

transport and in particulate fluidized beds of spherical glass particles. They performed

experiments in circular riser of 1.36 m long copper tube 27.4/25.4 mm OD/ID as a

particulate fluidized beds with Reynolds number varying from 1960 to 7850 (particles of

0.80, 1.10, and 1.94 mm in diameter) and studied the influence of different parameters

such as velocity and voidage on heat transfer in fluidized beds.

Singh and Sharma (2008) have conducted experiments for the hydrodynamic and

wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics on 0.15 m x 0.15 m bed cross section. They have

conducted experiments in the lower splash region of riser. Effect of superficial velocity

of air, effect of sand inventory on heat transfer characteristics was studied.

Praghanmor (2009) has done comparative study on effect of operating parameters

like superficial velocity of air (2.8 m/s and 3.5 m/s), sand inventory on wall-to-bed heat

transfer characteristics of lower splash region of bed of cross section 0.20 m x 0.20 m

and 0.25 m x 0.25 m and also reported simulations on hydrodynamic characteristics of

riser of cross section 0.15mx0.15m and height of 2.85 m using Fluent 6.3.26.

Literature on lower and middle splash region reveal that, Schouten et al. (1999) reported

hydrodynamics study in the bottom bed. Pagliuso et al. (2000) have reported bed-to-wall

heat transfer study in the lower splash region. They reported heat transfer coefficient

along the height of the heat exchanger increases with increase in bed density. A simple

correlation was proposed to calculate the heat transfer coefficient as a function of

particle diameter and suspension density.

Gungor (2009) has reported that in the CFB combustors, amount of bed-to-wall

heat transfer and second law efficiency considerably varies between the bottom and the

upper zones due to different hydrodynamic characteristics of each zone. He has used 2D
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CFB model which uses the particle-based approach which simultaneously predicts the

hydrodynamics and combustion aspects, second law efficiency and entropy generation

values which were obtained at different height and volume ratios of the heat transfer

surfaces for CFBs. Besides that, the influences of the water flow rates and heat

exchanger tube diameters on the second law efficiency are also investigated. Exergy

efficiency (also known as the second-law efficiency) computes the efficiency of a

process taking the second law of thermodynamics into account.

The energy B balance of a process is given by

B = B + B + B
"f'f It'sr (lc.\frn\c(l

Exergy efficiency is defined as

ri = 1-
{B +B )

dcStlOMul

B

(2.2)

Table 2.1 shows the comparision of data reported in the litrature on wall-to bed heat

transfer studies for variopus parameters. Scale-up studies at laboratory level using

multiple CFB risers of different circular cross sections were accomplished and empirical

correlations were developed by Mickley and Trilling (1949) and Danziger (1963).

Details are as shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.1 Comparision of Data Reported in Wall-to Bed Heat Trasnfer Studies for
Variopus Parameters

Author U

(m/s)
pSU5

(kg'm^)
Hr(m) H/B dp

(Hm)

B asu and Nag (1987) 3-5 22 - 96.79 5.5 0.98 227

Fox et al (1999)

LO

1

00
LO

30- 170 5.966 0.69 400

B asu and Nag (1987) 3.7-5 21.50 -58.63 5.5 0.98 87

Nag and Moral (1990) 7.2- 12.5 25-62 5.15 2.55 310

Moral (1990) 7.2-12.5 25-62 5.15 1.7 310
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Singh and Sharma (2008) have conducted experiments for the hydrodynamic and

wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics on 0.15 m x 0.15 m bed cross section. They have

conducted experiments in the lower splash region of riser. Effect of superficial velocity

of air, effect of sand inventory on heat transfer characteristics was studied.

Fraghanmor (2009) has done comparative study on effect of operating parameters

like superficial velocity of air (2.8 m/s and 3.5 m/s), sand inventory on wall-to-bed heat

transfer characteristics of lower splash region of bed of cross section 0.20 m x 0.20 m

and 0.25 m x 0.25 m and also reported simulations on hydrodynamic characteristics of

riser of cross section 0.15 m x 0.15 m and height of 2.85 m using Fluent 6.3.26.

Literature on lower and middle splash region reveal that, Schouten et al. (1999) reported

hydrodynamics study in the bottom bed. Pagliuso et al. (2000) have reported bed-to-wall

heat transfer study in the lower splash region. They reported heat transfer coefficient

along the height of the heat exchanger increases with increase in bed density. A simple

coiTelation was proposed to calculate the heat transfer coefficient as a function of

particle diameter and suspension density.

Gungor (2009) has reported that in the CFB combustors, amount of bed-to-wall

heat transfer and second law efficiency considerably varies between the bottom and the

upper zones due to different hydrodynamic characteristics of each zone. He has used 2D
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CFB model which uses the particle-based approach which simultaneously predicts the

hydrodynamics and combustion aspects, second law efficiency and entropy generation

values which were obtained at different height and volume ratios of the heat transfer

surfaces for CFBs. Besides that, the influences of the water flow rates and heat

exchanger tube diameters on the second law efficiency are also investigated. Exergy

efficiency (also known as the second-law efficiency) computes the efficiency of a

process taking the second law of thermodynamics into account.

The energy B balance of a process is given by

B = B -^B +B
ill out lust (IcstroYcil

Exergy efficiency is defined as

(fi, +B_ I _ d
(2.2)

B

Table 2.1 shows the comparision of data reported in the litrature on wall-to bed heat

transfer studies for variopus parameters. Scale-up studies at laboratory level using

multiple CFB risers of different circular cross sections were accomplished and empirical

coiTclations were developed by Mickley and Trilling (1949) and Danziger (1963).

Details are as shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.1 Comparision of Data Reported in Wall-to Bed Heat Trasnfer Studies for
Variopus Parameters

Author U

(m/s)
psus

(kg'm^)
Hr(m) H/B

(pm)

B asu and Nag (1987) 3-5 22 - 96.79 5.5 0.98 227

Fox et al (1999) 3.5-8.3 30-170 5.966 0.69 400

B asu and Nag (1987) 3.7-5 21.50 -58.63 5.5 0.98 87

Nag and Moral (1990) 7.2-12.5 25-62 5.15 2.55 310

Moral (1990) 7.2- 12.5 25-62 5.15 1.7 310
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Table 2.2 Comparisons of Scale-up Studies on Heat Transfer Characteristics

Chen et al. (2005) reported mechanistic models, which were based on the surface

renewal concept. These models may be used for design heat transfer systems for both

bubbling dense beds and fast circulating fluidized beds. Predictions of these models are

in good agreement with available heat transfer data, with few points lying outside of ±

25% bands.

2.3 Computational Studies on CFB Riser

Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) is widely used for various industrial applications which

include power generation, drying, cracking, and combustion. The increase and diversity

in CFB applications demand the need for the development of more efficient

experimental techniques, realistic simulations, and other research and design tools.

In spite of many CFB applications, the complexity of the interaction between

phases in the risers presents a tangible challenge to the improvement and understanding

of these systems. The CFB design is notably complex in terms of scaling-up difficulties,

because of the high sensitivity of the flow to scale and operational conditions [Ding and

Gidaspow (1990)].

Miller and Gidaspow (1992) reported that dense flow hydrodynamic experiments

measure either only the particle velocities or the particle concentrations until 1987.

Bader et al. (1988) reported studies on both the particle velocities, particle
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Ref. CFB

Riser

Column

(m)

Sand

Particle

Size

(mm)

Fluidizing
Air Velocity

(m/s)

Correlations

L

Mickely 0.10 70 - 452 0.25-4.15 h = 0.029 (pm pgU/Dp)"^''" 1

:  1

and 0.025 102 - 285 2.47 - 4.27
>

Trilling Circular J:

(1949)
::l

Danziger

(1963)

0.038

0.048

Circular

50

FCC

Catalyst

0.15-6.77 hD,/kg = 0.0784 (D, U, pg/pg)"'"'(W/ pgU)"^''
1

concentrations, which were determined together at first time for the riser flow. Since

then, modelers became able to compare and evaluate their theoretical models with

experimental studies in detail.

Different drag models, suggested by Syamlal and Obrien (1987), Arastoopour et al.

(1990), Gidaspow et al. (1994) were used to predict the most representative gas—solid

interphase exchange coefficient.

Gidaspow (1994) reported detailed discussion on the development of granular flow

models.

Currently, the Eulerian—Eulerian (two-fluid) model with kinetic theory of

granular flow is the most applicable approach to compute gas-solid flow in a CFB

[Benyahia et al. (2000), Zheng et al. (2001), Chan et al. (2005)]. This model is

particularly appropriate when the particle loading is relatively high. In the two-fluid

model, the particles are treated as a continuum as in the gas phase. Thus, there are two

interpenetrating phases' gas and particles where each phase is characterized by its own

conservation equation of motion. The interactions between the two phases are expressed

by additional source terms added to the conservation equations. The kinetic theory of

granular flow is used to define the fluid properties of the particle or solid phase through

constitutive equations.

Gungor (2008) developed a model using a Particle Based Approach (PBA) to

accurately predict the axial pressure profile in CFBs. This simulation model also

accounts for the axial and radial distribution of voidage and for the solids volume

fraction.

Almuttahar and Taghipour (2008) reported a two-dimensional Eulerian-Eulerian

model incorporating the kinetic theory of granular flow which was developed to describe

the hydiodynamics of gas—solid flow in the riser section of a high density circulating

fluidized bed. A comprehensive numerical model evaluation by comparing experimental

results from the literature was done for various operating conditions. It is found that

model is capable of predicting the main features of the complex gas-solids flow for

different operating conditions within the high density fast fluidization regime. The

predicted solid volume fraction and axial particle velocity were reasonably in good

agreement with the experimental data. The developed model was capable of predicting

the core-annular flow pattern and the cluster formation of the solid phase. The model
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Table 2.2 Comparisons of Scale-up Studies on Heat Transfer Characteristics

Ref. CFB

Riser

Column

(m)
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Particle

Size

(mm)

Fluidizing
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(m/s)
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Chen et al. (2005) reported mechanistic models, which were based on the surface

renewal concept. These models may be used for design heat transfer systems for both

bubbling dense beds and fast circulating fluidized beds. Predictions of these models are

in good agreement with available heat transfer data, with few points lying outside of ±

25% bands.

2.3 Computational Studies on CFB Riser

Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) is widely used for various industrial applications which

include power generation, drying, cracking, and combustion. The increase and diversity

in CFB applications demand the need for the development of more efficient

experimental techniques, realistic simulations, and other research and design tools.

In spite of many CFB applications, the complexity of the interaction between

phases in the risers presents a tangible challenge to the improvement and understanding

of these systems. The CFB design is notably complex in terms of scaling-up difficulties,

because of the high sensitivity of the flow to scale and operational conditions [Ding and

Gidaspow (1990)].

Miller and Gidaspow (1992) reported that dense flow hydrodynamic experiments

measure either only the particle velocities or the particle concentrations until 1987.

Bader et al. (1988) reported studies on both the particle velocities, particle
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concentrations, which were determined together at first time for the riser flow. Since

then, modelers became able to compare and evaluate their theoretical models with

experimental studies in detail.

Different drag models, suggested by Syamlal and Obrien (1987), Arastoopour et al.

(1990), Gidaspow et al. (1994) were used to predict the most representative gas-solid

inteiphase exchange coefficient.

Gidaspow (1994) reported detailed discussion on the development of granular flow

models.

Currently, the Eulerian—Eulerian (two-fluid) model with kinetic theory of

granular flow is the most applicable approach to compute gas-solid flow in a CFB

[Benyahia et al. (2000), Zheng et al. (2001), Chan et al. (2005)]. This model is

particularly appropriate when the particle loading is relatively high. In the two-fluid

model, the particles are treated as a continuum as in the gas phase. Thus, there are two

inteipenetrating phases' gas and particles where each phase is characterized by its own

conservation equation of motion. The interactions between the two phases are expressed

by additional source terms added to the conservation equations. The kinetic theory of

granular flow is used to define the fluid properties of the particle or solid phase through

constitutive equations.

Gungor (2008) developed a model using a Particle Based Approach (PBA) to

accurately predict the axial pressure profile in CFBs. This simulation model also

accounts for the axial and radial distribution of voidage and for the solids volume

fraction.

Almuttahar and Taghipour (2008) reported a two-dimensional Eulerian—Eulerian

model incorpoiating the kinetic theory of granular flow which was developed to describe

the hydrodynamics of gas—solid flow in the riser section of a high density circulating

fluidized bed. A comprehensive numerical model evaluation by comparing experimental

results from the literature was done for various operating conditions. It is found that

model is capable of predicting the main features of the complex gas-solids flow for

different operating conditions within the high density fast fluidization regime. The

predicted solid volume fraction and axial particle velocity were reasonably in good

agreement with the experimental data. The developed model was capable of predicting

the core-annular flow pattern and the cluster formation of the solid phase. The model
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also predicts the coexistence of dense suspension up-flow (DSU) in the lower region

and high density fast fluidization in the upper region of the riser for high gas velocity

and solid mass flux. However, the model is incapable of accurately predicting the gas-

solid flow behavior in low density circulating fluidized bed risers. Hence, more care in

setting up the model parameters and applying boundary conditions should be taken to

obtain better predictions at varying fluidization regimes.

Zheng et al. (2001) reported three different turbulence models, which were compared

with different closures; two models which consider the turbulence effect of the two

phases and one which ignores particles turbulence. The model which ignores the

particles turbulence, showed the greatest inconsistency predictions with the experimental

data. Although the other two models demonstrated better predictions, only one of them

showed reasonably good agreement with the experimental data. Therefore, more

attention should be given to select the most appropriate turbulence model with the

correct empirical constants and closures of the transfer and dissipation of turbulent

energy between gas and solids.

Some information on turbulence parameters which hard to obtain in laboratory

conditions which can be easily estimated using CFD tools [Ranade (2002), Almuttahar

and Taghipour (2008)]. In addition, CFD models provide a more detailed data profile as

a function of space and time without interfering or disturbing the flow by internal probes

[Ranade (2002), Almuttahar and Taghipour (2008)].

Benyahia et al. (2000) used CFD tool to analyze gas solid flow. Gas / particle flow

behavior in the 2D riser section of a CFB, which was simulated using CFD package

Fluent to predict velocity, volume fraction, pressure, and turbulence parameters for each

phase.

Taghipour et al. (2005) reported a multifluid Eulerian model integrating the

kinetic theory for solid particles using Fluent. This CFD software was capable of

predicting the gas-solid behavior of a fluidized bed. Comparison of 2D model

predictions, using the Syamlal-O'Brien, Gidaspow, and Wen-Yu drag functions, and

experimental measurements on the time-average bed pressure drop and gas-solid flow

pattern were in reasonable agreement for most of the operating conditions. Almuttahar

and Taghipour (2008) also reported the optimum design and scale-up of CFB risers

require a fundamental understanding of the mixing patterns of phases including the
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variations on the solid distributions, the continuous formation and dissipation of clusters,

and the solid down-flows. They have predicted the gas and solid velocity and volume

fraction through 2D simulation on CFB riser. Haitge et al. (2009) predicted solids

volume fraction in the riser column of CFB. 3D CFD simulations using Fluent were

accomplished. Results obtained using various drag models like Symlal-O'Brien et al,

Gidaspow and Yang et al were compared with experimental data.

Behjat et al. (2008) reported the gas volume fraction average eiTor between 2D CFD

simulation results and the experimental data for two different drag models, Syamlal-

O'Brien and Gidaspow, were 15.4% and 18.1% respectively. It is observed that Syamlal-

O'Brien drag model is a better model for predicting the hydrodynamics of gas—solid

flow. In this research, unsteady state behavior of gas—solid fluidized beds has been

investigated. Preliminary investigation of multiphase flow models revealed that

Eulerian-Eulerian model is suitable for modeling of industrial fluidized bed reactors. The

model includes continuity equations as well as momentum equations for both phases and

the equations for granular temperature of solid particles. A suitable numerical method

that employs finite volume method has been applied to discretize the equations. In order

to validate the model, predicted time-average bed expansion ratio and cross sectional

voidage profiles were compared with coiTesponding values of experimental data. This

comparison showed that the model can predict hydrodynamic behavior of gas solid

fluidized bed reasonably well. Simulation results also indicate that small bubbles were

produced at the bottom of the bed. These bubbles collide with each other as they move

upwards forming larger bobbles. Model predictions of bubble size and gas-solid flow

pattern using both Syamlal-O'Brien and Gidaspow drag models were similar.

Bastos et al. (2008) reported the simulations using Ansys CFX software version

10 and reported radial solid velocity profiles, computed on seven axial levels in the

circular riser of a high-flux circulating fluidized bed (HFCFB) using a two phase 3D

computational fluid dynamics model.

2.4 Experimental Studies on Cyclone Separator

The cyclone separator in the CFB boiler handles a large volume of gas at high

temperature. The outer skin temperature of the cyclone separator is relatively high;

therefore more heat losses occur by natural convection and radiation. To overcome this
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experimental measurements on the time-average bed pressure drop and gas-solid flow
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volume fraction in the riser column of CFB. 3D CFD simulations using Fluent were

accomplished. Results obtained using various drag models like Symlal-O'Brien et al,

Gidaspow and Yang et al were compared with experimental data.

Behjat et al. (2008) reported the gas volume fraction average eiTor between 2D CFD

simulation results and the experimental data for two different drag models, Syamlal-

O'Brien and Gidaspow, were 15.4% and 18.1% respectively. It is observed that Syamlal-

O'Brien drag model is a better model for predicting the hydrodynamics of gas—solid

flow. In this research, unsteady state behavior of gas—solid fluidized beds has been

investigated. Preliminary investigation of multiphase flow models revealed that

Eulerian-Eulerian model is suitable for modeling of industrial fluidized bed reactors. The

model includes continuity equations as well as momentum equations for both phases and

the equations for granular temperature of solid particles. A suitable numerical method

that employs finite volume method has been applied to discretize the equations. In order

to validate the model, predicted time-average bed expansion ratio and cross sectional

voidage profiles were compared with corresponding values of experimental data. This

comparison showed that the model can predict hydrodynamic behavior of gas solid

fluidized bed reasonably well. Simulation results also indicate that small bubbles were

produced at the bottom of the bed. These bubbles collide with each other as they move

upwards forming larger bobbles. Model predictions of bubble size and gas-solid flow

pattern using both Syamlal-O'Brien and Gidaspow drag models were similar.

Bastos et al. (2008) reported the simulations using Ansys CFX software version

10 and reported radial solid velocity profiles, computed on seven axial levels in the

circular riser of a high-flux circulating fluidized bed (HFCFB) using a two phase 3D
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The cyclone separator in the CFB boiler handles a large volume of gas at high

temperature. The outer skin temperature of the cyclone separator is relatively high;

therefore more heat losses occur by natural convection and radiation. To overcome this
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problem, some cyclone separators are made of water or steam cooled. This heat recovery

can enhance the capacity of the boiler. Therefore proper design of cyclone separators of

CFBs is essential. Therefore it is important to understand the heat transfer mechanism

and the effect of various operating parameters on the heat transfer process in the cyclone

separator.

The cyclone separator is an integral part of a CFB. It is a gas cleaning device that utilizes

the centrifugal force created by a spinning gas-solid stream to separate particles from a

gas. The gas-solid flow enters tangentially to the top of the cyclone. The solid particles

are forced to the wall by centrifugal force and then fall down along the wall by gravity.

The gas stream executes several complete turns, and it reverses at the bottom of the

cyclone to form the inner core that leaves from the top of the unit [Basu and Fraser

(1991), Nag (1998)].

Gas-solid flow structure and collection efficiency of the cyclone separator was reported

by Dietz (1981), Zhou and Soo (1990), Trefz and Muschelknautz (1993). They reported

that the cyclone efficiency decreases with increase in cyclone diameter, gas outlet duct

diameter, and gas inlet area.

Avci and Karagoz (2003) developed a mathematical model for calculation of

cyclone efficiency, by taking into account, the effects of flow, particle and geometrical

parameters, and acceleration assuming that the mixture of fluid and particles is

homogenous, and acceleration diminishes depending on the friction and geometry.

Avci and Karagoz (2001) reported the theoretical analysis of pressure losses in

cyclone separators under the consideration of geometrical and flow parameters including

inlet geometry, surface roughness, velocity and particles concentration, has been

performed and a new equation has been developed. The results obtained in this study

were compared with experimental values for different type of cyclone separators. It is

found that the proposed equation could be used to predict the pressure losses easily and

it is worthy especially for industrial applications.

Xiang and Lee (2008) reported the effects of exit tube diameter on the flow field

in cyclone separator. Results show that the exit tube diameter influences not only the

velocity magnitude, but also the shape of the velocity profiles within cyclones.

I
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However, no much literature exists on the cyclone separators' heat transfer studies.

Orozco and Nguyen (1993) reported an analysis of the heat transfer characteristics of the

fin/refractory system in a cyclone furnace. Thermal stresses in the weld joint between the

fin and the tubes which contribute to the failure of the fins were estimated. The effect of

fins on the average heat transfer coefficient inside the cyclone separator of a CFB for

different operating parameters like solid circulation rate, gas superficial velocity and

pressure drop were studied by Nag and Gupta (1999).

Some studies on the heat transfer characteristics in a cyclone separator of a CFB were

reported by Nag and Singh (1996).

Gupta and Nag (2000) conducted experiments on cyclone separator's wall-to-bed

heat transfer and hydrodynamic characteristics in the cold CFB unit of cross section

0.102 m X 0.102 m. It is reported that the cyclone separator is designed according to the

high-efficiency Lapple design and made to accommodate two identical heat transfer

probes. From the experimental results, the heat transfer coefficient is found to increase

with increase in solid circulation rate, as well as gas superficial velocity. The effect of

bed inventory and heat flux on heat transfer coefficient has also been investigated. An

empirical equation has been developed to predict the heat transfer coefficient in the

cyclone separator based on dimensional analysis. The experimental results were

compared with the predicted results and a good agreement was observed. The collection

efficiency of the cyclone separator was measured for all the operating conditions.

2.5 Summary and Scope for Present Investigations

From the literature review as explained in sections 2.2, it is evident that most of the work

is published on hydrodynamic and heat transfer characteristics of single riser column and

effect of scale-up on hydrodynamic characteristics of CFB. Few literature is available on

wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics [Mickley and Trilling (1949), Danziger (1963),

Basu and Nag (1987), Wirth (1995), Shi et al. (1998), Fox et al. (1999), Grulovic et al.

(2008)]. Mickley and Trilling (1949), Danziger (1963) represent coiTelation on bed

Nusselt number developed from the scale-up of two circular risers as shown in Table 2.1.

However, it was observed from literature that the hydrodynamics characteristics differ

significantly with the geometry of the bed cross section [Zhou et. al (1994)] and bed

hydrodynamics strongly influences the heat transfer characteristics [Kunni and
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However, no much literature exists on the cyclone separators' heat transfer studies.

Orozco and Nguyen (1993) reported an analysis of the heat transfer characteristics of the

fin/refractory system in a cyclone furnace. Thermal stresses in the weld joint between the

fin and the tubes which contribute to the failure of the fins were estimated. The effect of

fins on the average heat transfer coefficient inside the cyclone separator of a CFB for

different operating parameters like solid circulation rate, gas superficial velocity and

pressure drop were studied by Nag and Gupta (1999).

Some studies on the heat transfer chai"acteristics in a cyclone separator of a CFB were

reported by Nag and Singh (1996).

Gupta and Nag (2000) conducted experiments on cyclone separator's wall-to-bed

heat transfer and hydrodynamic characteristics in the cold CFB unit of cross section

0.102 m X 0.102 m. It is reported that the cyclone separator is designed according to the

high-efficiency Lapple design and made to accommodate two identical heat transfer

probes. From the experimental results, the heat transfer coefficient is found to increase

with increase in solid circulation rate, as well as gas superficial velocity. The effect of

bed inventory and heat flux on heat transfer coefficient has also been investigated. An

empirical equation has been developed to predict the heat transfer coefficient in the

cyclone separator based on dimensional analysis. The experimental results were

compared with the predicted results and a good agreement was observed. The collection

efficiency of the cyclone separator was measured for all the operating conditions.

2.5 Summary and Scope for Present Investigations

From the literature review as explained in sections 2.2, it is evident that most of the work

is published on hydrodynamic and heat transfer chaiacteristics of single riser column and

effect of scale-up on hydrodynamic characteristics of CFB. Few literature is available on

wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics [Mickley and Trilling (1949), Danziger (1963),

Basu and Nag (1987), Wirth (1995), Shi et al. (1998), Fox et al. (1999), Grulovic et al.

(2008)]. Mickley and Trilling (1949), Danziger (1963) represent coirelation on bed

Nusselt number developed from the scale-up of two circular risers as shown in Table 2.1.

However, it was observed from literature that the hydrodynamics characteristics differ

significantly with the geometry of the bed cross section [Zhou et. al (1994)] and bed

hydrodynamics strongly influences the heat transfer characteristics [Kunni and
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Levenspiel (1991)]. Risers of square and rectangular cross-sections are now widely

employed in circulating fluidized bed applications [Zhou et. al (1994)]. Also scale-up is

important for design point of view. Hence, there is high demand for scale-up study of

CFB on heat transfer characteristics with square cross-sections. Therefore present work

involves parametric study and effect of scale-up on wall-to-bed heat transfer

characteristics using three CFB units of different square cross section riser.

Based on the available literature on simulation, it is found that most of the works

reported for the CFB hydrodynamic and heat transfer by Eulerian model with good

degree of accuracy (Section 2.3). Experimental findings of the present study will be

validated using Fluent 6.3.26 with Eulerian model.

It is evident from section 2.4 that most of the investigations were reported on

hydrodynamic characteristics of cyclone separators. Wall-to-bed heat transfer

characteristics of single cyclone separator are reported only by Gupta and Nag (2000).

Therefore present work involves parametric study and effect of scale-up on bed-to-wall

heat transfer characteristics using three cyclone separators of different diameters.
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Levenspiel (1991)]. Risers of square and rectangular cross-sections are now widely

employed in circulating fluidized bed applications [Zhou et. al (1994)]. Also scale-up is

important for design point of view. Hence, there is high demand for scale-up study of

era on heat transfer characteristics with square cross-sections. Therefore present work

involves parametric study and effect of scale-up on wall-to-hed heat transfer

characteristics using three CFB units of different square cross section riser.

Based on the available literature on simulation, it is found that most of the works

reported for the CFB hydrodynamic and heat transfer by Eulerian model with good

degree of accuracy (Section 2.3). Experimental findings of the present study will be

validated using Fluent 6.3.26 with Eulerian model.

It is evident from section 2.4 that most of the investigations were reported on

hydrodynamic characteristics of cyclone separators. Wall-to-bed heat transfer

characteristics of single cyclone separator are reported only by Gupta and Nag (2000).

Therefore present work involves parametric study and effect of scale-up on bed-to-wall

heat transfer characteristics using three cyclone separators of different diameters.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Setup and Procedure

3.1 Introduction

In the present chapter experimental setup and procedure are described. Section 3.2

represents the details about the CFB Setup fabricated at IIT Guwahati. Fabrication of

heat transfer probe (heater) used in the riser column for wall-to-bed heat transfer study is

also explained in this section. Experimental procedure used for the heat transfer study in

the riser column is described in section 3.3. Similarly experimental setup and procedure

used for conducting heat transfer study in the cyclone separators is described in section

3.4, followed by summary in section 3.5.

3.2 Experimental Setup

CFB setups were designed and fabricated at IIT Guwahati (Gavali, 2005). Figure 3.1

presents three CFB units with bed cross sections of 0.15 m x 0.15 m, 0.20 m x 0.20 m,

and 0.25 m x 0.25 m. All the CFB units are constructed with same riser height of 2.85 m.

Both the riser and downcomer are of same cross-section area and made of Plexiglass. All

sections were interchangeable with one another. Hence, the set-ups were useful enough

for studying the different aspects of heat transfer along the bed height. Experiments were

conducted on the three CFB units with sand as the bed material and air as the fluidizing

medium. Air was supplied by a high-pressure high discharge blower, and the air flow

rate, controlled by main line bypass valve, was measured by a standard designed orifice

plate. A butterfly valve is located in the return leg of each unit to measure the solid

circulation rate in the column by closing the valve and measuring the volume of solids

collected above it over a certain period of time. Each CFB unit contains a cyclone

separator and a bag filter. Entrained solids will be recovered in a cyclone separator and

returned to the bottom of the riser column. Static pressure will be measured along the

riser height at suitable intervals and along the cyclone height. Fine wire mesh (BS 400)
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic of Experimental Setup

and cigarette filters were used at pressure tapping ends to minimize pressure fluctuations

in the water filled U-tube manometer.

Heat transfer probes (heater section) of suitable design have been used to

investigate the local heat transfer coefficient along the riser. Heater can be placed at any

appropriate height above the distributor plate for one set of experiments and then

positions can be changed for next set of experiments by keeping the same set of

operating parameters fixed as in the first set. Electrical energy input to the heaters will be

controlled by variac and measured with Wattmeter. The constructional feature of the

heater is as shown in Fig. 3.2. The heater section was fabricated with MS sheet of 2 mm

thickness with a height of 0.6 m (Fig. 3.2). Nichrome wire as a heater coil of 2 kW

capacities was wound over the mica sheet of 1.5 mm thickness which covers the MS

wall of the heater section. Another mica sheet, which acts as an electric insulator, was

wrapped over the Nichrome wire. To avoid the heat losses by radiation, ceramic wool

and asbestos sheets were wrapped over the assembly.
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Fig. 3.2 Schematic of Heater

Heat was supplied to the heater section with electric supply through variac. To measure

the temperature of the surface of the heater section and the bed, calibrated T-type

thermocouples were installed on the wall as well as inside the heater section respectively

in the same height as shown in Fig. 3.3.

Ten set of thermocouples with equal spacing of 0.055 m along the height of the

heater section were used to measure the bed temperature and surface temperature of the

heater section, as shown in Fig. 3.3. A section was taken in the lateral direction at 0.44 m

above the inlet of the heater. Five thermocouples were placed along the horizontal

direction in this section with equal spacing at the non-dimensional distance [X/b] of 0.1,

0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9, respectively (Fig. 3.3). Fabrications of all heaters for three different

CFB units were done in a similar way. Here the non-dimensional distance [X/b] is the

distance (X) measured from the left hand side wall of the heater to the thermocouple end,

normalized with respect to the width (b) of the heater.
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and cigarette filters were used at pressure tapping ends to minimize pressure fluctuations

in the water filled U-tube manometer.

Heat transfer probes (heater section) of suitable design have been used to

investigate the local heat transfer coefficient along the riser. Heater can be placed at any

appropriate height above the distributor plate for one set of experiments and then

positions can be changed for next set of experiments by keeping the same set of

operating parameters fixed as in the first set. Electrical energy input to the heaters will be

controlled by variac and measured with Wattmeter. The constructional feature of the

heater is as shown in Fig. 3.2. The heater section was fabricated with MS sheet of 2 mm

thickness with a height of 0.6 m (Fig. 3.2). Nichrome wire as a heater coil of 2 kW

capacities was wound over the mica sheet of 1.5 mm thickness which covers the MS

wall of the heater section. Another mica sheet, which acts as an electric insulator, was

wrapped over the Nichrome wire. To avoid the heat losses by radiation, ceramic wool

and asbestos sheets were wrapped over the assembly.
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Fig. 3.2 Schematic of Heater

Heat was supplied to the heater section with electric supply through variac. To measure

the temperature of the surface of the heater section and the bed, calibrated T-type

thermocouples were installed on the wall as well as inside the heater section respectively

in the same height as shown in Fig. 3.3.

Ten set of thermocouples with equal spacing of 0.055 m along the height of the

heater section were used to measure the bed temperature and surface temperature of the

heater section, as shown in Fig. 3.3. A section was taken in the lateral direction at 0.44 m

above the inlet of the heater. Five thermocouples were placed along the horizontal

direction in this section with equal spacing at the non-dimensional distance [X/b] of 0.1,

0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9, respectively (Fig. 3.3). Fabrications of all heaters for three different

CFB units were done in a similar way. Here the non-dimensional distance [X/b] is the

distance (X) measured from the left hand side wall of the heater to the thermocouple end,

normalized with respect to the width (b) of the heater.
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Fig. 3.3 Positions of Thermocouples in Heater Section

Experiments were conducted on each CFB unit keeping other two CFB units in off

position. Experiments were conducted under similar operating conditions on three CFB

units when heater section (as shown in Fig. 3.1) was placed at upper (U), middle (M) and

lower (L) position i.e at a height of 0.6 m, 1.2 m and 1.8 m above the distributor plate

respectively.

Snaps 1-3 show the experimental facility, data acquisition system and electrical

instrumentation. Specifications used for the present study are given in Appendix A.
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Experiments were conducted on each CFB unit keeping other two CFB units in off

position. Experiments were conducted under similar operating conditions on three CFB

units when heater section (as shown in Fig. 3.1) was placed at upper (U), middle (M) and

lower (L) position i.e at a height of 0.6 m, 1.2 m and 1.8 m above the distributor plate

respectively.

Snaps 1-3 show the experimental facility, data acquisition system and electrical

instrumentation. Specifications used for the present study are given in Appendix A.
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3.3 Experimental Procedure for Riser

Experiments were conducted under steady state condition on the three CFB units to

examine the effect of bed cross section on heat transfer characteristics under similar"

operating conditions. To maintain the similar operating conditions in each CFB unit,

weight of static sand inventory per unit area of distributor plate (P) was maintained
same. Also, experiments on each CFB unit were carried out at five superficial velocities
of air (U = 2.5 m/s, 2.75 m/s, 3 m/s, 3.3 m/s, and 4 m/s). Non-dimensional form for

superficial velocity of air (U*) is given by

umf

Where (U ) and (U,nf) are superficial air velocity and minimum fluidizing air velocity,
respectively. All experiments were conducted with mean particle size of 460 pm
(Appendix B) and input heat flux at the wall of each heater was maintained at 1000

W/m^ (Appendix C). Input heat flux was restricted to 1000 W/m^ to prevent damage of
plexiglass column of riser and to avoid breakage of Nichrome wire. Experiments were
conducted with two different sand inventories so that weight per unit area of distributor
plate of each CFB setup was maintained either 3050 N/m^ or 1750 N/iV (Appendix C).
The range of the weight of sand inventory per unit area of the distributor plate 1750-
3050 N/m was selected because beyond this limit of inventory, fast fluidization was not
achievable. This is because there would be insufficient amount of sand inventory on the
distributor plate to achieve fast fluidization if it was less than 1750 N/m^. Experiments
could not be conducted for the value of weight of the sand inventory per unit ai"ea of the
distributor plate (P) more than 3050 N/m^ because of constraint of maximum capacity of
experimental setup (blower) to push the maximum weight of inventory of sand per unit
area of distributor plate into the fast fluidization above the distributor plate in 0.25 m x
0.25 m CFB setup.

At particular weight of sarid on distributor plate of a CFB setup, effect of
velocity of air on off-axial bed temperature distribution and axial distribution of heat

transfer coefficient in the heater section was studied by varying non-dimensional
velocity parameter (U'") from 5 to 8 (Appendix C). U* was varying from 5 to 8, because,
at U* < 5, fast (luidization was not achievable and U* > 8 was limited by the capacity of
the blower.
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3.3 Experimental Procedure for Riser

Experiments were conducted under steady state condition on the three CFB units to

examine the effect of bed cross section on heat transfer chai'acteristics under similar

operating conditions. To maintain the similar" operating conditions in each CFB unit,

weight of static sand inventory per unit area of distributor plate (P) was maintained

same. Also, experiments on each CFB unit were carried out at five superficial velocities

of air (U = 2.5 m/s, 2.75 m/s, 3 m/s, 3.3 m/s, and 4 m/s). Non-dimensional form for

superficial velocity of air (U*) is given by

(3.1)

'J..,

Where (U ) and (U|„r) are superficial air velocity and minimum fluidizing air velocity,

respectively. All experiments were conducted with mean particle size of 460 pm

(Appendix B) and input heat flux at the wall of each heater was maintained at 1000

wW (Appendix C). Input heat flux was restricted to 1000 W/m^ to prevent damage of
plexiglass column of riser and to avoid breakage of Nichrome wire. Experiments were

conducted with two different sand inventories so that weight per unit area of distributor

plate of each CFB setup was maintained either 3050 nW or 1750 N/m^ (Appendix C).

The range of the weight of sand inventory per unit area of the distributor plate 1750-

3050 N/m was selected because beyond this limit of inventory, fast fluidization was not

achievable. This is because there would be insufficient amount of sand inventory on the

distributor plate to achieve fast fluidization if it was less than 1750 nW. Experiments

could not be conducted for the value of weight of the sand inventory per unit area of the

distributor plate (P) more than 3050 N/m^ because of constraint of maximum capacity of
experimental setup (blower) to push the maximum weight of inventory of sand per unit

area of distributor plate into the fast fluidization above the distributor plate in 0.25 m x

0.25 m CFB setup.

At particular weight of sand on distributor plate of a CFB setup, effect of

velocity of air on off-axial bed temperature distribution and axial distribution of heat

transfer coefficient in the heater section was studied by varying non-dimensional

velocity parameter (U='0 from 5 to 8 (Appendix C). U* was varying from 5 to 8, because,

at U* < 5. fast fluidization was not achievable and > 8 was limited by the capacity of

the blower.
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The suspension density of the bed (psus) can be evaluated (Appendix C) by the equation

(Kunni and Levenspiel, 1991)

Ps,.s=Ps{^-£)+£p, (3.2)

where voidage (e) is defined as the volume fraction of the bed by occupied by air

bubbles. The bed voidage (e) at any cross-section of riser has been estimated from the

measured pressure drop (APb) from a differential water filled U-tube manometer

connected across two pressure taps separated by a distance 0.6 m along the height of the

riser, pg is the density of air in kg/m^.

Voidage (e) is given by

lOAA
e = \-

P Lr s m

(3.3)

where Ah is difference of height in manometric fluid, measured in cm of water, Lm is the

distance between two consecutive pressure taps ( 0.6 m approx. for all CFB units )

across which pressure drop, hence voidage has to be determined, ps is the density of sand

(2600 kg/m^).

Solid circulation rate (Gs) i.e (solid mass flux) (Appendix C) is given by

/7,L,Ao(1-0)
G (3 =

Ag.t
.4)

where La is accumulation height in m, t is the time elapsed in s after closing the

butterfly valve to gain La in graduated column of down-comer, ps is the density of sand

in kg/m^, Ab and Ad are cross sectional area of riser column and graduated column or

sand height measuring section in m^, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.1, Smf is the

voidage at minimum fluidization. In the present study, Ae = Ad in each CFB unit.

The local heat transfer coefficient (h) is calculated (Appendix C) by

Q  (3.5)
h  = -

^s{Ts-Ts)

where Q is rate of heat supplied to the heater measured using calibrated wattmeter. T-

type calibrated thermocouples (Appendix D) and data acquisition system with Easy Lab

software version 1.0 were used to measure the surface temperature (Ts) and (bulk mean)

bed temperature (Te), As is the surface area of the heater.

Average heat transfer coefficient (havg) along the heater section at its any

particular location above the distributor plate is calculated by

34

LL

h.
avg

(3.6)

H

where H is the height of the heater (0.6 m), hy is the local heat transfer coefficient. Local

heat transfer coefficient (hy) is calculated at 10 different points (y = 1,2 10 as shown

in Fig. 3.3) along the height of heater section.

3.4 Experimental Procedure for Cyclone Separator

Parametric Studies were done on cyclone separators of three CFB setups with riser of

cross sections 0.15 m x 0.15 m, 0.20 m x 0.20 m and 0.25 m x 0.25 m, respectively as

shown in Fig. 3.1. Cyclone separators (Cl, C2, and C3) as shown in Fig. 3.1 with barrel

diameter (Dc) 0.27 m, 0.36 m, and 0.45 m were used in the present study. Cyclone

separators were fabricated with mild steel and design was made based on the procedure

given by (Stairmand 1951). Various geometrical ratios of cyclone separator components

were chosen based on (Stairmand 1951); details of the same are enlisted in Fig. 3.4.

Rntios w.r.t. Dc

Length Ratio

Be 14

H 12

De 14

Zc 2

Lc s

Sc 18

Jc arbitraiy. 1 4

Fig. 3.4 Cyclone Separator
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The suspension density of the bed (psus) can be evaluated (Appendix C) by the equation

(Kunni and Levenspiel, 1991)

Psus=Ps{^-£)-^£Ps (3.2)

where voidage (e) is defined as the volume fraction of the bed by occupied by air

bubbles. The bed voidage (e) at any cross-section of riser has been estimated from the

measured pressure drop (APb) from a differential water filled U-tube manometer
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Voidage (e) is given by

lOA/i
£• = 1 —

P L,r s m

(3.3)

where Ah is difference of height in manometric fluid, measured in cm of water, Lm is the

distance between two consecutive pressure taps ( 0.6 m approx. for all CFB units )

across which pressure drop, hence voidage has to be determined, ps is the density of sand

(2600 kg/m^).

Solid circulation rate (Gs) i.e (solid mass flux) (Appendix C) is given by

r~, Ps (^ ~ ̂mf )
(3

AgJ
.4)

where La is accumulation height in m, t is the time elapsed in s after closing the

butterfly valve to gain La in graduated column of down-comer, ps is the density of sand

in kg/m^, Ab and Ad are cross sectional area of riser column and graduated column or

sand height measuring section in m^, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.1, Omf is the

voidage at minimum fluidization. In the present study. As = Ad in each CFB unit.

The local heat transfer coefficient (h) is calculated (Appendix C) by

Q  (3.5)
h =-

MTs-Ts)

where Q is rate of heat supplied to the heater measured using calibrated wattmeter. T-

type calibrated thermocouples (Appendix D) and data acquisition system with Easy Lab

software version 1.0 were used to measure the surface temperature (Ts) and (bulk mean)

bed temperature (Tb), As is the surface area of the heater.

Average heat transfer coefficient (havg) along the heater section at its any

particular location above the distributor plate is calculated by
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(3.6)

H

where H is the height of the heater (0.6 m), hy is the local heat transfer coefficient. Local

heat transfer coefficient (hy) is calculated at 10 different points (y = 1, 2 10 as shown

in Fig. 3.3) along the height of heater section.

3.4 Experimental Procedure for Cyclone Separator

Parametric Studies were done on cyclone separators of three CFB setups with riser of

cross sections 0.15 m x 0.15 m, 0.20 m x 0.20 m and 0.25 m x 0.25 m, respectively as

shown in Fig. 3.1. Cyclone separators (Cl, C2, and C3) as shown in Fig. 3.1 with barrel

diameter (Dc) 0.27 m, 0.36 m, and 0.45 m were used in the present study. Cyclone

separators were fabricated with mild steel and design was made based on the procedure

given by (Stairmand 1951). Various geometrical ratios of cyclone separator components

were chosen based on (Stairmand 1951); details of the same are enlisted in Fig. 3.4.
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In the present study, heat was provided at the riser column with the help of a heater of

height 0.6 m which is located at a height of 0.6 m above the distributor plate (portion L

of Fig. 3.1). Heat is carried by bed (sand and air mixture) to the cyclone separator

enabling the investigators to study the bed-to-cyclone wall heat transfer. Local heat

transfer coefficient (he) in the cylindrical portion along the length (Lc) (refer Figs. 3.4

and 3.5)

Gas + Solid

mixture. Inlet of

cyione

Tl thermocouple

outlet

/  TSIO

<  TS12

Pressure Tap

< TS14

Sand^^
Pressure Tap 2

Fig. 3.5 Arrangement of Thermocouples

of each cyclone was evaluated at the non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,

0.4, 0.5 with respect to (T7-T11) respectively. Where the non-dimensional distance

(Y/Hc) is the ratio of distance (Y) of the thermocouple location with respect to (T7-T11)

as shown in Fig. 3.5, measured from the inlet of the cyclone, normalized with respect to

the total height of the cyclone (He = Lc + Zc). Also, bed (sand and air mixture)

temperature distribution in the radial direction of each cyclone was measured at five

different locations at (T7-T11) as shown in Fig. 3.5. Variations of temperature in the

radial direction of the cyclones were measured at (T7-T11) in terms of non-dimensional

distance (r/R), where R = Dc / 2 is the radius of the cyclone cylindrical banel and r is the

location of the thermocouple from the centre of the barrel. Five T-type calibrated

36

thermocouples (T2), (T3), (T4), (T5) and (T6) were used in the radial direction with non-

dimensional distance (r/R) -0.9, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.9 respectively. Temperature measured

using these five thermocouples placed in the radial direction at locations (T7-T11) is

used to evaluate the bulk mean temperature (Tbc) at particular location in cyclone

separator. This helps in the evaluation of local heat transfer coefficient (he) along the

height of the cyclone. Thermocouples (TS7), (TS8), (TS9), (TSIO) and (TSll) were

used to measure the outer wall skin temperature of each cyclone separator as in Fig. 3.5.

Local heat transfer coefficient (he) along the cyclone separator's height is
calculated (Appendix C) by

K = q"/(TBc-Tsc) (3.7)

where Tbc and Tsc represent the bed (air + sand mixture) and wall temperature of cyclone

separator, respectively.

Mean heat flux (q") in each cyclone separator is calculated by

q" = (qi-(q2+ q3)/Asc (3.8)

where qi is the amount heat carried by air + sand mixture which was calculated at the

inlet of cyclone separator, Asc is the surface area of cyclone separator in m^, q2 and q^ is

the heat carried by air and sand in W, measured at the two outlets of cyclone separator -

chimney and bottom outlet of cyclone (portion between pressure tapl and tap2),

respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Speed and temperature of air at outlet of cyclone was

measured using anemometer. The speed at outlet of cyclone was measured using the

anemometer, just holding the anemometer at the top of the outlet. Then the speed in m/s

indicated on the screen of the anemometer was noted.

3.5 Summary

A CFB test facility comprising three CFB units of 2.85 m height and cross-sections 0.15

m X 0.15 m, 0.20 m x 0.20 m, and 0.25 m x 0.25 m has been developed at I.I.T.

Guwahati. Measuring instruments and a data acquisition system have also been installed.

Three CFB units were fabricated to study the effect of various operating parameters like

superficial velocity of air, sand inventory, and bed cross section on wall-to-bed and bed-

to-wall heat transfer characteristics in the CFB risers and in the cyclone separators,

respectively.
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In the present study, heat was provided at the riser column with the help of a heater of

height 0.6 m which is located at a height of 0.6 m above the distributor plate (portion L

of Fig. 3.1). Heat is carried by bed (sand and air mixture) to the cyclone separator

enabling the investigators to study the bed-to-cyclone wall heat transfer. Local heat

transfer coefficient (he) in the cylindrical portion along the length (Lc) (refer Figs. 3.4

and 3.5)
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of each cyclone was evaluated at the non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,

0.4, 0.5 with respect to (T7-T11) respectively. Where the non-dimensional distance

(Y/Hc) is the ratio of distance (Y) of the thermocouple location with respect to (T7-T11)

as shown in Fig. 3.5, measured from the inlet of the cyclone, normalized with respect to

the total height of the cyclone (He = Lc + Zc). Also, bed (sand and air mixture)

temperature distribution in the radial direction of each cyclone was measured at five

different locations at (T7-T11) as shown in Fig. 3.5. Variations of temperature in the

radial direction of the cyclones were measured at (T7-T11) in terms of non-dimensional

distance (r/R), where R = Dc / 2 is the radius of the cyclone cylindrical baiTel and r is the

location of the thermocouple from the centre of the barrel. Five T-type calibrated
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thermocouples (T2), (T3), (T4), (T5) and (T6) were used in the radial direction with non-

dimensional distance (r/R) -0.9, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.9 respectively. Temperature measured

using these five thermocouples placed in the radial direction at locations (T7-T11) is

used to evaluate the bulk mean temperature (Tbc) at particular location in cyclone

separator. This helps in the evaluation of local heat transfer coefficient (he) along the

height of the cyclone. Thermocouples (TS7), (TS8), (TS9), (TSIO) and (TSll) were

used to measure the outer wall skin temperature of each cyclone separator as in Fig. 3.5.

Local heat transfer coefficient (he) along the cyclone separator's height is
calculated (Appendix C) by

he - q " / (Tbc — Tsc) (3.7)

where Tbc and Tsc represent the bed (air + sand mixture) and wall temperature of cyclone

separator, respectively.

Mean heat flux (q") in each cyclone separator is calculated by

= Uli-(q2+ q3)/Asc (3.8)

where qi is the amount heat carried by air + sand mixture which was calculated at the

inlet of cyclone separator, ASc is the surface area of cyclone separator in m^, qa and q3 is

the heat carried by air and sand in W, measured at the two outlets of cyclone separator -

chimney and bottom outlet of cyclone (portion between pressure tapl and tap2),

respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Speed and temperature of air at outlet of cyclone was

measured using anemometer. The speed at outlet of cyclone was measured using the

anemometer, just holding the anemometer at the top of the outlet. Then the speed in m/s

indicated on the screen of the anemometer was noted.

3.5 Summary

A CFB test facility comprising three CFB units of 2.85 m height and cross-sections 0.15

m X 0.15 m, 0.20 m x 0.20 m, and 0.25 m x 0.25 m has been developed at I.I.T.

Guwahati. Measuring instruments and a data acquisition system have also been installed.

Three CFB units were fabricated to study the effect of various operating parameters like

superficial velocity of air, sand inventory, and bed cross section on wall-to-bed and bed-

to-wall heat transfer characteristics in the CFB risers and in the cyclone separators,

re.spectively.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Investigations on CFB Risers

4.1 Introduction

In the present chapter, comparative study on wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics for

three different CFB units of square cross sections 0.15 m x 0.15 m, 0.20 m x 0.20 m, and

0.25 m X 0.25 m has been completed. Risers of all the CFB units were constructed with

same height of 2.85 m. A flow regime study was carried out on the CFB riser of cross

section 0.15 m x 0.15 m. Effect of superficial velocity of air in each CFB unit and bed

cross section on variation of pressure drop and suspension density along the riser column

was studied. Effect of superficial air velocity and sand inventory on heat transfer

characteristics was also predicted for individual CFB setup. The results obtained were

compared with available literatures. Effect of riser cross section on bed temperature

distribution as well as on the heat transfer coefficient was compared for the three CFB

units. To accomplish the scale-up study, experiments were conducted on three CFB units

under similar operating conditions with five different non-dimensional air velocities (U*

= 5, 5.5, 6, 6.6, and 8). At the initiation of two different set of experiments on each CFB

unit, weight of two different static sand inventories per unit area of the distributor plate

of each CFB unit was maintained to obtain P = 1750 N/m" and P = 3050 N/m^. Sand

particles with average size of 460 pm were used in all the experiments. Based on the

scale-up study, new correlations were developed relating the bed Nusselt number with

various non-dimensional parameters.

4.2 Hydrodynamics Characteristics

A flow regime study was carried out on the CFB riser of cross section 0.15 m x 0.15 m.

Sand particles of Geldart B type with average size of 460 pm have been used. Non-

dimensional particle size dp* and non-dimensional particle velocity u* were calculated

from the following equations (Kunni and Levenspiel, 1991)
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IJ^

u^=ii\m (p.-P,)sI

(4.1)

(4.2)

where dp is the mean particle size (460 pm), pg is the density of air (1.2 kg/m^), ps is the
-3 ^

density of sand particle (2600 kg/m ) and pg is the viscosity of air (1.8 x 10" kg/m.s).

The mean particle size was found out experimentally by sieve analysis (Appendix B)

Bed inventory (I) of 20 kg was taken for the present analysis. Substituting these values in

eq. (4.1) and eq. (4.2), dp* and u* were found to be 12.34 and 1.464 iig, respectively.

Figure 4.1 indicates that the estimated value of dp* falls in the range of B type particles.
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Fig. 4.1 General Flow Regime Curve (Kunni and Levenspiel, 1991)

Experiments were also conducted with same particle size at different air flow rateQ„.

Various flow regimes were observed as shown in Table 4.1. Non-dimensional particle

velocity were obtained by using the earlier relationship

«' = 1.464

Tabulated results are compared with Fig. 4.1 The values of u* given in Table 4.1 are

found to be within the ranges according to Fig. 4.1 for the respective flow regimes at

42

dp* = 12.34. Thus, there is agreement between the flow regime visualization and the

general flow regime curve.

Table 4.1 Various Flow Regimes at Different Air Flow Rates

Regime
Observed

Manometer

Reading, Ah
(cm)

Flow Rate, Qo
(mVs),(Appendix C)

Gas

Velocity, Uo

(m/s)

u*

Bubbling 0.4 0.02218 0.9859 1.443

Slugging 0.7 0.02930 1.3040 1.909

Turbulent 5.0 0.07008 3.1148 4.560

Fast fluidization 11.5 0.10220 4.5440 6.652

4.2.1 Variation of Pressure Drop

Figure 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 presents the vaiiation of pressure drop in terms cm of water Ah

along the height of the riser. Figure 4.2 represents the variation of pressure drop for the

two superficial velocities of air (2.5 m/s and 4 m/s) along the height of the riser column

for the CFB unit B1 (0.15 m x 0.15 m) operated at P = 3050 N/m^. Pressure taps were

provided at 0.62 m (Tapl), 1.18 m (Tap 2), 1.22 m (Tap 3), 1.78 m (Tap 4), 1.82 m (Tap

5) and 2.38 m (Tap 6), respectively above the distributor plate. Pressure drop between

Tap 1 and Tap 2, Tap 3 and Tap 4, Tap 5 and Tap 6 was coiTesponding to the lower

(portion L as shown in Fig. 3.1), middle (M) and upper splash region (U), respectively.
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Fig. 4.2 Effect of Superficial Velocity on Variation of Pressure Drop
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u^=u[m[Ps-Ps)sI

(4.1)

(4.2)

where dp is the mean particle size (460 pm), Pg is the density of air (1.2 kg/m ), Ps is the

density of sand particle (2600 kg/m^) and pg is the viscosity of air (1.8 x 10"^ kg/m.s).

The mean particle size was found out experimentally by sieve analysis (Appendix B)

Bed inventory (I) of 20 kg was taken for the present analysis. Substituting these values in

eq. (4.1) and. eq. (4.2), dp* and u* were found to be 12.34 and 1.464 iig, respectively.

Figure 4.1 indicates that the estimated value of dp* falls in the range of B type particles.
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Fig. 4.1 General Flow Regime Curve (Kunni and Levenspiel, 1991)

Experiments were also conducted with same particle size at different air flow rateQ^y.

Various flow regimes were observed as shown in Table 4.1. Non-dimensional particle

velocity were obtained by using the earlier relationship

M = 1.464 Ug

Tabulated results are compared with Fig. 4.1 The values of u* given in Table 4.1 are

found to be within the ranges according to Fig. 4.1 for the respective flow regimes at

42

15'
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dp* = 12.34. Thus, there is agreement between the flow regime visualization and the

general flow regime curve.

Table 4.1 Various Flow Regimes at Different Air Flow Rates

Regime
Observed

Manometer

Reading, Ah
(cm)

Flow Rate, Qo
(mVs),(Appendix C)

Gas

Velocity, Ug
(m/s)

u*

Bubbling 0.4 0.02218 0.9859 1.443

Slugging 0.7 0.02930 1.3040 1.909

Turbulent 5.0 0.07008 3.1148 4.560

Fast fluidization 11.5 0.10220 4.5440 6.652

4.2.1 Variation of Pressure Drop

Figure 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 presents the variation of pressure drop in terms cm of water Ah

along the height of the riser. Figure 4.2 represents the variation of pressure drop for the

two superficial velocities of air (2.5 m/s and 4 m/s) along the height of the riser column

for the CFB unit B1 (0.15 m x 0.15 m) operated at F = 3050 N/m^. Pressure taps were

provided at 0.62 m (Tapl), 1.18 m (Tap 2), 1.22 m (Tap 3), 1.78 m (Tap 4), 1.82 m (Tap

5) and 2.38 m (Tap 6), respectively above the distributor plate. Pressure drop between

Tap 1 and Tap 2, Tap 3 and Tap 4, Tap 5 and Tap 6 was coiTesponding to the lower

(portion L as shown in Fig. 3.1), middle (M) and upper splash region (U), respectively.
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Lower portion of riser column was denser, occupying large number of sand particles,

while upper splash region had very less number of fine sand particles. Hence average

pressure drop along the lower splash region was more than the average pressure drop

along the middle and upper splash region. It is observed from Fig. 4.2 that pressure drop

decreases with increase in superficial air velocity. This is due to the fact that the sand

hold-up along the wall of the riser column decreases with increase in velocity of air,

which results in decrease in pressure drop. It is also observed that pressure drop

increases with increase in bed cross section area, as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3 Effect of Bed Cross Section on Variation of Pressure Drop

Figure 4.3 presents the pressure drop variation of three bed cross sections Bl, B2 and B3

along the riser height. These results are obtained for non-dimensional superficial velocity

f/' = 8 and weight of the sand per unit area of the distributor plate (P) = 3050 N/m".

Thus experiments were performed on all the CFB units Bl, B2, and B3 under similar

operating conditions. It is observed that the pressure drop along the height of the riser

with largest CFB unit (B3) is more than the other two CFB units. This is expected

because sand inventory in larger crpss section CFB setup was kept proportionately more

than the smaller size CFB setups so as to maintain the same weight of sand per unit area

of the distributor plate (P = 3050 N/m^).

4.2.2 Variation of Suspension Density

Variation of suspension density along the height of the riser is as shown in Figs. 4.4 and

4.5. It is observed that suspension density was more at bottom portion of bed and was

tk
comparatively very less at the upper portion of bed. Fig. 4.4 represents the effect of

superficial velocity on suspension density variation along the height of the riser. It is

observed that suspension density decreases along the height of the riser with increase in

superficial velocity.
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Fig. 4.4 Effect of Superficial Velocity on Variation of Suspension Density

This is because hold-up of sand particles across the riser and near to the wall decreases

with increase in velocity of air. It is also observed that suspension density increases with
increase in riser cross section of CFB setup as shown in Fig. 4.5 when all the CFB units
were operated at similar operating conditions with U* = 8 and P = 3050 N/m^.
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Lower portion of riser column was denser, occupying large number of sand particles,

while upper splash region had very less number of fine sand particles. Hence average

pressure drop along the lower splash region was more than the average pressure drop

along the middle and upper splash region. It is observed from Fig. 4.2 that pressure drop

decreases with increase in superficial air velocity. This is due to the fact that the sand

hold-up along the wall of the riser column decreases with increase in velocity of air,

which results in decrease in pressure drop. It is also observed that pressure drop

increases with increase in bed cross section area, as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3 Effect of Bed Cross Section on Variation of Pressure Drop

Figure 4.3 presents the pressure drop variation of three bed cross sections B1, B2 and B3

along the riser height. These results are obtained for non-dimensional superficial velocity

=S and weight of the sand per unit area of the distributor plate (P) = 3050 N/m^.

Thus experiments were performed on all the CFB units Bl, B2, and B3 under similar

operating conditions. It is observed that the pressure drop along the height of the riser

with largest CFB unit (B3) is more than the other two CFB units. This is expected

because sand inventory in larger crpss section CFB setup was kept proportionately more

than the smaller size CFB setups so as to maintain the same weight of sand per unit area

of the distributor plate (P = 3050 N/m^).

4.2.2 Variation of Suspension Density

Variation of suspension density along the height of the riser is as shown in Figs. 4.4 and

4.5. It is observed that suspension density was more at bottom portion of bed and was

44

comparatively very less at the upper portion of bed. Fig. 4.4 represents the effect of

superficial velocity on suspension density variation along the height of the riser. It is

observed that suspension density decreases along the height of the riser with increase in

superficial velocity.
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This is because hold-up of sand particles across the riser and near to the wall decreases

with increase in velocity of air. It is also observed that suspension density increases with

increase in riser cross section of CFB setup as shown in Fig. 4.5 when all the CFB units

were operated at similar operating conditions with U* = 8 and P = 3050 N/m^.
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This behaviour is due to the fact that the sand inventory in CFB setup of larger cross

section was kept proportionately more than the CFB setup of smaller cross-section so as

to maintain the same weight of sand per unit area of the distributor plate (P = 3050

N/m^). Therefore, weight of sand particles per unit surface area of the larger cross

section riser was more than the smaller riser.

4.3 Heat Transfer Characteristics

4.3.1 Bed Temperature Distribution across the Heater

Variations of temperature across the riser cross section are presented in Figs. 4.6-4.10.

Fig. 4.6 indicates the variation of bed temperature along the section AA when heater

section was placed at 0.6 m, 1.2 m, and 1.8 m above the distributor plate, which means

section AA (refer Fig. 3.3 as below) was located at 1.04 m, 1.64 m, and 2.24 m, above

the distributor plate, respectively.
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It is observed that bed temperature was more for the lower position of the heater than its

other two positions above the distributor plate. This is because, particle distribution in
the riser observed through plexiglass was indicating more sand particles concentration in

the lower position (lower splash region) than its other two positions (middle splash and

upper splash region) above the distributor plate. Consequently, more quantity of particles
in the lower splash region promotes more heat transfer through conduction, because of
which bulk mean temperature of bed in this region across a section AA of heater was
observed to be higher than that in the other two regions. Thus, sand particles had major
role in the heat transfer process from wall-to-bed and the bed temperature distribution.
Also thermal conductivity of sand is higher than air, as a result of which more heat
conduction takes place thorough sand particles and hence exhibits higher temperature
than the portion of heater having lower particle concentration. Therefore Figs. 4.6-4.10
indicate that bed temperature was higher in the portion of higher particle concentration
than the portion of heater having lower particle concentration.
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This behaviour is due to the fact that the sand inventory in CFB setup of larger cross

section was kept proportionately more than the CFB setup of smaller cross-section so as

to maintain the same weight of sand per unit area of the distributor plate (P = 3050

N/m^). Therefore, weight of sand particles per unit surface area of the larger cross

section riser was more than the smaller riser.

4.3 Heat Transfer Characteristics

4.3.1 Bed Temperature Distribution across the Heater

Variations of temperature across the riser cross section are presented in Figs. 4.6-4.10.

Fig. 4.6 indicates the variation of bed temperature along the section AA when heater

section was placed at 0.6 m, 1.2 m, and 1.8 m above the distributor plate, which means

section AA (refer Fig. 3.3 as below) was located at 1.04 m, 1.64 m, and 2.24 m, above

the distributor plate, respectively.
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It is observed that bed temperature was more for the lower position of the heater than its

other two positions above the distributor plate. This is because, particle distribution in

the riser observed through plexiglass was indicating more sand paiticles concentration in

the lower position (lower splash region) than its other two positions (middle splash and

upper splash region) above the distributor plate. Consequently, more quantity of particles

in the lower splash region promotes more heat transfer through conduction, because of

which bulk mean temperature of bed in this region across a section AA of heater was

observed to be higher than that in the other two regions. Thus, sand particles had major

role in the heat transfer process from wall-to-bed and the bed temperature distribution.

Also thermal conductivity of sand is higher than air, as a result of which more heat

conduction takes place thorough sand particles and hence exhibits higher temperature

than the portion of heater having lower particle concentration. Therefore Figs. 4.6-4.10

indicate that bed temperature was higher in the portion of higher particle concentration

than the portion of heater having lower particle concentration.
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Figure 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 indicates the effect of non-dimensional velocity parameter (U*)

on bed temperature distribution under other similar operating conditions. Figure 4.6 and
Fig. 4.7 indicates the bed temperature distribution at nondimensional velocity parameter

(U*) = 5 and 8, respectively at a distance above the distributor plate along the riser
height (D) = 1.04 m, 1.64 m and 2.24 m. It is observed for any particular value of D that
increase in nondimensional velocity parameter (U*) from 5 to 8 resulted in decrease in

bed temperature because it is observed through flow visualization that sand
concentration decreases in the riser column and also near the wall of the heater with

increase in superficial velocity of air, which subsequently decreases the heat transfer
from wall-to-bed due to conduction.

Figures 4.8-4.10 present the effect of bed cross section on bed temperature
distribution across a heater for the same operating conditions, i.e weight of the sand per
unit area of the distributor plate (P) = 3050 N/m^, heat flux at walls of heater = 1000
W/m^, nondimensional velocity parameter (U*) = 8, diameter of the sand particle (dp) =
460 pm. Figures 4.8-4.10 represent the bed temperature distribution for all beds. Let us
consider a case if 'D' = 1.04 m. Average bed temperature at lateral section at 1.04 m
above the distributor plate was more in smaller cross section heater than larger cross
section heater. This is expected because sand inventory in larger cross section CFB setup
was kept proportionately more than the smaller size CFB setup so as to maintain the
same weight of sand per unit area of the distributor plate. Therefore, weight of sand
particles per unit surface area of the larger cross section heater was more than the

smaller heater. Therefore at the same value of applied heat flux at heater wall of each

CFB setup, distribution of amount heat extracted due to conduction from walls of the

heater took place into large number particles, which comparatively more in lager cross

section CFB setup, hence average bed temperature was less for larger size heater section

than smaller heater.

4.3.2 Axial Distribution of Local and Average Heat Transfer
Coefficient

Figures 4.1 1-4.14 present the axial distribution of local heat transfer coefficient
distribution along the height of the heater. Figures 4.11-4.13 present the heat transfer
coefficient values for the upper, middle, and lower splash region, respectively for the
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Figure 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 indicates the effect of non-dimensional velocity parameter (U*)

on bed temperature distribution under other similar operating conditions. Figure 4.6 and
Fig. 4.7 indicates the bed temperature distribution at nondimensional velocity parameter

(U*) = 5 and 8, respectively at a distance above the distributor plate along the riser
height (D) = 1.04 m, 1.64 m and 2.24 m. It is observed for any particular value of D that
increase in nondimensional velocity parameter (U*) from 5 to 8 resulted in decrease in

bed temperature because it is observed through flow visualization that sand
concentration decreases in the riser column and also neai" the wall of the heater with

increase in superficial velocity of air, which subsequently decreases the heat transfer
from wall-to-bed due to conduction.

Figures 4.8-4.10 present the effect of bed cross section on bed temperature
distribution across a heater for the same operating conditions, i.e weight of the sand per
unit area of the distributor plate (P) = 3050 N/m^, heat flux at walls of heater = 1000
W/m , nondimensional velocity parameter (U*) = 8, diameter of the sand particle (dp) =
460 pm. Figures 4.8-4.10 represent the bed temperature distribution for all beds. Let us
consider a case if 'D' = 1.04 m. Average bed temperature at lateral section at 1.04 m
above the distributor plate was more in smaller cross section heater than larger cross
section heater. This is expected because sand inventory in larger cross section CFB setup
was kept proportionately more than the smaller size CFB setup so as to maintain the
same weight of sand per unit area of the distributor plate. Therefore, weight of sand
particles per unit surface area of the larger cross section heater was more than the

smaller heater. Therefore at the same value of applied heat flux at heater wall of each

CFB setup, distribution of amount heat extracted due to conduction from walls of the

heater took place into large number particles, which comparatively more in lager cross

section CFB setup, hence average bed temperature was less for lai'ger size heater section
than smaller heater.

4.3.2 Axial Distribution of Local and Average Heat Transfer
Coefficient

Figures 4.11-4.14 present the axial distribution of local heat transfer coefficient
distribution along the height of the heater. Figures 4.11-4.13 present the heat transfer
coefficient values for the upper, middle, and lower splash region, respectively for the
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three CFB setups, which were operated at similar operating conditions. Therefore for a

specific CFB setup, Figures 4.11-4.13 could be compared to understand the distribution

of local heat transfer coefficient in the upper, middle, and lower splash region

respectively. The physics or scientific reasoning behind such type of the distribution of

local heat transfer coefficient has been explained with respect to Figs. 4.15-4.18. Figure

4.14 presents local heat transfer coefficient for the CFB setup Bl. The region 'A' and

'B' as shown in Fig. 4.14 represent the zone of peak which took place at the end of lower

and middle splash region. This is because, changes in boundary conditions of heater

during its change in position from lower to middle splash region and middle to upper

splash region along the riser while conducting the experiments. In real practice if entire

riser of a CFB setup gets heated then trend of distribution of local heat transfer

coefficient would be similar as shown in Figs. 4.11-4.13, i.e will not be as in Fig. 4.14.
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Therefore to avoid such peaks, average heat transfer coefficient for upper, middle and
lower splash region has been calculated using eq. (3.6). (Refer Figs. 4.15-4.18).

Figures 4.15-4.18 represent the distribution of average heat transfer coefficient along the
height of the riser. It can be seen that, for a specific bed, the value of heat transfer

coefficient decreases along the height of heater, at upper portion of heater. This is
because, as explained earlier (section 4.2.2), the lower splash region contains a denser
mixture, having higher concentration of sand particles, than the middle and upper splash
regions of the riser. Therefore, due to better heat conduction in the lower splash region,
thermal resistance in this region is less than that in the middle and upper splash regions.
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Therefore to avoid such peaks, average heat transfer coefficient for upper, middle and
lower splash region has been calculated using eq. (3.6). (Refer Figs. 4.15-4.18).

Figures 4.15-4.18 represent the distribution of average heat transfer coefficient along the
height of the riser. It can be seen that, for a specific bed, the value of heat transfer
coefficient decreases along the height of heater, at upper portion of heater. This is
because, as explained earlier (section 4.2.2), the lower splash region contains a denser
mixture, having higher concentration of sand particles, than the middle and upper splash
regions of the riser. Therefore, due to better heat conduction in the lower splash region,
thermal resistance in this region is less than that in the middle and upper splash regions.
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Figures 4.15-4.18 indicate that the average heat transfer coefficient increases

considerably with increase in bed cross section. It is observed that the driving

temperature difference (Ts -Tb) in the larger size bed was lesser than the smaller size

beds, while the heat flux was kept fixed. This is because of the higher concentration of

solid paiticles near the wall of the larger heater (as explained in section 4.2.2), and

consequently, lower thermal resistance from the bed-to-wall causing better heat

conduction.

The effect of non-dimensional velocity on heat transfer coefficient can be

observed by comparing Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, and Figs. 4.17 and 4.18, respectively. It is

seen that the average heat transfer coefficient decreases with increase in non-

dimensional velocity parameter (U*). As explained in the earlier section, bed

temperature decreases with increase in non-dimensional velocity parameter (U*) which

results in increase in the driving temperature difference (Ts-Tb), while the heat flux is

constant. This trend is similar to that reported by (Basu and Nag, 1987; Fox et al., 1999;

Grulovic et al., 2008) on the axial variation of heat transfer coefficient.

Figures 4.15 and 4.17, and Figs. 4.16 and 4.18, respectively can be compai'ed

for the effect of bed inventory on average heat transfer coefficient. It can be observed

that, for a specific bed, average heat transfer coefficient increases with increase in sand

inventory.

Figure 4.19 and Fig. 4.20 represent the variation of average heat transfer

coefficient with respect to average suspension density. Three different trends were

observed for CFB units Bl, B2, and B3 when these CFB units were operated under
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Figures 4.15-4.18 indicate that the average heat transfer coefficient increases

considerably with increase in bed cross section. It is observed that the driving

temperature difference (Ts -Tb) in the larger size bed was lesser than the smaller size

beds, while the heat flux was kept fixed. This is because of the higher concentration of

solid pai'ticles near the wall of the larger heater (as explained in section 4.2.2), and

consequently, lower thermal resistance from the bed-to-wall causing better heat

conduction.

The effect of non-dimensional velocity on heat transfer coefficient can be

observed by comparing Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, and Figs. 4.17 and 4.18, respectively. It is

seen that the average heat transfer coefficient decreases with increase in non-

dimensional velocity parameter (U*). As explained in the earlier section, bed

temperature decreases with increase in non-dimensional velocity parameter (U*) which

results in increase in the driving temperature difference (Ts -Te), while the heat flux is

constant. This trend is similar to that reported by (Basu and Nag, 1987; Fox et al., 1999;

Grulovic et al., 2008) on the axial variation of heat transfer coefficient.

Figures 4.15 and 4.17, and Figs. 4.16 and 4.18, respectively can be compared

for the effect of bed inventory on average heat transfer coefficient. It can be observed

that, for a specific bed, average heat transfer coefficient increases with increase in sand

inventory.

Figure 4.19 and Fig. 4.20 represent the variation of average heat transfer

coefficient with respect to average suspension density. Three different trends were

observed for CFB units Bl, B2, and B3 when these CFB units were operated under
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similar operating conditions (U* = 6 and 8, at P = 3050 N/m^). Symbol L, M, and U as

shown in Figs. 4.19-4.20 represents lower splash, middle splash, and upper splash region

respectively.
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Fig. 4.19 Suspension Density vs Average Heat Transfer Coefficient at U* = 6

It is observed that suspension density for CFB setup B3 was comparatively more than
other two CFB units at same respective location in the riser column thus attributing to

higher value of heat transfer coefficient. High value of the suspension density is
responsible for higher concentration of solid particles near the wall of the larger CFB
unit's heater section. As a consequence, lower thermal resistance from the bed-to-wall is
developed causing better heat conduction, increasing the heat transfer coefficient, when
constant heat flux 1000 W/m^ was applied at walls of all heaters.
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Uncertainty analysis was carried out for the heat transfer coefficient and same is

presented in (Appendix E). Factors responsible for the uncertainty in measurement of

heat transfer coefficients are the connections of thermocouples, accuracy of T-type

thermocouple (±0.5°C), wattmeter accuracy (±5W), and accuracy in length measurement

(±lmm), respectively. Uncertainty analyses were done using the method of Kline and

McCIintok (Kline and McClintok, 1953). Uncertainty in heat transfer coefficients
estimation in the present study was calculated to be within + 4%.

4.4 Development of Heat Transfer Correlations
4.4.1 Correlation for Lower Splash Region

A dimensional analysis is made using Rayleigh's method. 6 (six) non-dimensional
numbers were obtained after the analysis. Nusselt number and Reynolds number are the
most important and widely used non-dimensional numbers. Based on the literature, three

more non-dimensional numbers were included, namely the aspect ratio [Hb/Hd] i.e [ratio

of height of the static sand inventory of the fluidized bed (He) to the hydraulic diameter
of bed (Hd)], non-dimensional velocity parameter U* and non-dimensional height
parameter [H„,/Hr] i.e [ratio of height from the distributor plate to location of
thermocouple in the heater (H,n) to total height of the riser (Hr)]. In order to facilitate the
scale-up of CFB, a new non-dimensional number was introduced, namely, the non-
dimensional area parameter [Aa/As] i.e [ratio of cross section area of heater (As) to

surface area of heater (As)J. A best-fit equation involving these six non-dimensional

numbers fitting 36 experimental data points were obtained with the help of FindFit
function of Mathematica version 5.2. The best-fit equation is as follows.

Nu, = 2.721xlO-'[Re J' ̂ '"[(/*r"'[A, / A,]"'"'[//„, / / H^]0.169 (4.3)

Correlation presented in eq. (4.3) is valid in the following range of experimental

conditions: 23740 < Re„< 59517, 5 < (/' < 8, 0.0625 <( / 4, )< 0.1041, 0.22 <

( ///, )< 0.40, 0.5 <(//„///„)< 1.466. The bed Nusselt number was in the range of

97.12 to 2813.50. In the present study, Prandtl number (Pr) was not included because the

fluidizing medium was air only, and the experiments were conducted on a cold bed. in
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It is observed that suspension density for CFB setup B3 was comparatively more than

other two CFB units at same respective location in the riser column thus attributing to

higher value of heat transfer coefficient. High value of the suspension density is

responsible for higher concentration of solid particles near the wall of the larger CFB

unit's heater section. As a consequence, lower thermal resistance from the bed-to-wall is

developed causing better heat conduction, increasing the heat transfer coefficient, when
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Uncertainty analysis was carried out for the heat transfer coefficient and same is

presented in (Appendix E). Factors responsible for the uncertainty in measurement of

heat transfer coefficients are the connections of thermocouples, accuracy of T-type

thermocouple (±0.5°C), wattmeter accuracy (+5W), and accuracy in length measurement

(+lmm), respectively. Uncertainty analyses were done using the method of Kline and

McClintok (Kline and McClintok, 1953). Uncertainty in heat transfer coefficients

estimation in the present study was calculated to be within ± 4%.

4.4 Development of Heat Transfer Correlations

4.4.1 Correlation for Lower Splash Region

A dimensional analysis is made using Rayleigh's method. 6 (six) non-dimensional

numbers were obtained after the analysis. Nusselt number and Reynolds number are the

most important and widely used non-dimensional numbers. Based on the literature, three

more non-dimensional numbers were included, namely the aspect ratio [Hb/Hd] i e [ratio

of height of the static sand inventory of the fluidized bed (He) to the hydraulic diameter

ot bed (Hd)], non-dimensional velocity parameter U* and non-dimensional height

parameter [Hm/Hr] i.e [ratio of height from the distributor plate to location of

thermocouple in the heater (H„i) to total height of the riser (Hr)]. In order to facilitate the

scale-up of CFB, a new non-dimensional number was introduced, namely, the non-

dimensional area parameter [Ab/As] i.e [ratio of cross section area of heater (Ab) to

surface area of heater (As)l. A best-fit equation involving these six non-dimensional

numbers fitting 36 experimental data points were obtained with the help of FindFit

function of Mathematica version 5.2. The best-fit equation is as follows.

Nil, = 2.721xlO-^[Re,]• 0.169 (4.3)

Congelation presented in eq. (4.3) is valid in the following range of experimental

conditions; 23740 < Re„< 59517, 5 < U" < 8, 0.0625 <{A,IA,)< 0.1041, 0.22 <

( ) < 0.40, 0.5 <{H,IH^)< 1.466. The bed Nusselt number was in the range of

97.12 to 2813.50. In the present study, Prandtl number (Pr) was not included because the

fluidizing medium was air only, and the experiments were conducted on a cold bed, in
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which the range of bed temperatures was not large enough to cause significant vai iation

in Pr. Importance of non-dimensional numbers is clearly indicated by their exponent

value. Figure 4.21 shows the comparison of the present experimental results with the

prediction of the correlation eq. (4.3) showing rms deviation of ±15%.
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Fig. 4.21 Comparison of Experimental Data with Proposed Correlation for Lower Splash
Region

4.4.2 Correlation for Middle Splash Region

Following similar principle as reported in section 4.4.1, a Correlation was developed for

the middle splash region (Eq. 4.4)

Nil, = 138.98[Re / Hj
10.347 (4.4)

This correlation [eq. (4.4)] is valid in the following range of experimental conditions:

23740 < Re,< 59517, 5 < f/' < 8, 0.0625 <{A,IA,)< 0.1041, 0.5 <

1.466. The bed Nusselt number was in the range of 97.12 to 2813.50. Figure 4.22 shows

the comparison of the present experimental results with the prediction of the correlation

eq. (4.4) showing rms deviation of + 17%.
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Fig. 4.22 Comparison of Experimental Data with Proposed Coirelation for Middle

Splash Region

4.4.3 First Correlation for Entire Riser

Dimensional analysis was done similar to that in Section 4.4.1. A best-fit equation

involving these six non-dimensional numbers fitting nine hundred experimental data

points were obtained with the help of FindFit function of Mathematica. The best-fit

equation is as follows.

Nil, = 103.4l/?j"^[(/*r"[/\, / /// (4-5)

Correlation presented in eq. (4.5) is valid in the following range of experimental

conditions: 23740 < Reg< 595/7, 5 < U' < 8, 0.0625 < (AglA^) < 0.1041, 0.32 <

( / ̂ , ) < 0.74, 0.5 < (Hg/ Hp) < 1.466. The bed Nusselt number was in the range of

73.75 to 11 A.69. Figure 4.23 show the comparison of the present experimental results

with the prediction of the above correlation showing an mis deviation of+16%.
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in Pr. Importance of non-dimensional numbers is clearly indicated by their exponent

value. Figure 4.21 shows the comparison of the present experimental results with the

prediction of the correlation eq. (4.3) showing rms deviation of ±15%.
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4.4.2 Correlation for Middle Splash Region

Following similar principle as reported in section 4.4.1, a Correlation was developed for

the middle splash region (Eq. 4.4)

= 138.98[Re / A,]'«^[//„, / ///l0.264 1.864r 1-4.549 r 1O.347 (4.4)

This correlation [eq. (4.4)] is valid in the following range of experimental conditions:

23740 < Rea< 59517, 5 < U" < 8, 0.0625 < (A^/A,.) < 0.1041, 0.5 < <

1.466. The bed Nusselt number was in the range of 97.12 to 2813.50. Figure 4.22 shows

the comparison of the present experimental results with the prediction of the correlation

eq. (4.4) showing rms deviation of ±17%.
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4.4.3 First Correlation for Entire Riser

Dimensional analysis was done similar to that in Section 4.4.1. A best-fit equation

involving these six non-dimensional numbers fitting nine hundred experimental data

points were obtained with the help of FindFit function of Mathematica. The best-fit

equation is as follows.

Nu„ = 103.4[/?J"-'[(/T-"[A„ / AJ^'L//,,, (4.5)

CoiTelation presented in eq. (4.5) is valid in the following range of experimental

conditions: 23740 < Reg< 595/7, 5 < U" < 8, 0.0625 < (AgIA,) < 0.1041, 0.32 <

( / ̂ ,) < 0.74, 0.5 < (H gl H g,) < 1.466. The bed Nusselt number was in the range of

73.75 to 774.69. Figure 4.23 show the comparison of the present experimental results

with the prediction of the above correlation showing an rms deviation of ±16%.
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4.4.4 Second Correlation for Entire Riser

A dimensional analysis was made using Rayleigh's method (Appendix E) and five non-

dimensional numbers were obtained. Nusselt number, Reynolds number and Prandtl

number are the most important and widely used numbers. Two more non-dimensional

numbers were obtained, namely non-dimensional density ratio [psu.s/PgJ i-e [ratio of

suspension density (psus) to the density of air (pg)] and new non-dimensional number

presenting scale-up i.e non-dimensional geometrical parameter [H/B] i.e [ratio of height

of the heater (H) to the hydraulic diameter of the bed (B)]. A best-fit equation involving

these non-dimensional numbers (excluding Prandtl number) was obtained using FindFit

function of Mathematica 5.2. The best-fit equation is as follows.

Nub = 59.35 [Res] [psus/pj [H/B] (4.6)

Variation of Prandtl number was not significant enough (Pr = 0.71-0.76) to cause

significant variation in the predicted value of heat transfer coefficient. Therefore it has

not been included in the empirical correlation. Correlation eq. (4.6) is valid in the

following range of experimental conditions: 20629 < Res < 84270, 6 < ipsns/Pf.) < 240,
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0.69 < {H/B) < 4. The bed Nusselt number was in the range of 73.75 to 1547. Prandtl

number (Pr) was not included because it was not varying much from bottom of the riser

to top of the riser (Pr = 0.71-0.76). Fig. 4.24 shows the comparison of the experimental

heat transfer coefficient data of present work plus data obtained from literature with the

prediction of the correlation eq. (4.6) showing rms deviation of ± 21.73%. Experiments

of other researchers were earned out over a wide range of velocity, bed density particle

size, and [H/B] ratio. In order to facilitate the easy comparison of predicted values with

experimental values, all data were plotted in Fig. 4.24, with the measured heat transfer

coefficient and the theoretical prediction as the coordinates. The middle line (line at 45°)

is the line of prefect agreement, and other two extreme lines show the boundary of ±

21.73%.
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4.4.5 Comparison of Correlations with Experimental Data

Figure 4.25 shows the comparison of correlations, eq. (4.5) and eq. (4.6) with

experimental data. Variation of average value of heat transfer coefficient with non-

dimensional velocity parameter (U*) is presented in Fig. 4.25 for the upper splash region
of CFB bed (Bl) of cross section 0.15mx0.15matP = 3050 N/m^ (weight of sand
inventory per unit area of distributor plate). It is observed that the heat transfer
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4.4.4 Second Correlation for Entire Riser

A dimensional analysis was made using Rayleigh's method (Appendix F) and five non-

dimensional numbers were obtained. Nusselt number, Reynolds number and Prandtl

number are the most important and widely used numbers. Two more non-dimensional

numbers were obtained, namely non-dimensional density ratio [psu.s/PgJ i-e [ratio of

suspension density (psus) to the density of air (pg)] and new non-dimensional number

presenting scale-up i.e non-dimensional geometrical parameter [H/BJ i.e [ratio of height

of the heater (H) to the hydraulic diameter of the bed (B)]. A best-fit equation involving

these non-dimensional numbers (excluding Prandtl number) was obtained using FindFit

function of Mathematica 5.2. The best-fit equation is as follows.

Nub = 59.35 [ReB] " [psu/Pg] [H/B] (4.6)

Variation of Prandtl number was not significant enough (Pr = 0.71-0.76) to cause

significant variation in the predicted value of heat transfer coefficient. Therefore it has

not been included in the empirieal correlation. CoiTelation eq. (4.6) is valid in the

following range oTexperimental conditions: 20629 < ReB < 84270, 6 < (/j.s„./pg) < 240,
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0.69 < {H/B) < 4. The bed Nusselt number was in the range of 73.75 to 1547. Prandtl

number (Pr) was not included because it was not varying much from bottom of the riser

to top of the riser (Pr = 0.71-0.76). Fig. 4.24 shows the comparison of the experimental

heat transfer coefficient data of present work plus data obtained from literature with the

prediction of the correlation eq. (4.6) showing rms deviation of + 21.73%. Experiments

of other researchers were carried out over a wide range of velocity, bed density particle

size, and [H/B] ratio. In order to facilitate the easy comparison of predicted values with

experimental values, all data were plotted in Fig. 4.24, with the measured heat transfer

coefficient and the theoretical prediction as the coordinates. The middle line (line at 45°)

is the line of prefect agreement, and other two extreme lines show the boundary of ±
21.73%.
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4.4.5 Comparison of Correlations with Experimental Data

Figure 4.25 shows the comparison of correlations, eq. (4.5) and eq. (4.6) with
experimental data. Variation of average value of heat transfer coefficient with non-

dimensional velocity parameter (U*) is presented in Fig. 4.25 for the upper splash region
of CFB bed (Bl) of cross section 0.15mx0.15matP = 3050 N/m^ (weight of sand
inventory per unit area of distributor plate). It is observed that the heat transfer
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coefficient predicted using eq. (4.6) is closer to experimental value than heat transfer

coefficient predicted using eq, (4.5). The same may be noted for upper splash region of

CFB setup (B2) and (B3) as shown in Figs. 4.26 and 4.27, respectively.
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Fig. 4.25 Comparison of Experimental Data with Proposed Correlations for entire Riser
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4.5 Comparison of Non-dimensional Parameters
4.5.1 Bed Nusselt Number (Nub) vs Bed Reynolds (Reo) Number

Figure 4.28 presents the vaiiation of bed Nusselt number with bed Reynolds number for
different value of H* [Non-dimensional height parameter, ratio of height from the
distributor plate to midpoint of the heater (H,,,) to the total height of the riser (Hr)].
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Fig. 4.28 Bed Nusselt Number (Nue) vs Bed Reynolds (Res) Number

It is obseived that the Nusselt number decreases with increase in Reynolds number. This
is because increase in superficial velocity decreases heat transfer coefficient as explained
in section 4.3.2. At H* = 0.32, variation of Nusselt number was more than at other two

values of H*. This is because, at H* = 0.32, bed was denser occupying large number of
sand particles while at H* = 0.74, it was more dilute.

4.5.2 Bed Nusselt Number (Nue) vs Non-dimensional Geometrical Parameter (H/B)

Figure 4.29 presents the variation of Nusselt number for different value of non-

dimensional geometrical parameter (H/B). It is observed that the Bed Nusselt number
increases with decrease in non-dimensional geometrical paiameter (H/B). This is
because, as explained earlier section 4.3.2, heat transfer coefficient increases

considerably with increase in bed cross-section (B) and hence decrease in parameter
(H/B). Also, bed Nusselt number (Nub) was more at the bottom (H = 0.32) of the riser
of each CFB setup due to higher concentration of solid particles. This is because of the
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4.5 Comparison of Non-dimensional Parameters
4.5.1 Bed Nusselt Number (Nub) vs Bed Reynolds (Ree) Number

Figure 4.28 presents the variation of bed Nusselt number with bed Reynolds number for
different value of H* [Non-dimensional height parameter, ratio of height from the
distributor plate to midpoint of the heater (Hm) to the total height of the riser (Hr)].
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Fig. 4.28 Bed Nusselt Number (Nub) vs Bed Reynolds (Res) Number

It is obseived that the Nusselt number decreases with increase in Reynolds number. This
is because increase in superficial velocity decreases heat transfer coefficient as explained
in section 4.3.2. At H* = 0.32, variation of Nusselt number was more than at other two

values of H''". This is because, at H* = 0.32, bed was denser occupying large number of
sand particles while at H* = 0.74, it was more dilute.

4.5.2 Bed Nusselt Number (Nub) vs Non-dimensional Geometrical Parameter (H/B)

Figure 4.29 presents the variation of Nusselt number for different value of non-

dimensional geometrical parameter (H/B). It is observed that the Bed Nusselt number
increases with decrease in non-dimensional geometrical parameter (H/B). This is
because, as explained earlier section 4.3.2, heat transfer coefficient increases

considerably with increase in bed cross-section (B) and hence decrease in parameter
(H/B). Also, bed Nusselt number (Nub) was more at the bottom (H' = 0.32) of the riser
of each CFB setup due to higher concentration of solid particles. This is because of the
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higher concentration of solid particles near the wall of the larger bed, and consequently,

lower thermal resistance from the bed-to-wall causing better heat conduction.
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Fig. 4.29 Bed Nusselt Number (Nub) vs Non-dimensional Geometrical Parameter (H/B)

4.6 Summary

Experiments were conducted under similar operating conditions on three CFB setups.

Effect of superficial velocity of air, sand inventory, and bed cross section on heat

transfer coefficient and bed temperature distribution was predicted and results were

compared with available literatures. In all the setups, it is observed that pressure drop
and suspension density increases wih increase in riser cross section area, decreases with
increase in superficial velocity of the air. In all the setups, it is observed that the bed

temperature decreases with increase in cross section area of the riser, superficial velocity

of air and increases with increases in sand inventory. Heat transfer coefficient increases

with increase in cross section of the riser, sand inventory and decreases with increase in

superficial velocity of air. Empirical correlations on lower splash region, middle splash
region, and on entire riser were developed using Rayleigh's method (to obtain the non-

dimensional numbers) and FindFit function (to obtain the constants of the correlations /

exponents of the non-dimensional numbers) of Mathematica version 5.2.

Chapter 5

Computational Study on
CFB Risers
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4.6 Summary

Experiments were conducted under similar operating conditions on three CFB setups.

Effect of superficial velocity of air, sand inventory, and bed cross section on heat

transfer coefficient and bed temperature distribution was predicted and results were

compared with available literatures. In all the setups, it is observed that pressure drop

and suspension density increases wih increase in riser cross section area, decreases with

increase in superficial velocity of the air. In all the setups, it is observed that the bed

temperature decreases with increase in cross section area of the riser, superficial velocity

of air and increases with increases in sand inventory. Heat transfer coefficient increases

with increase in cross section of the riser, sand inventory and decreases with increase in

superficial velocity of air. Empirical correlations on lower splash region, middle splash

region, and on entire riser were developed using Rayleigh's method (to obtain the non-

dimensional numbers) and FindPit function (to obtain the constants of the correlations /

exponents of the non-dimensional numbers) of Mathematica version 5.2.
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Chapter 5

Computational Study on CFB Risers

5.1 Introduction

In the present chapter, CFD simulations using Fluent 6.3.26 were accomplished to study

I  the effect of superficial velocity of air, particle size, sand inventory, and bed cross
p  section on heat transfer characteristics. 3D CFD simulations were performed on steady
|i; state wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics on CFB riser of cross section 0.15 m x 0.15
li.

m and height 2.85 m for its heated portion (heater) of same cross section and height of

0.6 m, located at 0.6 m and 1.8 m above the distributor plate which is the lower splash

and upper splash region of CFB, respectively. To study the effect of bed cross section on

heat transfer characteristics, further simulations on upper splash region of height 0.6 m,

located at 1.8 m above the distributor plate were accomplished for riser of cross section

0.30 m X 0.30 m. Modelling and meshing were done with Gambit software - version

2.4.6. The wall of heater was maintained at the constant heat flux q" = 1000 W/m^. RNG

l<-n model was used for turbulence modelling. Eulerian model with Gidaspow phase

interaction scheme is used to simulate the two phase flow (air + sand mixture flow).

Effect of superficial velocity of air and sand inventory on heat transfer

characteristics is predicted with respect to lower splash region of riser of cross section

0.15 m X 0.15 m for two superficial velocities of air (2.5 m/s and 4 m/s) and two sand

inventories (4 kg and 7 kg) for particle size of 460 pm. Effect of particle size on heat

transfer characteristics of lower splash region is predicted using six particle sizes falling

in the range of Geldart B type particles (60 pm, 100 pm, 160 pm, 260 pm, 360 pm, 460

pm) at sand inventory of 7 kg and superficial velocity of air 2.5 m/s for the heater of

cross section 0.15 m x 0.15 m. Effect of riser cross section on heat transfer

characteristics is predicted by comparing the results obtained on heat transfer

characteristics with respect to upper splash region of risers of cross section 0.15 m x

0.15 m, 0.30 m x 0.30 m at sand inventory of 7 kg, superficial velocity of air 2.5 m/s

and 4 m/s and using particle size of 460 pm.
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5.2 CFD Modeling and Simulation

In Fluent, the governing equations are discretized using the finite volume technique. The

discretized equations, along with the initial and boundary conditions, are solved to obtain

a numerical solution. Eulerian multiphase model was used for the simulation of air-sand

flow. 3-D CFD simulations were done on heater section (portion L, U as shown in

Fig.3.1 each of height 0.6 m). Modeling and meshing were done in Gambit 2.4.6. While

meshing the heater, cell type selected was tetrahedral/hybrid with T grid meshing

scheme. Selected boundary conditions as shown in Fig. 5.1 were air velocity at inlet,

bottom of riser = 2.36 m/s - 4 m/s, and volume fraction of sand = 0; volume fraction of

sand at inlet at right hand side wall of riser = 1 and sand velocity = 0.00313 m/s - 0.0075

m/s; outlet boundary condition was pressure outlet at top of the riser = 0 Pa gauge

pressure of air-sand mixture. While simulating the riser in Fluent 6.3.26, 3D steady state

solver was used. Other parameters selected were density of sand = 2600 kg/m^, mean

diameter of sand = 60 - 460 pm, density of air = 1.225 kg/m^, turbulence model used =

RNG k-E model, numerical method used for pressure velocity coupling = phase coupled

SIMPLE, discretization scheme = F' order upwind, under relaxation parameters for

pressure = 0.1, density = 0.1, body forces = 0.1, momentum = 0.1, volume fraction = 0.2,

energy = 0.1; convergence criteria = 0.001, solution initialization = from all zones,

height of the sand inventory above the distributor plate in the CEB riser = 0.22 m and

0.13 m to obtain the static pressure on distributor plate as 3050 N/m^ and 1750 N/m",

respectively.

In the Eulerian multiphase (gas-solid, two fluids) moddl, conservation equations

of mass and momentum for both phases are solved simultaneously. The link between the

two phases is through the drag force in the momentum equations.

Continuity equation for k"^ phase is given by

Ail' + Sand

l.<>5 m

= 0.15 mM

O.d m
Heater

Section

0.15 ni Sand

Sand ]iiventoi">'
0.26 m

Distiibutoi Plate

Fig. 5.1 CFB Riser

Momentum equation for the fluid phase is given by

) + V ■ {e^ppi, 0 i7^) = -e^^p + V • + £fpfg + K^,. (u, -

where k = f for fluid

k - s for solids

(5.1)

Momentum equation for the solid phase is given by

■ ( H V • {e^p/i^ 0 ) = -eyp -Vp^ + V • r, + e,p,g + (uj. -il^) + F

Total volume fraction conservation
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5.2 CFD Modeling and Simulation

In Fluent, the governing equations are discretized using the finite volume technique. The

discretized equations, along with the initial and boundary conditions, are solved to obtain

a numerical solution. Eulerian multiphase model was used for the simulation of air-sand

flow. 3-D CFD simulations were done on heater section (portion L, U as shown in

Fig.3.1 each of height 0.6 m). Modeling and meshing were done in Gambit 2.4.6. While

meshing the heater, cell type selected was tetrahedral/hybrid with T grid meshing

scheme. Selected boundary conditions as shown in Fig. 5.1 were air velocity at inlet,

bottom of riser = 2.36 m/s - 4 m/s, and volume fraction of sand = 0; volume fraction of

sand at inlet at right hand side wall of riser = 1 and sand velocity = 0.00313 m/s - 0.0075

m/s; outlet boundary condition was pressure outlet at top of the riser = 0 Pa gauge

pressure of air-sand mixture. While simulating the riser in Fluent 6.3.26, 3D steady state

solver was used. Other parameters selected were density of sand = 2600 kg/m^, mean

diameter of sand = 60 - 460 pm, density of air = 1.225 kg/m^, turbulence model used =

RNG k-e model, numerical method used for pressure velocity coupling = phase coupled

SIMPLE, discretization scheme =1®' order upwind, under relaxation parameters for

pressure = 0.1, density = 0.1, body forces = 0.1, momentum = 0.1, volume fraction = 0.2,

energy = 0.1; convergence criteria = 0.001, solution initialization = from all zones,

height of the sand inventory above the distributor plate in the CFB riser = 0.22 m and

0.13 m to obtain the static pressure on distributor plate as 3050 N/m^ and 1750 N/m^,

respectively.

In the Eulerian multiphase (gas-solid, two fluids) model, conservation equations

of mass and momentum for both phases are solved simultaneously. The link between the

two phases is through the drag force in the momentum equations.

Continuity equation for k"^ phase is given by

n

^^k^k^k ̂ ~ ^pk
(5.1)

where k = f

k = s

for

for

fluid

solids
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Momentum equation for the fluid phase is given by

—  ) + V • {SfpfU^ ® ) = -£fVp + V • + Cfpfg + (u, -Uf) + Ff (5.2)

Momentum equation for the solid phase is given by

I" ( A"v) + V • (f,AM, ® M,) = -AVp - Vp, + V • r, + £,p,g + (m^ ) + A
Total volume fraction conservation

(5.4)
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1  !

Equation (5.1) represents the mass balance of each phase with temporal and spatial

gradients on the left hand side and mass creation (m ) of the p,i, species (in this case,

zero) by reaction or phase change. Equations (5.2) and (5.3) are momentum conservation

equations for the fluid (air in this case) and solid phase, respectively. The left side

represents temporal and spatial transport terms whereas the right hand side has terms for

the various interaction forces involved. Note that the hydrodynamic pressure is shared by

both phases and hence, the gradient of pressure (p) is multiplied by the respective

volume fractions (f) in both equations, (p), (i?) and (g) represent to density, velocity

and acceleration due to gravity, respectively. The stress term ( represents the shear

stress in gas phase in eq. (5.2). Equation (5.3) represents the solids phase equation,

where {Ts) represents the shear stress term due to collision among particles.

Terms ("/ ~ ) and ~ "/)
represent the momentum exchange or drag between the two phases in eqs. (5.2) and

(5.3), respectively. These terms are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign and account

for the friction at the interface between the phases. The terms (^) in eq. (5.2) and {f) in

eq. (5.3) represent all other forces that may affect the flow, such as electrical, magnetic

and other effects.

For

£g > 0.8,

4d.

24
^  .[l + 0.15.(f (5.5)

For

f <0.8,

K
sj

e ' AX, s ,p
= 150.^-^+1.75.-^

d£..d. .
u.

The drag is an effective way of representing the surface integral of all the forces that

exist at the interface between the phases. Inter-phase momentum exchange factor of

Gidaspow's drag closure as presented in eq. (5.5). In eq. (5.5), Res and ds aie the

Reynolds number and diameter of the solid particles, respectively and other symbols

have their standard meaning. Energy equation (5.6) was applied during 3D heat transfer

simulations for heater section.

68

-(/?E)+V.(M(p£+p))=V.(/:^Vr-X/y,+(r,^j;))+5„
(5.6)

where is the effective conductivity and j. is the diffusion flux of species j.

The four terms of the right hand side in eq. (5.6) represents energy transfer due to

conduction, species diffusion, viscous dissipation and volumetric heat sources (5,^ ).

Now, heat transfer simulations (by enabling energy equation) for the heater section were

carried using to obtain the (bulk mean) bed temperature (Tb) and wall temperature (Ts),

for a constant heat flux q" = 1000 (W/m^) applied at the walls of heater. Local

convective heat transfer coefficient (h) was calculated by using eq. (3.5).

5.3 Grid Independence Test

Grid independence test has been performed on the CFB riser of cross section 0.15 m x

0.15 cm and 2.85 m in height. Heater section of 0.6 m height and placed 0.6 m above the

distributor plate represents the lower splash region as shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2.

Modelling and meshing has been done in the Gambit software. Size function option was

used with start size (spacing near to the wall) 0.006 - growth factor 1.2 - maximum size

limit 0.02. Hexahedral cells near to wall and tetrahedral cells in the core region of riser

were used for the meshing. Heat flux of 1000 W/m^ has been applied to the wall of

heater section only and grid independence test have been preformed 125608, 230982,

438866 cells. Remaining boundary conditions were air velocity at inlet of riser 2.5 m/s

and pressure outlet - 0 Pa and speed of sand at retum leg - 0.00468 m/s. Initial inventory

of sand on the distributor plate was 7 kg with sand particle size of 460 pm. Remaining

details were as explained in section 5.2. Grid independence test shows (Fig. 5.3) that the

meshes with 230982 and 438866 cells give results close to the experimental values, and

the difference between them is acceptable, while the mesh with 125608 cells differs

significantly from the experimental values. The time required to obtain the results using

438866 cells will be approximately twice the time required for simulating the 230982

cells on computer facility (server for Fluent simulation) with 3 GHz processor, 4 GB ram

and 4 hardisks each of 146 GB capacity. Therefore on the basis of time required to

simulate and to get reasonable accuracy of results, 230982 cells were used to simulate

the CFB riser of 0.15 m x 0.15 m and 2.85 m in height. Figure 5.3 represents the axial

distribution of local heat transfer coefficient along the height of the heater.
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Equation (5.1) represents the mass balance of each phase with temporal and spatial

gradients on the left hand side and mass creation {m ) of the p,i, species (in this case,

zero) by reaction or phase change. Equations (5.2) and (5.3) are momentum conservation

equations for the fluid (air in this case) and solid phase, respectively. The left side

represents temporal and spatial transport terms whereas the right hand side has terms for

the various interaction forces involved. Note that the hydrodynamic pressure is shared by

both phases and hence, the gradient of pressure (p) is multiplied by the respective

volume fractions (f) in both equations, (p), (u) and (g) represent to density, velocity

and acceleration due to gravity, respectively. The stress term (Tj) represents the shear

stress in gas phase in eq. (5.2). Equation (5.3) represents the solids phase equation,

where (r^) represents the shear stress term due to collision among particles.

Terms («/ ~ ) and ~ "/ )
represent the momentum exchange or drag between the two phases in eqs. (5.2) and

(5.3), respectively. These terms are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign and account

for the friction at the interface between the phases. The terms (f) ) in eq. (5.2) and (f) in

eq. (5.3) represent all other forces that may affect the flow, such as electrical, magnetic

and other effects.

eg > 0.8,

Ks.f =
3e e p

—.[l + 0.15.(£-^.ReJ°^«^] (5.5)

<0.8,

e'-Via e .p — —150.^-^+1.75.-^. u-u^

The drag is an effective way of representing the surface integral of all the forces that

exist at the interface between the phases. Inter-phase momentum exchange factor of

Gidaspow's drag closure as presented in eq. (5.5). In eq. (5.5), Res and ds are the

Reynolds number and diameter of the solid particles, respectively and other symbols

have their standard meaning. Energy equation (5.6) was applied during 3D heat transfer

simulations for heater section.

; {pE)+V.{ii{pE+ p))=V.{k^WT-^hpj +(r^ x<))+\.
(5.6)

where A: is the effective conductivity and j^ is the diffusion flux of species j.

The four terms of the right hand side in eq. (5.6) represents energy transfer due to

conduction, species diffusion, viscous dissipation and volumetric heat sources (5,,^.).

Now, heat transfer simulations (by enabling energy equation) for the heater section were

carried using to obtain the (bulk mean) bed temperature (Tb) and wall temperature (Ts),

for a constant heat flux q" = 1000 (WW) applied at the walls of heater. Local
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5.3 Grid Independence Test
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Modelling and meshing has been done in the Gambit software. Size function option was

used with start size (spacing near to the wall) 0.006 - growth factor 1.2 - maximum size

limit 0.02. Hexahedral cells near to wall and tetrahedral cells in the core region of riser

were used for the meshing. Heat flux of 1000 W/m^ has been applied to the wall of

heater section only and grid independence test have been preformed 125608, 230982,

438866 cells. Remaining boundary conditions were air velocity at inlet of riser 2.5 m/s

and pressure outlet - 0 Pa and speed of sand at return leg - 0.00468 m/s. Initial inventory

of sand on the distributor plate was 7 kg with sand particle size of 460 pm. Remaining

details were as explained in section 5.2. Grid independence test shows (Fig. 5.3) that the

meshes with 230982 and 438866 cells give results close to the experimental values, and

the difference between them is acceptable, while the mesh with 125608 cells differs

significantly from the experimental values. The time required to obtain the results using

438866 cells will be approximately twice the time required for simulating the 230982

cells on computer facility (server for Fluent simulation) with 3 GHz processor, 4 GB ram

and 4 hardisks each of 146 GB capacity. Therefore on the basis of time required to

simulate and to get reasonable accuracy of results, 230982 cells were used to simulate

the CFB riser of 0.15 m x 0.15 m and 2.85 m in height. Figure 5.3 represents the axial

distribution of local heat transfer coefficient along the height of the heater.
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5,4 Effect of Velocity on Heat Transfer Characteristics

Effect of superficial velocities of air on heat transfer characteristics is presented in Figs.
5,4-5.6. Results were compared with available experimental data. Simulations were done
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Effect of superficial velocities of air on heat transfer characteristics is presented in Figs.
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in the lower splash region for the two superficial velocities of air - 2.5 m/s and 4 m/s at

sand inventory of 7 kg i.e at static pressure of 3050 N/m^ due to weight of sand
inventory per unit area of distributor plate. Temperature counters is presented in Fig. 5.2.

Remaining details are mentioned in sections 5.2 and 5.3. Sand velocity at inlet at right

hand side wall of riser was 0.00468 m/s and 0.0075 m/s at U* = 5 and U* = 8 for CFB

unit B1 and CFB unit of cross section 0.30 m x 0.30 m. It is observed that bed

temperature and heat transfer coefficient decreases with increase in superficial velocity
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of air. This is because as explained in section 4.3, sand concentration decreases across

the section of the riser column and also near the wall of the heater with increase in

superficial velocity of air which reduces the heat transfer from wall-to-bed due to

conduction. Therefore bed temperature decreases with increase in superficial velocity of

air, which results in increase in the driving temperature difference (Ts -Tb) and decrease

in heat transfer coefficient, while the heat flux was held constant. The percentage

difference between predicted values and experimental values was varying from 2% to
18% for bed temperature distribution and hence also for axial distribution of heat

transfer coefficient, because heat flux was held same (eq. 3.5).

5.5 Effect of Particle Size on Heat Transfer Characteristics

Effect of particle size on heat transfer characteristics has been completed for the Geldart
B type of the particles. The experiments have been completed on the available CFB set
up B1 using particles of average size of 460 jim. Fluent provides more flexibility to
complete this study for other particle average sizes of 60 pm, 100 fxm, 160 pm, 260 pm,

360 pm, and 460 pm. Eulerian multiphase model with Gidaspow phase interaction
scheme have been used to simulate the two phase flow. Simulations were performed
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in the lower splash region for the two superficial velocities of air - 2.5 m/s and 4 m/s at

sand inventory of 7 kg i.e at static pressure of 3050 N/m^ due to weight of sand
inventory per unit area of distributor plate. Temperature counters is presented in Fig. 5.2.

Remaining details are mentioned in sections 5.2 and 5.3. Sand velocity at inlet at right

hand side wall of riser was 0.00468 m/s and 0.0075 m/s at U* = 5 and U* = 8 for CFB

unit B1 and CFB unit of cross section 0.30 m x 0.30 m. It is observed that bed

temperature and heat transfer coefficient decreases with increase in superficial velocity
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the section of the riser column and also near the wall of the heater with increase in

superficial velocity of air which reduces the heat transfer from wall-to-bed due to

conduction. Therefore bed temperature decreases with increase in superficial velocity of

air, which results in increase in the driving temperature difference (Ts -Tb) and decrease

in heat transfer coefficient, while the heat flux was held constant. The percentage

difference between predicted values and experimental values was varying from 2% to
18% for bed temperature distribution and hence also for axial distribution of heat

transfer coefficient, because heat flux was held same (eq. 3.5).

5.5 Effect of Particle Size on Heat Transfer Characteristics

Effect of particle size on heat transfer characteristics has been completed for the Geldart

B type of the particles. The experiments have been completed on the available CFB set
up B1 using particles of average size of 460 jim. Fluent provides more flexibility to
complete this study for other particle average sizes of 60 pm, 100 pm, 160 pm, 260 pm,

360 pm, and 460 pm. Eulerian multiphase model with Gidaspow phase interaction
scheme have been used to simulate the two phase flow. Simulations were performed
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using 2.5 m/s superficial velocity of air and selected initial bed inventory above the

distributor plate was 7 kg. Walls of the heater placed 0.6 m above the distributor plate

section was kept with constant heat flux of 1000 wW; it has been observed that heat
transfer coefficient increases with increase in particle size as shown in Figs. 5.7-5.8.

Figure 5.7 shows axial distribution of local heat transfer coefficient and under similar

operating conditions, Fig. 5.8 represents variation of average value of heat transfer

coefficient against various particle sizes. The physics or reason behind this was effective

erosion of boundary layer around the heater surface which results in decrease the heat

transfer resistance in the beds of relatively larger particles, with a consequent increase in

heat transfer with increasing particle size. The trends obtained were comparable to

results reported by (Kim et al., 1999; Grulovic et al., 2008).

5.6 Effect of Sand Inventory on Heat Transfer Characteristics

Effect of sand inventories on heat transfer characteristics is presented in Figs. 5.9-5.10.

Results are compared with experimental data. Simulations were done in the lower splash

region of CFB setup B1 for the two sand inventories 4 kg and 7 kg i.e at static pressure of

1750 N/m^ and 3050 N/m^ due to weight of sand inventory per unit area of distributor

plate, respectively. It is observed that bed temperature and heat transfer coefficient

increases with increase in sand inventory. This is because, sand concentration increases

across the section of the riser column and also near the wall of the heater with increase in

sand inventory which increases the heat transfer firom wall-to-bed due to conduction.
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Therefore bed temperature increases with increase in sand inventory, which results in

decrease in the driving temperature difference (Ts -Tb) and hence increase in heat transfer

coefficient, while the heat flux was held constant.
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using 2.5 m/s superficial velocity of air and selected initial bed inventory above the

distributor plate was 7 kg. Walls of the heater placed 0.6 m above the distributor plate

section was kept with constant heat flux of 1000 wW; it has been observed that heat
transfer coefficient increases with increase in particle size as shown in Figs. 5.7-5.8.

Figure 5.7 shows axial distribution of local heat transfer coefficient and under similar

operating conditions. Fig. 5.8 represents variation of average value of heat transfer

coefficient against various particle sizes. The physics or reason behind this was effective

erosion of boundary layer around the heater surface which results in decrease the heat

transfer resistance in the beds of relatively larger particles, with a consequent increase in

heat transfer with increasing particle size. The trends obtained were comparable to

results reported by (Kim et al., 1999; Grulovic et al., 2008).

5.6 Effect of Sand Inventory on Heat Transfer Characteristics

Effect of sand inventories on heat transfer characteristics is presented in Figs. 5.9-5.10.

Results are compared with experimental data. Simulations were done in the lower splash

region of CFB setup B1 for the two sand inventories 4 kg and 7 kg i.e at static pressure of

1750 N/m^ and 3050 N/m^ due to weight of sand inventory per unit area of distributor

plate, respectively. It is observed that bed temperature and heat transfer coefficient

increases with increase in sand inventory. This is because, sand concentration increases

across the section of the riser column and also near the wall of the heater with increase in

sand inventory which increases the heat transfer from wall-to-bed due to conduction.
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Therefore bed temperature increases with increase in sand inventory, which results in

decrease in the driving temperature difference (Ts -Tb) and hence increase in heat transfer

coefficient, while the heat flux was held constant.
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5.7 Effect of Bed Cross Section on Heat Transfer
Characteristics

Effect of bed cross section on heat transfer characteristics has been investigated. Riser of

bed cross section 0.30 m x 0.30 m has been modelled and simulated using Fluent 6.3.26.

Results obtained on bed temperature distribution and heat transfer coefficient have
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been compared with results obtained 0.15 m x 0.15 m CFB bed. Simulations have been

completed for the upper splash region for both the beds with superficial velocity 2.5 m/s
and 4 m/s, and maintaining the pressure 3050 N/m^ due to weight of sand inventory per
unit area of the distributor plate. Eulerian multiphase model with Gidaspow phase
interaction scheme was used to simulate the two phase flow. Particle size used was 460
pm and heat flux of 1000 W/m^ was applied at the walls of heater. Remaining details are
mentioned in sections 5.2 and 5.3. Sand velocity at inlet at right hand side wall of riser
was 0.00468 m/s and 0.0075 m/s at U* = 5 and U* = 8 for CFB unit B1 and CFB unit of

cross section 0.30 m x 0.30 m. Temperature counters are presented in Fig. 5.11 at
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been compared with results obtained 0.15 m x 0.15 m CFB bed. Simulations have been
completed for the upper splash region for both the beds with superficial velocity 2.5 m/s
and 4 m/s, and maintaining the pressure 3050 N/m^ due to weight of sand inventory per
unit area of the distributor plate. Eulerian multiphase model with Gidaspow phase
interaction scheme was used to simulate the two phase flow. Particle size used was 460
pm and heat flux of 1000 W/m^ was applied at the walls of heater. Remaining details are
mentioned in sections 5.2 and 5.3. Sand velocity at inlet at right hand side wall of riser
was 0.00468 m/s and 0.0075 m/s at U* = 5 and U* = 8 for CFB unit B1 and CFB unit of

cross section 0.30 m x 0.30 m. Temperature counters are presented in Fig. 5.11 at
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operating conditions of U* = 8 and P = 3050 N/m^. Figures 5.12-5.13 and Figs. 5.14-
5.15 represent the bed temperature distribution across a bed cross section at 2.24 m

above the distributor plate and axial variation of local heat transfer coefficient,

respectively. Average bed temperature at lateral section at 2.24 m above the distributor

plate was more in smaller cross section heater than larger cross section heater. This is

expected because sand inventory in larger cross section CFB setup was kept

proportionately more than the smaller size CFB setup so as to maintain the same weight
of sand per unit area of the distributor plate. Therefore, weight of sand particles per unit
surface area of the larger cross section heater was more than the smaller heater.

Therefore at same heat flux applied at heater wall of each CFB setup, distribution of

78
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amount heat extracted due to conduction from wall of the heater took place into large
number particles, which were comparatively more in larger cross section CFB setup,
hence average bed temperature was less for lager size heater than smaller heater. It is
observed that in the wall-to-bed heat transfer study, heat transfer coefficient increases
with increase in bed size. This is because the driving temperature difference (Ts—Tb) in
the larger size bed was lesser than the smaller size beds, while the heat flux was held

fixed. This is because of the higher concentration of solid particles near the wall of the
larger bed, and consequently, lower thermal resistance from the bed-to-wall causing
better heat conduction.

5.8 Summary

In the piesent study, simulations using Fluent 6.3.26 were completed to study the effect
of paiameteis like superficial velocity of air, sand inventory, sand particle size, and bed
cross section on wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics. Simulations were completed
Lindei same operating conditions, those used while conducting the experiments on
available CFB setups. Results obtained were compared with available experimental data.
Alter validation ot results, further simulations were completed to study the effect of
particle sizes (60 pm - 360 pm) and bed cross section of 0.30 m x 0.30 m. It is observed

that bed temperature increases with increase in sand inventory and decreases with
increase in superficial velocity of air and bed cross section. Local heat transfer
coefficient decreases with increase in superficial velocity of air. It increases with
increase in sand inventory, particle size and bed cross section.
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operating conditions of U* = 8 and P = 3050 N/m^. Figures 5.12-5.13 and Figs. 5.14-
5.15 represent the bed temperature distribution across a bed cross section at 2.24 m

above the distributor plate and axial variation of local heat transfer coefficient,

respectively. Average bed temperature at lateral section at 2.24 m above the distributor

plate was more in smaller cross section heater than larger cross section heater. This is

expected because sand inventory in larger cross section CFB setup was kept
proportionately more than the smaller size CFB setup so as to maintain the same weight

of sand per unit area of the distributor plate. Therefore, weight of sand particles per unit
surface area of the larger cross section heater was more than the smaller heater.

Therefore at same heat flux applied at heater wall of each CFB setup, distribution of
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amount heat extracted due to conduction from wall of the heater took place into large
number particles, which were comparatively more in larger cross section CFB setup,
hence average bed temperature was less for lager size heater than smaller heater. It is
observed that in the wall-to-bed heat transfer study, heat transfer coefficient increases
with increase in bed size. This is because the driving temperature difference (Ts—Tb) in
the larger size bed was lesser than the smaller size beds, while the heat flux was held
fixed. This is because of the higher concentration of solid particles near the wall of the
largei bed, and consequently, lower thermal resistance from the bed-to-wall causing
better heat conduction.

5.8 Summary

In the piesent study, simulations using Fluent 6.3.26 were completed to study the effect
of paiameteis like superficial velocity of air, sand inventory, sand particle size, and bed
cioss section on wall-to-bed heat transfer characteristics. Simulations were completed
under same operating conditions, those used while conducting the experiments on
available CFB setups. Results obtained were compared with available experimental data.
After validation of results, further simulations were completed to study the effect of
particle sizes (60 pm - 360 pm) and bed cross section of 0.30 m x 0.30 m. It is observed
that bed temperature increases with increase in sand inventory and decreases with
increase in superficial velocity of air and bed cross section. Local heat transfer
coefficient decreases with increase in superficial velocity of air. It increases with
increase in sand inventory, particle size and bed cross section.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Investigations on Cyclone
Separators

6.1 Introduction

In the piesent chaptei, study has been completed on heat transfer behavior in the
cyclone separatois of different cross sections of three different cold Circulating

Fluidized Beds (CFBs). Steady state experiments were carried out by providing heat

in the lisei of a CFB and consequently examining bed-to-wall heat transfer in the
cyclone separator. To study the effect of scale-up (increase in barrel diameter of

cyclones) on heat transfer characteristics, experiments were conducted under similar

operating conditions on three CFB setups. Cyclone design ratios i.e ratios of various

dimensions of cyclone with respect to cyclone barrel diameter were maintained same

for each cyclone separator. Experiments were conducted on each CFB setup for same

value of five non-dimensional air velocities (U* = 5, 5.5, 6, 6.6, and 8) at two

different weights of sand inventory per unit area of the distributor plate (i.e. P = 1750

N/m^ and 3050 N/m^). Average sand particle size was 460 pm for all the set of the
experiments. Effect of parameters such as superficial velocity of air and sand

inventory on heat transfer characteristics was predicted for individual cyclone

separator. Local heat transfer coefficient along the height of cylindrical portion of

cyclone separators were evaluated and compared. Also, temperature across the barrel

diameter of all cyclone separators were measured and compared. Empirical

correlation was developed. Prediction of this correlation was in agreement (± 14.31%)

with experimental data.

6.2 Temperature Distribution

Figure 6.1 presents the effect of cyclone barrel diameter (Dc) on temperature

distr ibution acr oss a section located at non-dimensional distance 0.1 below the inlet of
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each cyclone separator of the different CFBs for the operating conditions: weight of

sand per unit area of distributor plate (P) = 3050 N/m", heat flux at the wall of the

heater placed in the riser column of each CFB setup = 1000 W/m", non-dimensional

velocity parameter (U*) = 5, particle size (dpj = 460 pm. Figure 6.1 presents that

temperature across the section was less for larger size cyclone separator (C3) compare

to smaller size cyclone separator (Cl). This is because of bed temperature across the

heater section located in the CFB riser was less for larger size heater than smaller size

heater. This is expected because sand inventory in larger cross section CFB setup was

kept proportionately more than the smaller size CFB setup so as to maintain the same

weight of sand per unit area of the distributor plate. Therefore, weight of sand

particles per unit surface area of the larger cross section heater was more than the

smaller heater. Therefore at same heat flux applied at heater wall of each CFB setup,

distribution of amount heat extracted due to conduction from wall of the heater took

place into large number particles, which were comparatively more in lager cross

section CFB setup, hence bed temperature was less for lager size heater than smaller

heater. Later same sand + air mixture enters the cyclone separator after its exit from

riser outlet of each CFB setup. Therefore bed temperature across the section was less

for larger size cyclone (C3) than smaller size cyclone (Cl).

Figure 6.1 may be compared with Fig. 6.2 to examine the effect of velocity on

temperature distribution across the section of specific cyclone separator. It is observed

that increase in non-dimensional velocity parameter (U*) from 5 to 8 resulted in

decrease in temperature across the heater section of riser because, while the heat flux

(hence the heat transfer rate) remains the same, the energy balance for the heated

section implies less enthalpy gain for the fluid. Same sand + air mixture with specific

temperature enters the cyclone separator after its exit from riser outlet. Therefore

temperature across the section found to be decreased with increase in non-

dimensional velocity parameter (U*) in each cyclone separator.

Figure 6.2 may be compared with Fig. 6.3 to examine the effect of sand

inventory on temperature distribution across the section of specific cyclone separator.

It is observed that temperature distribution across any heater section placed in the

riser increases with increase in sand inventory from P = 1750 N/m" to P = 3050 N/m".

This is because, while the heat flux (hence the heat transfer rate) remains the same,

higher fraction of the energy is stored in the solids, which are recirculated in the bed.
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each cyclone separator of the different CFBs for the operating conditions: weight of

sand per unit area of distributor plate (P) = 3050 N/m^, heat flux at the wall of the

heater placed in the riser column of each CFB setup = 1000 W/m~, non-dimensional

velocity parameter (U*) = 5, particle size (dp) = 460 pm. Figure 6.1 presents that

temperature across the section was less for larger size cyclone separator (C3) compare

to smaller size cyclone separator (Cl). This is because of bed temperature across the

heater section located in the CFB riser was less for larger size heater than smaller size

heater. This is expected because sand inventory in larger cross section CFB setup was

kept proportionately more than the smaller size CFB setup so as to maintain the same

weight of sand per unit area of the distributor plate. Therefore, weight of sand

particles per unit surface area of the larger cross section heater was more than the

smaller heater. Therefore at same heat flux applied at heater wall of each CFB setup,

distribution of amount heat extracted due to conduction from wall of the heater took

place into large number particles, which were comparatively more in lager cross

section CFB setup, hence bed temperature was less for lager size heater than smaller

heater. Later same sand + air mixture enters the cyclone separator after its exit from

riser outlet of each CFB setup. Therefore bed temperature across the section was less

for larger size cyclone (C3) than smaller size cyclone (Cl).

Figure 6.1 may be compared with Fig. 6.2 to examine the effect of velocity on

temperature distribution across the section of specific cyclone separator. It is observed

that increase in non-dimensional velocity parameter (U*) from 5 to 8 resulted in

decrease in temperature across the heater section of riser because, while the heat flux

(hence the heat transfer rate) remains the same, the energy balance for the heated

section implies less enthalpy gain for the fluid. Same sand + air mixture with specific

temperature enters the cyclone separator after its exit from riser outlet. Therefore

temperature across the section found to be decreased with increase in non-

dimensional velocity parameter (U*) in each cyclone separator.

Figure 6.2 may be compared with Fig. 6.3 to examine the effect of sand

inventory on temperature distribution across the section of specific cyclone separator.

It is observed that temperature distribution across any heater section placed in the

riser increases with increase in sand inventory from P = 1750 N/m' to P = 3050 N/m".

This is because, while the heat flux (hence the heat transfer rate) remains the same,

higher fraction of the energy is stored in the solids, which are recirculated in the bed.
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Therefore bed temperature found to increase in any cyclone separator with increase in

sand inventory.

Figures 6.1-6.3 show the temperature was more at the core and less towards

the wall of cyclone. This is because of the heat transfer from the cyclone wall to the

surrounding air.

Figures 6.4-6.6 show the bed temperature distribution aci'oss the cyclone

separator's cylindrical barrel (r/R varying from -1 to 1 as presented in Figs. 6.4-6.6)

for the cyclone separators (Cl, C2, and C3), respectively. These temperature values

with respect to different non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5

were used further to evaluate bulk mean temperature values as presented in Figs. 6.7-

6.9. Figures 6.7-6.9 show the comparison of bulk mean temperature and wall

temperature for the cyclone separators (Cl, C2, and C3), respectively. For each

cyclone separator, temperature distribution at a non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 is presented at the operating condition U* = 8, P = 3050

N/m". It may observe that for each cyclone separator, the bulk mean temperature

decreases while local wall temperature increases with increase in non-dimensional

distance Y/Hc- This is because, heat transfer from air + sand mixture to the wall of the

cyclone separator resulted in decrease in temperature of air + sand mixture with

increase in value of non-dimensional parameter (Y/Hc) from 0.1 to 0.5. The

temperature values presented in the Figures 6.7-6.9 were used further to obtain the

temperature difference (Tbc - Tsc) in eq. (3.7) and hence to obtain the local heat

transfer coefficient values, for example, as presented in Fig. 6.11 in the following

section 6:3.

6.3 Axial Distribution of Local Heat Transfer Coefficient

Figures 6.10-6.13 show the axial distribution of local heat transfer coefficient along

the height of each cyclone separator when three CFB setups were operated at same

operating conditions. Figure 6.10 shows the axial distribution of local heat transfer

coefficient along the cyclone height when three CFB setups were operated at same

operating conditions i.e at P = 3050 N/m^, heat flux at the wall of the heater placed in

the riser column = 1000 W/m^, nondimensional velocity parameter (U*) = 5, particle

size (dp) = 460 pm. Local heat transfer coefficient for the larger cyclone separator

(C3) was found to be more than other two smaller size cyclone separators (C2 and

C3). This is because of driving temperature difference (Tbc - Tsc) was found to be

lesser for the larger cyclone separator (C3) than cyclones separators (Cl) and (C2).

Also amount of heated sand paiticles suspended per unit surface area of cylindrical

portion of larger cyclone separator were comparatively more, resulted in lower

thermal resistance from the bed-to-wall causing better heat conduction. (Note: While

conducting the experiments, pressure taps were provided on the wall of the cyclone

separator at locations T7 and Til as shown in Fig. 3.5. Using these pressure taps,

pressure diop was obtained. Observed pressure drop in terms of (Ah) cm of water is

used to calculate the voidage across the cyclone banel diameter. Subsequently
estimated voidage was used to calculate suspension density (solid holdup) of sand
particles in the cylindrical portion of cyclone separator.)

Heat tiansfer coefficient value was less at the top of the any cyclone at the

non-dimensional distance of 0.1 because the temperature difference between sand -i-

air mixtuie and wall of the cyclone separator was more compare to respective

temperatuie difference at the non-dimensional distance of 0.5, as shown in Figs. 6.10-

6.13. This is because due to heat transfer from air + sand mixture to wall of cyclone

separators, temperature of air + sand mixture decreases (as shown in Figs. 6.4 - 6.6)

from inlet of the cyclone (at Y/Hc = 0.1) towards (at Y/Hc = 0.5) and therefore

surface temperature of wall increases at respective value of Y/Hc

Figure 6.10 may be compared with Fig. 6.11 to study the effect of velocity on

the axial distribution of local heat transfer coefficient in any specific cyclone

separator. Increase in fluidizing velocity reduces the wall-to-bed heat transfer in

heater due to poor heat conduction caused because of decrease in sand particles hold

up near the wall of the heater and subsequently near the wall of the cyclone separator,

which causes decrease in (air + sand) mixture-to-cyclone's wall heat transfer due to

conduction in cyclone separator, hence value of heat local heat transfer coefficient

decreases with increase in non-dimensional velocity pai-ameter (U*).

Figure 6.10 may be compared with Fig. 6.12 to study the effect of sand

inventory on the axial distribution of local heat transfer coefficient in any specific

cyclone separator. Heat transfer coefficient increases with increase in sand inventory

per unit area of distributor plate from P = 1750 N/m^ to 3050 N/m". This is because,

solid hold-up near the wall of the heater and subsequently near the wall of the cyclone

separator, which causes increase in (air + sand) mixture-to-cyclone wall heat transfer
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Therefore bed temperature found to increase in any cyclone separator with increase in

sand inventory.
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were used further to evaluate bulk mean temperature values as presented in Figs. 6.7-

6.9. Figures 6.7-6.9 show the comparison of bulk mean temperature and wall

temperature for the cyclone separators (Cl, C2, and C3), respectively. For each

cyclone separator, temperature distribution at a non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 is presented at the operating condition U* = 8, P = 3050

N/m^. It may observe that for each cyclone separator, the bulk mean temperature

decreases while local wall temperature increases with increase in non-dimensional

distance Y/Hc- This is because, heat transfer from air + sand mixture to the wall of the

cyclone separator resulted in decrease in temperature of air + sand mixture with

increase in value of non-dimensional parameter (Y/Hc) from 0.1 to 0.5. The

temperature values presented in the Figures 6.7-6.9 were used further to obtain the

temperature difference (Tbc - Tsc) in eq. (3.7) and hence to obtain the local heat

transfer coefficient values, for example, as presented in Fig. 6.11 in the following

section 6.3.

6.3 Axial Distribution of Local Heat Transfer Coefficient

Figures 6.10-6.13 show the axial distribution of local heat transfer coefficient along

the height of each cyclone separator when three CFB setups were operated at same

operating conditions. Figure 6.10 shows the axial distribution of local heat transfer

coefficient along the cyclone height when three CFB setups were operated at same

operating conditions i.e at P = 3050 N/m^, heat flux at the wall of the heater placed in

the riser column = 1000 W/m^, nondimensional velocity parameter (U*) = 5, particle

size (dp) = 460 pm. Local heat transfer coefficient for the larger cyclone separator
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(C3) was found to be more than other two smaller size cyclone separators (C2 and

C3). This is because of driving temperature difference (Tbc - Tsc) was found to be

lesser for the larger cyclone separator (C3) than cyclones separators (Cl) and (C2).

Also amount of heated sand paiticles suspended per unit surface area of cylindrical

portion of larger cyclone separator were comparatively more, resulted in lower

thermal resistance from the bed-to-wall causing better heat conduction. (Note: While

conducting the experiments, pressure taps were provided on the wall of the cyclone

separator at locations T7 and T11 as shown in Fig. 3.5. Using these pressure taps,
pressure drop was obtained. Observed pressure drop in teiins of (Ah) cm of water is

used to calculate the voidage across the cyclone baiTel diameter. Subsequently
estimated voidage was used to calculate suspension density (solid holdup) of sand
particles in the cylindrical portion of cyclone separator.)

Heat tiansfer coefficient value was less at the top of the any cyclone at the
non-dimensional distance of 0.1 because the temperature difference between sand +

air mixture and wall of the cyclone separator was more compare to respective
temperatuie diffeience at the non-dimensional distance of 0.5, as shown in Figs. 6.10-

6.13. This is because due to heat transfer from air + sand mixture to wall of cyclone

separators, tempeiature of air + sand mixture decreases (as shown in Figs. 6.4 - 6.6)

from inlet of the cyclone (at Y/Hc = 0.1) towards (at Y/Hc = 0-5) and therefore

surface temperature of wall increases at respective value of Y/Hc

Figure 6.10 may be compared with Fig. 6.11 to study the effect of velocity on

the axial distribution of local heat transfer coefficient in any specific cyclone

separator. Increase in fluidizing velocity reduces the wall-to-bed heat transfer in

heater due to poor heat conduction caused because of decrease in sand particles hold

up near the wall of the heater and subsequently near the wall of the cyclone separator,

which causes decrease in (air + sand) mixture-to-cyclone's wall heat transfer due to

conduction in cyclone separator, hence value of heat local heat transfer coefficient

decreases with increase in non-dimensional velocity parameter (U*).

Figure 6.10 may be compared with Fig. 6.12 to study the effect of sand

inventory on the axial distribution of local heat transfer coefficient in any specific

cyclone separator. Heat transfer coefficient increases with increase in sand inventory

per unit area of distributor plate from P = 1750 N/m^ to 3050 N/m^. This is because,

solid hold-up near the wall of the heater and subsequently near the wall of the cyclone

separator, which causes increase in (air + sand) mixture-to-cyclone wall heat transfer
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due to conduction in cyclone separator, hence value of local heat transfer coefficient

increases with increase sand inventory. Trends reported in the Figures 6.10-6.13 were

similar to those reported in the literature (Gupta and Nag, 2000).
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6.4 Correlation

A dimensional analysis was made using Rayleigh's method and four non-dimensional
nunibeis weie obtained. Nusselt number and Reynolds number are the most important

and widely used numbers. Also, two more non-dimensional numbers were obtained,

non-dimensional density ratio [psus/pg] (ratio of suspension density of sand particles to

the density of gas i.e air) and non-dimensional geometrical parameter (Y/Dc) (ratio of
the distance (Y) of the different thermocouples location with respect to T7-T11 as
shown in Fig. 3.5, measured from the inlet of the cyclone, normalized with respect to

barrel diameter of the cyclone separator). A best-fit equation involving these four

non-dimensional numbers fitting experimental data were obtained with the help of

FindFit function of Mathematica 5.2. The best-fit equation is as follows.

Nuc = 5229.21[Red ■0.3114
[Y/Dd

0.294 (6.1)

Correlation presented in eq. (6.1) is valid in the following range of experimental
conditions: 15000 < Rec < 42000, 4 < (p,„/pg) < 18, 0.2 < (Y/Dd < 1- The bed
Nusselt number was in the range of 363.38 to 1350.00.

Figure 6.14 shows the comparison of the present experimental results with the
prediction of the above correlation showing an rms deviation of ± 14.31%.
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numbers weie obtained. Nusselt number and Reynolds number are the most important

and widely used numbers. Also, two more non-dimensional numbers were obtained,

non-dimensional density latio [psus/pg] (ratio of suspension density of sand particles to

the density of gas i.e air) and non-dimensional geometrical parameter (Y/Dc) (ratio of
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shown in Fig. 3.5, measuied from the inlet of the cyclone, normalized with respect to

barrel diameter of the cyclone separator). A best-fit equation involving these four

non-dimensional numbers fitting experimental data were obtained with the help of

FindFit function of Mathematica 5.2. The best-fit equation is as follows.
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CoiTelation presented in eq. (6.1) is valid in the following range of experimental

conditions: 15000 < Rec < 42000, 4 < {ps„/pg) < 18, 0.2 < (Y/Dc) < L The bed

Nusselt number was in the range of 363.38 to 1350.00.

Figure 6.14 shows the comparison of the present experimental results with the

prediction of the above correlation showing an rms deviation of ± 14.31%.
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6.5 Summary

In the present study, effect of barrel diameter and other operating parameters on heat

transfer characteristics was studied for cyclone separators of three different CFB

setups. Experiments were conducted under similar operating conditions. Heat was

supplied to the heater section placed in the riser column and consequently bed-to-wall

heat transfer study was conducted in the cyclone separators. Present investigation is

more realistic as far as the operation of CFB is concerned. Comparative studies were

carried out to predict the effect of cyclone barrel diameters on heat transfer

characteristics. Parametric study has been done to predict the effect of superficial

velocity of air and sand inventory on distribution of temperature in the radial direction

in individual cyclone separator and heat transfer coefficient along the height of each

cyclone separator. In all the cyclone separators, it is observed that the temperature

decreases with increase in size i.e increase in cyclone barrel diameter and superficial

velocity of air. It increases with increase in sand inventory. Heat transfer coefficient

increases with increase in size of the cyclone separator and inventory of sand. It

decreases with increase in superficial velocity of air. Empirical correlation was

developed ' to predict the Nusselt number.
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6.5 Summary

In the present study, effect of barrel diameter and other operating parameters on heat

transfer characteristics was studied for cyclone separators of three different CFB

setups. Experiments were conducted under similar operating conditions. Heat was

supplied to the heater section placed in the riser column and consequently bed-to-wall

heat transfer study was conducted in the cyclone separators. Present investigation is

more realistic as far as the operation of CFB is concerned. Comparative studies were

carried out to predict the effect of cyclone barrel diameters on heat transfer

characteristics. Parametric study has been done to predict the effect of superficial

velocity of air and sand inventory on distribution of temperature in the radial direction

in individual cyclone separator and heat transfer coefficient along the height of each

cyclone separator. In all the cyclone separators, it is observed that the temperature

decreases with increase in size i.e increase in cyclone barrel diameter and superficial

velocity of air. It increases with increase in sand inventory. Heat transfer coefficient

increases with increase in size of the cyclone separator and inventory of sand. It

decreases with increase in superficial velocity of air. Empirical correlation was

developed to predict the Nusselt number.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Scope for Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

Experirndtal and computational studies on heat transfer characteristics were

accomplished on three circulating fluidized bed (CFB) risers and cyclone separators.
Wall-to-bed as well as bed-to-wall heat transfer study has been completed on CFB
risers and cyclone sepaiatois, rdspectively. Experiments were conducted under similar

opeiating conditions on in-house fabricated CFB setups with height of 2.85 m and

riser cross sections of 0.15 m x 0.15 m, 0.20 m x 0.20 m and 0.25 m x 0.25 m. Effect

of supeificial air velocity, sand inventory, and bed cross section, cyclone separators'
barrel diametei on off-axial bed temperature distribution and axial distribution of

.local heat tiansfer coefficients have been predicted. Empirical coiTelations were
developed to predict the heat transfer coefficient. Predicted heat transfer coefficients

were compared with corresponding available experimental results. Computational

study using Fluent 6.3.26 also has been conducted to study the effect particle size, bed

cross section and other operating parameters like superficial velocity of air and sand

inventory on heat transfer characteristics in CFB risers. Computational results were

validated by comparing it with available experimental data.

A flow regime study was canied out on the CFB riser of cross section 0.15 m x 0.15

m. Effect of supeificial velocity of air on variation of pressure drop and suspension
density along the riser column was studied. In individual CFB riser, effect of

superficial velocity (U* = 5, 5.5, 6, 6.6, 8) and sand inventory (P = 1750 N/m" and P

= 3050 N/m~) on distribution of bed temperature across the riser and heat transfer

coefficient along the riser height was studied. In all the setups, it is observed that

pressure drop and suspension density increases with increase in riser cross section

area, decreases with increase in superficial velocity of the air in individual CFB riser.

In all the setups, it is also observed that the bed temperature decreases with increase in
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cross section of the riser and superficial velocity of air in the riser column and

increases with increases in sand inventory. Heat transfer coefficient increases with

increase in cross section of the riser, sand inventory i.e suspension density and

decreases with increase in superficial velocity of air.

Based on the experimental data, obtained from three CFB risers operated

under similar operating conditions, empirical correlations were developed for lower

splash region, middle splash region, and for entire riser height. A best-fit equation to

predict bed Nusselt number involving different non-dimensional numbers fitting

experimental data points were obtained with the help of FindFit function of

Mathematica 5.2. Experimental results with the prediction of correlation showing rms

deviation of ±15%, ±16% and ±22% for correlations obtained on lower splash region,

middle splash region and entire riser, respectively. Hence this study will be more

promising and helpful for design and fabrication of the new CFB risers.

CFD simulations on lower splash region of 0.15 m x 0.15 m CFB riser have been

completed using Fluent 6.3.26. Effect of superficial velocity of air, sand inventory and

particle size has been predicted and results obtained were compared with available

experimental data. It is observed that bed temperature and heat transfer coefficient

increases with increase in sand inventory and particle size. Bed temperature and heat

transfer coefficient decreases with increase in superficial velocity of air. Further

simulations on upper splash region of 0.15 m x 0.15 m and 0.30 m x 0.30 m CFB

risers were done under similar operating conditions to predict the effect of bed cross

section on heat transfer characteristics. Bed temperature decreases and heat transfer

coefficient increases with increase in cross section area of risers. Results obtained

from CFD simulations were validated by comparing with experimental data.

Effect of parameters such as superficial velocity of air and sand inventory on bed-to-
wall heat transfer characteristics was also predicted for individual cyclone separator.

Heat transfer coefficient along the height of cylindrical portion of cyclone separators

were evaluated and compared under similar operating conditions. Also, bed

temperature across the barrel diameter of all cyclone separators were measured and

compared under similar operating conditions. In all the cyclone separators, it is

observed that the bed temperature decreases with increase in size i.e increase in

cyclone's barrel diameter, superficial velocity of air. It increases with increases in
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sand inventory. Heat transfer coefficient increases with increase in barrel diameter of

cyclone separators and inventory of sand. It decreases with increase in superficial

velocity of air. Empirical correlation was developed to predict the Nusselt number as

function of different non-dimensional numbers fitting experimental data points in

FindFit function of Mathematica 5.2. Experimental results with the prediction of

correlation showing rms deviation of ± 14.31%.

7.2 Scope for Future Work

Present expeiimental study was limited to CFB riser of cross sectional area 0.25 m x

0.25m due to the involvement of high cost for fabrication of larger size CFB unit.
Furthei, modelling and simulations were conducted in a CFB riser of bed cross

sectional aiea of 0.30 m x 0.30 m. However, same could not be implemented in beds

with highei cioss sectional area due to the limitation of dynamic memory of the
computer.

Therefore following are the scope for future work;

1. Woik lepoited in the present study establishes a procedure based on which

numeiical scale-up studies to industrial sizes can be caiTied out using high

memoiy computational facility, which will be useful for the design of

industrial CFB units.

2. Present study is limited to cold bed units. However, comparative hot bed
studies with combustion can be conducted on atmospheric and pressurized

CFB units to study the effect of temperature.

3. Material used in the experimental investigations was sand, with average

particle size of 460 pm. Future work may be accomplished using different

materials like coal, wood chips, biomass, sand particles of different sizes to

perform the study on the atmospheric and pressurized hot beds and empirical

conelation model can be developed by the incoiporation of Archimedes

number.

4. A large pressure diop acioss the distributor plate was observed in the present

study. Modification of the same can lead to the reduction of pressure drop

across the distributor plate leading to better the hydrodynamics as well as heat

transfer characteristics. Thus an alternate design of distributor plate and

parametric study may be done.
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cross section of the riser and superficial velocity of air in the riser column and

increases with increases in sand inventory. Heat transfer coefficient increases with

increase in cross section of the riser, sand inventory i.e suspension density and

decreases with increase in superficial velocity of air.

Based on the experimental data, obtained from three CFB risers operated

under similar operating conditions, empirical correlations were developed for lower

splash region, middle splash region, and for entire riser height. A best-fit equation to

predict bed Nusselt number involving different non-dimensional numbers fitting

experimental data points were obtained with the help of FindFit function of

Mathematica 5.2. Experimental results with the prediction of correlation showing rms

deviation of ±15%, ±16% and ±22% for correlations obtained on lower splash region,

middle splash region and entire riser, respectively. Hence this study will be more

promising and helpful for design and fabrication of the new CFB risers.

CFD simulations on lower splash region of 0.15 m x 0.15 m CFB riser have been

completed using Fluent 6.3.26. Effect of superficial velocity of air, sand inventory and

particle size has been predicted and results obtained were compared with available

experimental data. It is observed that bed temperature and heat transfer coefficient

increases with increase in sand inventory and particle size. Bed temperature and heat

transfer coefficient decreases with increase in superficial velocity of air. Further

simulations on upper splash region of 0.15 m x 0.15 m and 0.30 m x 0.30 m CFB

ri.sers were done under similar operating conditions to predict the effect of bed cross

section on heat transfer characteristics. Bed temperature decreases and heat transfer

coefficient increases with increase in cross section area of risers. Results obtained

from CFD simulations were validated by comparing with experimental data.

Effect of parameters such as superficial velocity of air and sand inventory on bed-to-

wall heat transfer characteristics was also predicted for individual cyclone separator.

Heat transfer coefficient along the height of cylindrical portion of cyclone separators

were evaluated and compared under similar operating conditions. Also, bed
temperature across the barrel diameter of all cyclone separators were measured and

compared under similar operating conditions. In all the cyclone separators, it is

observed that the bed temperature decreases with increase in size i.e increase in

cyclone's barrel diameter, superficial velocity of air. It increases with increases in
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sand inventory. Heat transfer coefficient increases with increase in barrel diameter of

cyclone separators and inventory of sand. It decreases with increase in superficial

velocity of air. Empirical coirelation was developed to predict the Nusselt number as

function of different non-dimensional numbers fitting experimental data points in

FindFit function of Mathematica 5.2. Experimental results with the prediction of

correlation showing rms deviation of ± 14.31%.

7.2 Scope for Future Work

Present experimental study was limited to CFB riser of cross sectional area 0.25 m x

0.25m due to the involvement of high cost for fabrication of larger size CFB unit.
Further, modelling and simulations were conducted in a CFB riser of bed cross

sectional area of 0.30 m x 0.30 m. However, same could not be implemented in beds

with highei cioss sectional area due to the limitation of dynamic memory of the
computer.

Therefore following are the scope for future work:

1. Woik lepoited in the present study establishes a procedure based on which

numerical scale-up studies to industrial sizes can be caiTied out using high

memoiy computational facility, which will be useful for the design of

industrial CFB units.

2. Present study is limited to cold bed units. However, comparative hot bed
studies with combustion can be conducted on atmospheric and pressurized

CFB units to study the effect of temperature.

3. Material used in the experimental investigations was sand, with average

particle size of 460 pm. Future work may be accomplished using different

materials like coal, wood chips, biomass, sand particles of different sizes to

perform the study on the atmospheric and pressurized hot beds and empirical

correlation model can be developed by the incorporation of Archimedes

number.

4. A large pressure diop across the distributor plate was observed in the present

study. Modification of the same can lead to the reduction of pressure drop

across the distributor plate leading to better the hydrodynamics as well as heat

transfer characteristics. Thus an alternate design of distributor plate and

parametric study niay be done.
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Appendix A

Specifications of Various Components

1. Motor Output: 0-270 Volts

20 HP, Primo 3 phase induction motor Type 6P-I

Voltage 445 volts 50 Hz Capacity: 6 Amps
4

Amperes 27.6
\

Manufacturer: Varivolt

Manufacture: Kirloskar

4. Heating Element - Nichrome Wire

2. Blower 2000 W capacity

Twin lobe blower Resistance of the wire 29 Ohms

Model 710 Diameter of the wire 0.6 mm

Serial No. 0503468

Pressure 2000 mm Hg 5. Fine wire mesh (BS 400) and cigarette

Speed 1300 RPM filter is used at the pressure tapping ends

Flow rate 1275 nv^/hr to minimize the pressure fluctuations in

Manufacturer: Everest transmission the water filled 'U' tube manometer.

3. Variac

Input: 240 volts

6. The Data Acquisition System (DAS)

It consists of two RS-232 converter modules, six analog input modules, each module

has eight channels to connect thermocouples and the software named as VPL-

EASYLAB 1.0. DAS is used to leceive the data from various transducers or sensors

and then transfer the data to computer, where output can be measured in the form of

digital or analog or in the graphical form of signal. The software VPL-EASYLAB 1.0

is used to convert the data of DAS into required output.
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7. Distributor Plate

Figure A.l represents the distributor plate used in the present study. Design

calculations for the MS distributor plate are shown in Table A.l, where the thickness

of the distributor plates and the diameter of orifices are taken as 5 mm and 4 mm,

respectively. In the Table A.l, APd is the pressure drop across the distributor plate

(kPa), APb is the pressure drop across the bed (kPa), D is the hydraulic diameter of the

bed (m), Lm is the height of the fixed bed (m), t is the thickness of the distributor

plate (m), dor is the diameter of the orifice plate (m), Cd or is the orifice coefficient, Uor

is the velocity of gas through an orifice (m/s). Nor is the number of orifices per unit

area of distributor (m"^).

o  c
-66 6 6 tb Ac

^ I ̂  ITjn *4* ̂ 4% y
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5  0
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Orifice Diamter d = 4 mm
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Number of Orifices ~ Nor

Fig. A. 1: Schematic of Distributor Plate

Table A. 1

Quantity

APd. kPa

-cl, or

Uor. m/s

N. m
-2

Formula

Total

number of

holes

Pitch of

the

orifices,
mm

Open area
in the

distributor

plate, m^

AP,=A/^, 0.01+0.2 1-exp
^ -D^

y j

C, =0.82d .o r

t

^ or J

II. = cd .or

2AP.

\  J

N  = — T"
«... ^dl

Nor X Ab

(w,,,)
1/2

= ̂cl;,x(N„xA,)
4

Bed of

0.25 m

X 0.25

m

0.5

0.8441

24.36

16329

1021

0.0128

Bed of

0.20 m

X 0.20

m

0.42

0.8441

22.33

17816

713

7.5

8.95 X

10-^

Bed of

0.15 m

x0.15

m

0.325

0.8441

19.64

20256

456

7.0

5.72 X

10'
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7. Distributor Plate

Figure A.l represents the distributor plate used in the present study. Design

calculations for the MS distributor plate are shown in Table A. 1, where the thickness

of the distributor plates and the diameter of orifices are taken as 5 mm and 4 mm,

respectively. In the Table A.l, APd is the pressure drop across the distributor plate

(kPa), APb is the pressure drop across the bed (kPa), D is the hydraulic diameter of the

bed (m), Lm is the height of the fixed bed (m), t is the thickness of the distributor

plate (m), dor is the diameter of the orifice plate (m), Cd or is the orifice coefficient, Uor

is the velocity of gas through an orifice (m/s). Nor is the number of orifices per unit

area of distributor (m' ).

o  c

A*x. /*K j*K i*i*v j*

^ T X I T

_ri*\ iTN. J*

5  O

V  J V W W la*/ X,

/KCT jK/K Ahr <»
1  1 1 I I 1

Wnutt ̂)  o

Orifice Diamter d = 4 mm

Pilch =P

Number of Orifices = Nor

Fig. A. 1: Schematic of Distributor Plate
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Table A.l

Quantity

APu. kPa

Formula

0.01+0.2 1-exp
-D Y

Bed of

0.25 m

xO.25

m

0.5

Bed of

0.20 m

x0.20

m

0.42

Bed of

0.15 m

x0.15

m

0.325

Cii., = 0.82
^ or J 0.8441 0.8441 0.8441

Uor. m/s II = C
d .or

2AP,

\  J
24.36 22.33 19.64

Nor, m"^

u „ 4
N . = -^X

u. Ttd:..
16329

17816

20256

Total

number of

holes

Nor X Ab

Pitch of
the

orifices,
mm

(W,,,)
1/2

1021 713

7.5

456

7.0

Open area
in the

distributor
plate, m^

x{N„,xA„)
4

0.0128 8.95 X

10-^

5.72 X

10'
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Appendix B

Measurement of Mean Particle Size of Sand

The actual sand particles are of varieties of shape and size. To measure the mean size

of the particles following procedure has been followed (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991).

Following assumptions have been made,

1. Volume remains same.

2. Surface area remains same.

Now, let there be;

/i,: Particles of diameter dl.

n-,: Particles of diameter d2.

11^: Particles of diameter d3.

And so on.

From assumption no. 1:

71 dp 71 d[ Ttdl TUd.
^ + .

Where N is the number of replaced, uniformly sized particles of diameter

Ny^dp =n, X d\ +71, X d\ + n, yd] +

From assumption no.2:

dp -n,7id] + ;7r + "3 ̂ + ■

t.

Ny d p=n^yd^~ +n2ydl+ n^ydl +.

Let Xi be the weight fraction of solids of diameter dj.
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Therefore Table B.l

n.yd I

XI ~ _3

Nxd p  Nxd p
-xps

where yC> represents the density of sand.

Similarly, X, =
n, xd^

Nxd,

Hence, n^xd[ =X^x N x dpid^

_3

n2Xdl = X^x dpi

2

Nx dp=nyXdi +n2Xd2 + n^xd^ +

_3 _3

= X,xNx^+ x^xNx^+X,xNx
d\ d:

Mesh (BSS) Mean particle
size (di ).pm

Weight in
grams

Weight
fraction (Xi)

Xi/di

22-25 649 144 0.144 0.221 X 10"'

25-30 549.5 126 0.126 0.229 X 10"-'

30-36 461 192 0.192 0.416 X 10"^

36-44 388 192 0.192 0.494 X 10"^

44-52 325.5 4 0.004 0.0113 X 10"^

52-60 274 96 0.096 0.350 X 10"-'

60-pan 251 46 0.046 0.183 X 10'^

Hence for Mean particle size calculation, following formula has been used

Thus,

d,=
1

mean

d.

particle size 460 pm.

or.
1  X, X, X,

d n ^2 ^2

or.

d, <

or. d,=.
1
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Appendix C

Formulae, Sample Calculations on Operating
Parameters, Heat Transfer Coefficient

1. Non-dimensional Superflcial Velocity of air (U*)

Non-dimensional form (U*) is given as

(C.l)

where (U ) and (Umf) are superficial air velocity and minimum fluidizing ait velocity

respectively. The superficial velocity (U') is defined as the volume flow rate of air per

unit cross-section of the bed.

.  _ Volume flow rate of air through bed _
Cross — sec tional area of bed \

where Ab is the cross section area of bed and <2,, is the discharge through orifice

meter (Ab x U')

C.<7, (2.p .g.A/z) ■ ,—
= 0035jAh

{P.d-P')} "

where C = Discharge coefficient = 0.6082

ai = Cross-section area of orifice = 0.004417 m^

P = Diameter ratio = d/D = 0.5

Ah = Difference between pressure head (manometer reading), cm

For example, for 0.15 m x 0.15 m bed, at seven kg of sand inventory on the

distributor plate or P = 3050 N/ni (static pressure due to weight of sand on the

distributor plate), superficial velocity of air is calculated as below.

Q„ = 0.035 v/m = 0.09 mV s = Ab x U'

Therefore, U' = 0.09 / (0.15 x 0.15) = 4 m/s
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Similarly Umf was evaluated = 0.5 m/s, hence U
U'

Um

= 8.

f

In this way, U* = 5, 5.5, 6, 6.6, 8 may be calculated for three CFB units for two sand
inventories, P = 3050 N/m^ and P = 1750 N/m^. Experiments were conducted in three

CFB setups at U'= 2.5 m/s, 2.75 m/s, 3 m/s, 3.3 m/s, and 4 m/s when static pressure

due to weight of sand on the distributor plate (P) = 3050 N/m^, and at U'= 2.36 m/s»

2.47 m/s, 2.63 m/s, 2.8 m/s and 3.03 m/s, Umf = 0.47

m/s when P = 1750 N/ml

2. Weight of Sand per Unit Area of Distributor Plate, (P)

For 0.15mx0.15m bed, two sand inventories at which experiments were conducted

were 7 kg and 4 kg i.e experiments were conducted at 3050 N/m^ and 1750 N/m^ due

to weight of sand per unit area of distributor plate of riser column respectively.

For example, P = (4 kg x 9.81 m/s^) / (0.15 m x 0.15 m) = 1750 N/m^

(approx.). In this way, also for other two CFB units, weight of sand inventory per unit

area of distributor plate was maintained as 3050 N/m^ and 1750 N/m^.

3. Suspension Density

The suspension density of the bed (psus) can be evaluated by the equation (Kunni and

Levenspiel, 1991)

Psus ~ A (I ~ + ̂Pg (C.2)

where voidage (e) is defined as the volume fraction of the bed by occupied by air

bubbles. The bed voidage (e) at any cross-section of riser has been estimated from the

measured pressure drop (APb) from a differential water filled U-tube manometer

connected across two pressure taps separated by a distance 0.6 m along the height of

the riser. Pg is the density of air in kg/m^.
Voidage (e) is given by

e = \
lOA/t

Ps^n
(C.3)

where Ah is difference of height in manometric fluid, measured in cm of water, Lm is

the distance between two consecutive pressure taps ( 0.6 m approx. for all CFB units )

120

across which pressure drop, hence voidage has to be determined, ps is the density of
sand (2600 kg/m'^).

Let us take a case for which suspension density has to be determined at a height 0.9 m
above the distributor plate - for CFB setup B1 operated at P = 3050 N/m , superficial
velocity U'= 4 m/s (refer Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.4). Suspension density has been
calculated by using eq. (C.2),

Suspension density = 2600 (1 — e) -h e (1.22) = 122 kg/m^ (Refer Fig. 4.4)
where e = 0.9535 is obtained using eq. (C.3) by substituting Ah = 7.25 cm (refer Fig.
4.2), Ps = 2600 kg/m"\ Lm = 0.6 m (distance between two taps connected on portion L
of Fig. 3.1)

4. Solid Circulation Rate

Solid circulation rate (Gs) i.e (solid mass flux) is given by

Ps ~ At/)
G (C =

Ag-t
.4)

where L;, is accumulation height in m, t is the time elapsed in s after closing the

butterfly valve to gain La in graduated column of down-comer, ps is the density of

sand in kg/m\ Ab and Ad are cross sectional area of riser column and graduated
column or sand height measuring section in m^, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.1, Smf
is the voidage at minimum fluidization. In the present study, As = Ad in each CFB

unit.

Consider a case, CFB unit B1 was operated at P = 3050 N/m^, U* = 8. Solid

circulation rate using eq. (C.4) is estimated as below

Gs = 2600 X 0.15 X (1 -0.5) / 10 sec = 19.50 kg/m^s. (refer Fig. 4.16)
Solid circulation rate for CFB unit B2 and B3 was almost same (varying between 19-

20 kg/m^s) for the same operating conditions. Solid circulation rate for three CFB

units for the operating conditions, P = 3050 N/m^, U = 5 was 12.19 kg/m^s, at P =
17050 N/m^ U* = 5 was 8.16 kg/ni^s and at P = 17050 N/m^ U* = 8 was 10.47

kg/m^s. For P = 1750 N/m^, £,„/ was 0.4 for all CFB units.

5. Local Heat Transfer Coefficient (hiocai oc h) — Riser

The local heat transfer coefficient (h) is calculated by
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*  U'
Similarly Umf was evaluated = 0.5 m/s, hence U = —— = 8.

"If

In this way, U* = 5, 5.5, 6, 6.6, 8 may be calculated for three CFB units for two sand

inventories, P = 3050 N/m^ and P = 1750 N/m^. Experiments were conducted in three

CFB setups at U'= 2.5 m/s, 2.75 m/s, 3 m/s, 3.3 m/s, and 4 m/s when static pressure

due to weight of sand on the distributor plate (P) = 3050 N/m^, and at U'= 2.36 m/s,

2.47 m/s, 2.63 m/s, 2.8 m/s and 3.03 m/s, U^r = 0.47

m/s when P = 1750 N/m^.

2. Weight of Sand per Unit Area of Distributor Plate, (P)

For 0.15mxO. 15 m bed, two sand inventories at which experiments were conducted

were 7 kg and 4 kg i.e experiments were conducted at 3050 N/m^ and 1750 N/m" due

to weight of sand per unit area of distributor plate of riser column respectively.

For example, P = (4 kg x 9.81 m/s^) / (0.15 m x 0.15 m) = 1750 N/m^

(approx.). In this way, also for other two CFB units, weight of sand inventory per unit

area of distributor plate was maintained as 3050 N/m^ and 1750 N/m^.

3. Suspension Density

The suspension density of the bed (psus) can be evaluated by the equation (Kunni and

Levenspiel, 1991)

Ps..s=Ps{^-^) + £Pg (C.2)

where voidage (e) is defined as the volume fraction of the bed by occupied by air

bubbles. The bed voidage (e) at any cross-section of riser has been estimated from the

measured pressure drop (APb) from a differential water filled U-tube manometer

connected across two pressure taps separated by a distance 0.6 m along the height of

the riser, pg is the density of air in kg/m^.

Voidage (e) is given by

lOA/t
e = l

P Lr^s n\

(C.3)

where Ah is difference of height in manometric fluid, measured in cm of water, L,n is

the distance between two consecutive pressure taps ( 0.6 m approx. for all CFB units )

120

across which pressure drop, hence voidage has to be determined, ps is the density of

sand (2600 kg/m'^).

Let us take a case for which suspension density has to be determined at a height 0.9 m

above the distributor plate - for CFB setup B1 operated at P = 3050 N/m^, superficial

velocity U'= 4 m/s (refer Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.4). Suspension density has been

calculated by using eq. (C.2),

Suspension density = 2600 (1 -e) + e (1.22) = 122 kg/m^ (Refer Fig. 4.4)

where e = 0.9535 is obtained using eq. (C.3) by substituting Ah = 7.25 cm (refer Fig.

4.2), Ps = 2600 kg/m", Lm = 0.6 m (distance between two taps connected on portion L

of Fig. 3.1)

4. Solid Circulation Rate

Solid circulation rate (Gs) i.e (solid mass flux) is given by

PsK^Di\-£,„f)
G (C. =

Ag .t
.4)

where L;, is accumulation height in m, t is the time elapsed in s after closing the

butterfly valve to gain La in graduated column of down-comer, ps is the density of

sand in kg/m\ Ab and Ad are cross sectional area of riser column and graduated

column or sand height measuring section in m^, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.1, Smf
is the voidage at minimum fluidization. In the present study. As = Ad in each CFB

unit.

Consider a case, CFB unit 81 was operated at P = 3050 N/m^, U* = 8. Solid

circulation rate using eq. (C.4) is estimated as below

G.s = 2600 X 0.15 X (1 -0.5) / 10 sec = 19.50 kg/m^s. (refer Fig. 4.16)

Solid circulation rate for CFB unit 82 and 83 was almost same (varying between 19-

20 kg/m^s) for the same operating conditions. Solid circulation rate for three CFB

units for the operating conditions, P = 3050 N/m^, U = 5 was 12.19 kg/m^s, at P =

17050 N/m^ U* = 5 was 8.16 kg/m^s and at P = 17050 N/m^ U* = 8 was 10.47

kg/m\s. For P = 1750 N/m^ £„,f was 0.4 for all CFB units.

5. Local Heat Transfer Coefficient (hiocai or h) - Riser

The local heat transfer coefficient (h) is calculated by
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Q (C.5)

^siTs-Ts)

where Q is rate of heat supplied to the heater measured using calibrated wattmeter. T-

type calibrated thermocouples (Appendix D) and data acquisition system with Easy

Lab software version 1.0 were used to measure the surface temperature (Ts) and (bulk

mean) bed temperature (Tb), As is the surface area of the heater.

Consider a case for CFB unit B1 (0.15 m x 0.15 m), U* = 5, P = 1750 N/m^ at

D = 2.24 m above the distributor plate. (Refer Fig. 4.6). Bed temperature measured at

non-dimensional distance [X/b] of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 across the bed at a height 2.24

m above the distributor plate was 40.79°C, 41.58^^0, 41.05"C, 40.53°C, 47.1 l"C,

respectively.

Therefore bulk mean temperature (Te) across the heater - riser for any CFB

unit is calculated by (Refer Fig. C.l)

0. 0.6
M  ̂ M

A

03

i

f

T15

415
41

i L

i

0„1

i

T24,
A24

44

T4*0.2

I

f if 13*

H

0.1

i

T24,
A24

i i

0.2

T15

0.3

f

A1 0.2 0.2

415

« ^

Fig. C.l Bulk Mean Temperature Measurement across Heater - Riser

Te = { A1 (T, + Ts) + 2 A,5 . T15 + A2 (T2 + T4) + 2 A24 (T24) + A3T3 } / A

Where A = L x B as shown in Fig. C. 1 and T15 = (T| + T5) / 2, T24 = (T2 + T4) / 2

Tb = 0.38 (T, + T5) + 0.1 (T2 + T4) + 0.04 (T3)
Tb= 0.38 (40.79 + 47.11) + 0.1 (41.58 + 40.53) + 0.04 (41.05)
Therefore Tb = 43 .25 °C.

122

1

Surface temperature (Ts) of heater at 2.24 m above the distributor plate was 137 °C.

Heat flux applied at the wall of the heater of small CFB unit B1 having surface area

0.36 m' was 1000 W/m". Heat supplied at the wall of the heater is measured using

Wattmeter. Therefore, local heats transfer coefficient value at 2.24 m above the

distributor plate (refer eq. D.5) = 1000 / (137 - 43.25) = 10.66 wW. In this way

local heat transfer coefficient has been calculated for all the CFB units.

6. Local Heat Transfer Coefricient (he) - Cyclone Separator

Local heat transfer coefficient (he) along the height of cyclone separator is calculated

by

he — q / {Tbc — Tsc) (C.6)

where Tbc and Tsc represent the bed ( air + sand mixture) and wall temperature of the

cyclone separator, respectively. Heat flux (q'O in each cyclone separator is calculated

by

q" = (q I- (q2+ q3)/Asc {C.l)

where qi is the amount heat carried by air and sand mixture which was calculated at

the inlet of cyclone separator (refer Fig. 3.5), Asc is the surface area of cyclone

separator, q2 and q3 is the heat carried by air and sand in W from the top outlet of

cyclone separator - chimney and bottom outlet of cyclone separator respectively (refer

Fig. 3.5). Speed and temperature of air at outlet of cyclone separator was measured

using anemometer.

Consider a case if U* = 8, P = 3050 N/m^ is the operating condition for

smaller CFB unit of 0.15 m x 0.15 m. Let us consider a case to determine the bulk

mean temperature and local heat transfer coefficient value at the non-dimensional

distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1 at operating condition of U* = 8, P = 3050 N/m^ ( refer Fig.

6.4, Fig. 6.7, and Fig. 6.11 with respect to Cl). Bed temperature distribution at the

non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1, in the radial direction with non-dimensional

distance (r/R) - 0.9, - 0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.9 (refer Fig. 3.5) was 37"C, 37.10°C, 37.85"C,

37.40"C, 37.10"C respectively. Tbc in eq. (C.6) represents the bulk mean bed

temperature across the section taken at the non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1 in

the cyclone separator Cl. Refer Fig. C.2 with respect to formula to be derived to
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h
(C.5)

As{Ts-T,)

where Q is rate of heat supplied to the heater measured using calibrated wattmeter. T-

type calibrated thermocouples (Appendix D) and data acquisition system with Easy

Lab software version 1.0 were used to measure the surface temperature (Ts) and (bulk

mean) bed temperature (Tb), As is the surface area of the heater.

Consider a case for CFB unit B1 (0.15 m x 0.15 m), U* = 5, P = 1750 N/m" at

D = 2.24 m above the distributor plate. (Refer Fig. 4.6). Bed temperature measured at

non-dimensional distance [X/b] of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 across the bed at a height 2.24

m above the distributor plate was 40.79°C, 41.58°C, 41.05°C, 40.53"C, 47.11°C,

respectively.

Therefore bulk mean temperature (Te) across the heater - riser for any CFB

unit is calculated by (Refer Fig. C.l)

0.2

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.3
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Fig. C.l Bulk Mean Temperature Measurement across Heater - Riser

Tb = { A1 (T, + Ts) + 2 Ais . Tis + A2 (T2 + T4) + 2 A24 (T24) + A3T3 } / A

Where A = L x B as shown in Fig. C. 1 and T15 = (Ti + T5) / 2, T24 = (T2 + T4) / 2

Tb = 0.38 (T1 + T5) + 0.1 (T2 + T4) + 0.04 (T3)
Tb= 0.38 (40.79 + 47.11)+ 0.1 (41.58 + 40.53) + 0.04 (41.05)
Therefore Tb = 43 .25 °C.

122

i

Surface temperature (Ts) of heater at 2.24 m above the distributor plate was 137 ®C.

Heat flux applied at the wall of the heater of small CFB unit B1 having surface area

0.36 m' was 1000 W/m". Heat supplied at the wall of the heater is measured using

Wattmeter. Therefore, local heats transfer coefficient value at 2.24 m above the

distributor plate (refer eq. D.5) = 1000 / (137 - 43.25) = 10.66 wW. In this way

local heat transfer coefficient has been calculated for all the CFB units.

6. Local Heat Transfer Coefficient (he) - Cyclone Separator

Local heat transfer coefficient (he) along the height of cyclone separator is calculated

by

hc= q"/(TBc-Tsc) (C.6)

where Tbc and Tse represent the bed ( air + sand mixture) and wall temperature of the

cyclone separator, respectively. Heat flux (q") in each cyclone separator is calculated

by

q" = (qi -(g2+ q3)/Asc {C.l)

where qi is the amount heat carried by air and sand mixture which was calculated at

the inlet of cyclone separator (refer Fig. 3.5), Asc is the surface area of cyclone

separator, q: and q3 is the heat carried by air and sand in W from the top outlet of

cyclone separator - chimney and bottom outlet of cyclone separator respectively (refer

Fig. 3.5). Speed and temperature of air at outlet of cyclone separator was measured

using anemometer.

Consider a case if U* = 8, P = 3050 N/m^ is the operating condition for

smaller CFB unit of 0.15 m x 0.15 m. Let us consider a case to determine the bulk

mean temperature and local heat transfer coefficient value at the non-dimensional

distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1 at operating condition of U* = 8, P = 3050 N/m^ ( refer Fig.

6.4, Fig. 6.7, and Fig. 6.11 with respect to Cl). Bed temperature distribution at the

non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1, in the radial direction with non-dimensional

distance (r/R) - 0.9, - 0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.9 (refer Fig. 3.5) was 37"C, 37.10°C, 37.85"C,

37.40'*C, 37.10"C respectively. Tb,- in eq. (C.6) represents the bulk mean bed

temperature across the section taken at the non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1 in

the cyclone separator Cl. Refer Fig. C.2 with respect to formula to be derived to
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obtain bulk mean temperature in a radial direction of cyclone separator C1 having

barrel diameter 0.27 m at the non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1.

Cross sectional area of cylindrical portion of cyclone separator C1 having

barrel diameter 0.27 m, A3 = n (0.135)^. Therefore A2 = n (0.081)^ and A1 = n

(0.027)^ as shown in Fig. C.2. Therefore, A3' = A3 - A2 = 0.0366 m^, A2' = A2 - A1

= 0.0183 m^ and Al' = A1 = 0.00229 ml

0.108 m

/T"
r 5 4 cm

Fig. C.2 Bulk Mean Temperature Measurement

Therefore bulk mean temperature (Tbc) is calculated by

Tbc = (T2 -I- T6) X (A3'/ 2) + (T3 -i- T5) x (A2'/ 2) + T4A1 / {(n / 4) }

Tbc = 0.32 X (T2 + T6) + 0.16 X (T3 + T5) + 0.04 x T4

Therefore, Tbc= 0.32 x (37 + 37.10) + 0.16 x (37.10 + 37.40) + 0.04 x 37.85

Tbc = 37.14 °C and Asc is the surface area of cyclone separator C1 = 0.744 m^. In the
similar way, bulk mean temperature may be obtained across section taken at any

location in the cylindrical portion of any cyclone separator.

Now q2 of eq. (C.7) is calculated by, q2 = pair • Achimeny • Uchimney . Cpair . (Tb2 - Tatm) =

1.2 X ({n /4}. (0.07)^) x 23.46 x 1005 x (34.15 - 21.3) = 1388.55 W, where Uchimney
and Tb2 are measured using anemometer at the just above the chimney.

Now q; of eq. (C.7) is calculated by, qi = psus . Ab • U,' . Cpas • (Tbi - Tatm) =

3.18 X (0.15 xO.15) X 8 X 1005 x (37.14 - 21.3) = 9112.15 W, where Cpas = Cp.sand (I

- Gi) -t- Cp-air ■ Si = 835 (1 - 0.999) + 1005 x 0.999 = 1005 J/kg.K (approx.), and psus =

Psand (1 - El) + Pair • El = 2600 (1 - 0.999) + 1005 X 0.999 = 3.18 kg/m^, U^' is

obtained from Fluent Simulations at 2.85 m above the distributor plate in the riser

column = 8 m/s. 8| is the voidage measured with help of pressure tapping provided

over tangential inlet of cyclone separator of length 0.3 m and of cross section 0.135 m

X 0.0675 m.

Now q3 of eq. (C.7) is calculated by q3 = psus • Acbo • Ucbo • Cpas • (Tbs Tatm)

6 X ({n /4}. (0.07)1 x 23.46 x 1004.36 x (34.87 - 21.3) = 7383.06 W, where Acbo and

Ucbo is the cross section area of the bottom outlet of cyclone separator and velocity of

sand respectively. Ucbo is calculated by ({Ab • Uj } — (Achimeny • Uchimney}) / Acbo, and

Cpas = Cp.sand (1 " ̂3) + Cp.air. £3 = 835 (1 - 0.998) + 1005 X 0.998 = 1004.36 J/kg.K,
Psus = psand (1 - £3) + Pair • 6.3 = 2600 (1 - 0.998) + 1005 X 0.998 = 6 kg/ml 83 is the
voidage = 1 - {(10 x A/i) / (psand x Ul measured with help of pressure tapping 1 and

2 as shown in Fig. 3.5 provided over bottom outlet of cyclone separator, separated by

distance (L) 0.1 m.

Therefore, he = q" / (Tbc - Tsc) W/mlK (refer eq. C.6 and eq. C.7)
Substituting values, he = 461.74 / (37.14 - 25.3) = 39 W/mlK (refer Fig. 6.11, Y/Hc
= 0.1, cyclone separator Cl). In the similar way, heat flux, local heat transfer

coefficient has been obtained along the height of the cylindrical portion of any

cyclone separator.
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obtain bulk mean temperature in a radial direction of cyclone separator Ci having

barrel diameter 0.27 m at the non-dimensional distance (Y/Hc) of 0.1.

Cross sectional area of cylindrical portion of cyclone separator Cl having

bcurel diameter 0.27 m, A3 = n (0.135)^. Therefore A2 = n (0.081)^ and A1 = n

(0.027)^ as shown in Fig. C.2. Therefore, A3' = A3 - A2 = 0.0366 m^, A2' = A2 - A1

= 0.0183 m^ and Al' = A1 = 0.00229 m^

» T2

0.108 m

Fig. C.2 Bulk Mean Temperature Measurement

Therefore bulk mean temperature (Tbc) is calculated by

Tbc = (T2 + T6) X (A3'/ 2) + (T3 + T5) x (A2'/ 2) + T4A1 / {(n / 4) D^}

Tbc = 0.32 X (T2 + T6) -i- 0.16 x (T3 + T5) + 0.04 x T4

Therefore, Tbc= 0.32 x (37 + 37.10) -i- 0.16 x (37.10 + 37.40) + 0.04 x 37.85

Tbc = 37.14 and ASc is the surface area of cyclone separator Cl = 0.744 m^. In the

similar way, bulk mean temperature may be obtained across section taken at any

location in the cylindrical portion of any cyclone separator.

Now q2 of eq. (C.7) is calculated by, q2 = pair . Achimeny • Uchimney . Cpair . (Tb2 - Ta,„i) =

1.2 X ({n /4}. (0.07)^) x 23.46 x 1005 x (34.15 - 21.3) = 1388.55 W, where Uchimney

and Tb2 are measured using anemometer at the just above the chimney.

Now qi of eq. (C.7) is calculated by, qi = psus . Ab . U,' . Cpas • (Tbi - Tatm) =

3.18 X (0.15 xO. 15) X 8 X 1005 X (37.14 - 21.3) = 9112.15 W, where Cpas = Cp.sand (1

124

- Gi) -i- Cp.air. 8| = 835 (1 - 0.999) + 1005 x 0.999 = 1005 J/kg.K (approx.), and psus =

Psanci (1 - El) + Pair • £i = 2600 (1 - 0.999) + 1005 X 0.999 = 3.18 kg/m^, (/,' is

obtained from Fluent Simulations at 2.85 m above the distributor plate in the riser

column = 8 m/s, 8i is the voidage measured with help of pressure tapping provided

over tangential inlet of cyclone separator of length 0.3 m and of cross section 0.135 m

X 0.0675 m.

Now q3 of eq. (C.7) is calculated by q3 = psus • Acbo • Ucbo • Cpas • (Tb3 Tatm)

6 X ({n /4}. (0.07)^) x 23.46 x 1004.36 x (34.87 - 21.3) = 7383.06 W, where Acbo and

Ucbo is the cross section area of the bottom outlet of cyclone separator and velocity of

sand respectively. Ucbo is calculated by ({Ab . } — (Achimeny. Uchimney}) / Acbo. and

Cpas = Cp.sand (1 " £3) + Cp-air. £3 = 835 (1 - 0.998) + 1005 X 0.998 = 1004.36 J/kg.K,
Psus = psand (1 " £3) + Pair • £3 = 2600 (1 - 0.998) + 1005 X 0.998 = 6 kg/m^ 83 is the
voidage = 1 - {(10 x A/i) / (psand x L)} measured with help of pressure tapping 1 and

2 as shown in Fig. 3.5 provided over bottom outlet of cyclone separator, separated by

distance (L) 0.1 m.

Therefore, he = q" / (Tbc - Tsc) W/m^K (refer eq. C.6 and eq. C.7)
Substituting values, he = 461.74 / (37.14 - 25.3) = 39 W/mlK (refer Fig. 6.11, Y/Hc
= 0.1, cyclone separator Cl). In the similar way, heat flux, local heat transfer

coefficient has been obtained along the height of the cylindrical portion of any

cyclone separator.
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Appendix D

•' :

4'

Calibration of T - type Thermocouple

Calibration of thermocouple was done using the oil heater calibration machine. One

junction of the thermocouple is kept in atmosphere while the other end is subjected to

changing oil temperature. The device gives a continuous temperature reading of the

oil. The oil is heated to a temperature upto 100 and then cooled back to room

temperature. Voltage is read through multimeter during both heating and cooling.

Following data has been obtained.

Table D. 1

Sr. No. Voltage in mV
(Yi)

Oil

Temperature,®C
Reference

Teniperature,°C
Temperature

Difference (Xj)

1 0.045 21.87 21 0.87

2 0.07 26 21 5

3 0.09 30 21 9

4 0.16 35 21 9

5 0.35 40 21 19

6 0.58 45 21 24

7 0.87 50 21 29

8 1.07 55 21 34

9 1.22 60 21 39

10 1.41 65 21 44

11 1.59 70 21 49

12 1.76 75 21 54

13 1.94 80 21 59

14 2.07 85 21 64

15 2.29 90 21 69

16 2.47 95 21 74

17 2.50 100 21 79

Total ^Yi =20.485
.

^ Xi = 660.87
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Also, I Xi^ = 35950.76,1 Yj^ = 37.15, ( Z X; )^ = 436749.20, (I Yi)" = 419.63, Z Xi

Yi = 1152.61, N = 17 data points

Using regression analysis,

A = NZXi Yi-(ZXixZ Yi)/NZXi2-(ZXi)' =0.033

B = Z Yi xZX|2-(ZXi YixZXi)/NZXi2-(ZXi )2= -0.144

As Y = aX + b, Y = 0.033 X-0.144 or X = 30.30 Y + 4.363.

2.5

Calibration of T - Type Thermocouple

= 0.984

^ 1.5efi

M
o

>

0.5

0

0  10 20 30 40 50 60

Temperature,

Fig. D. 1 Calibration of Thermocouple
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Appendix E

Uncertainty Analysis

Percent uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient can be determined by using Kline

and McClintok method (Kline and McClintok, 1953).

The local heat transfer coefficient along the riser column may be evaluated using

where

Now.

h = q / [As . (Ts - Tb)] W.m'lK"'

q: Heat supplied, W

H: Height of heated section, m

B: Width of heated section, m

Tb: Bed temperature, °C

Ts: Surface temperature, °C

h =/(q, H, B, Ts, Tb)

(E.l)

Percentage uncertainty = ̂^^xlOO%

= IOOx

1 B J

w

H

( -w.

yTs-T,j

Wc

yT-Ttj
(E.2)

Here, W|, wi, w^, W4, W5 are uncertainties associated with independent variables q, B,

H. Ts. Tb. respectively. The sample calculation for 0.15 m x 0.15 m CFB setup, bed

inventory 7 kg, superficial velocity U* = 5.5, for lower splash region has been

illustrated.

For this case, refer Table E.l, Sr.no.9,

7^9 = 34.21 ±0.5 °C

Ts9 = 60.26 ± 0.5 °C

q = 360 ± 5 W
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Also, I Xi^ = 35950.76,1 Yj^ = 37.15, (I Xj )^ = 436749.20, ( Z Yi)" = 419.63, Z Xi

Yi = 1152.61, N = 17 data points

Using regression analysis,

A = N Z Xi Yi - ( Z Xi X Z Yi ) / N Z Xi^ - ( Z Xi )^ = 0.033

B = Z Yi xZXi2-(ZXiYixZXi)/NZXi2-(ZXi)2= -0.144

As Y = aX + b, Y = 0.033 X-0.144 or X = 30.30 Y + 4.363.

2.5

^ 1.5OA

o

0.5

0

Calibration of T - Type Thermocouple

R = 0.984
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Temperature, "C

Fig. D. 1 Calibration of Thermocouple
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Appendix E

Uncertainty Analysis

Percent uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient can be determined by using Kline

and McClintok method (Kline and McClintok, 1953).

The local heat transfer coefficient along the riser column may be evaluated using

where

Now.

h = q / [As . (Ts - Tb)] W.m lK"'

q: Heat supplied, W

H: Height of heated section, m

B: Width of heated section, m

Tb: Bed temperature, °C

Ts: Surface temperature, °C

h =/(q, H, B, Ts, Tb)

(E.l)

Percentage uncertainty = ̂^^^xlOO%

= lOOx

i
Wi ̂

\ Q J

—W'

B

^3

H

-Wa

V^V J

W5

K^s-Tb
(E.2)

Here, W|, W2, W3, W4, W5 are uncertainties associated with independent variables q, B,

H, Ts. Tb. respectively. The sample calculation for 0.15 m x 0.15 m CFB setup, bed

inventory 7 kg, superficial velocity U* = 5.5, for lower splash region has been

illustrated.

For this case, refer Table E.l, Sr.no.9,

Th9 = 34.21 ± 0.5 °C

Ts9 = 60.26 + 0.5 °C

q = 360 + 5 W
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B = 0.6 + 0.001 m

H = 0.6+ 0.001 m

Thus,

Percent uncertainty

= 100x.
■Q.OOl

0.6

0.001

0.6 60.26-34.21 60.26-34.21

= 3.06 % (Refer Table E.l, Sr. No. 9)

For 0.20 m X 0. 20 m CFB setup at lower splash region,

q = 480 ± 6 W

B = 0.8 + 0.001 m

H = 0.6+ 0.001 m

For 0.25 m x 0.25 m CFB setup at lower splash region,

q = 600 + 7 W

B = 1 +0.001 m

H = 0.6+ 0.001 m

Table E.l Sample Calculation Results for Uncertainties (%) for 0.15 m x 0.15 m CFB

Sr. No. U* = 5.5 U* = 6.6 U* = 5.5 U=i= = 6.6

1 = 7 kg 1 = 7 kg 1 = 4 kg 1 = 4 kg

1.65 1.61 1.63 1.64

1.69 1.65 1.65 1.66

1.71 1.70 1.68 1.68

1.73 1.76 1.70 1.70

1.72 1.75 1.69 1.69

.81 1.87 1.73 1.73

1.94 2.04 1.79 1.78

2.46 2.00 1.97

3.50 2.46

6.95

Root mean square value of uncertainty for 0.15mx0.15m CFB setup = 2.37%

Table F.2 Sample Calculation Results for Uncertainties (%) for 0.20 m X 0.20 m CFB
Setup

Sr. No. U* = 5.5 U* = 6.6 U* = 5.5 U* = 6.6

1= 12.5 kg I =12.5 kg 1 = 7 kg 1 = 7 kg

Root mean square value of uncertainty for 0.20 cm x 0.20 m CFB setup = 4.5%

Table F.3 Sample Calculation Results for Uncertainties (%) for 0.25 m x 0.25 m CFB
Setup

Sr. No. U^= = 5.5

1= 19.5 kg
U^- = 6.6

1= 19.5 kg

2.26

2.09

1.80

1.65

2.46

2.74

2.80

3.52

9.04

7.56

U* = 5.5

I = 11 kg

1.89

1.70

1.56

1.49

1.58

1.69

1.83

2.43

3.64

7.77

U* = 6.6

I = 11 kg

1.99

1.78

1.62

1.55

1.64

1.80

2.06

2.70

4.30

8.64

Root mean square value of uncertainty for 0.25 m x 0.25 m CFB setup = 3.92%
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B = 0.6 + 0.001 m

H = 0.6 + 0.001 m

Thus,

Percent uncertainty

= 100x.
-0.001 0.001

60.26-34.21 60.26-34.21

= 3.06 % (Refer Table E.l, Sr. No. 9)

For 0.20 m X 0. 20 m CFB setup at lower splash region,

q = 480 + 6 W

B =0.8 ±0.001 m

H = 0.6+ 0.001 m

For 0.25 m x 0.25 m CFB setup at lower splash region,

q = 600 + 7 W

B = 1 +0.001 m

H = 0.6+ 0.001 m

Table F.l Sample Calculation Results for Uncertainties (%) for 0.15 m x 0.15 m CFB
Setup

Sr. No. U* = 6.6 U* = 5.5

I = 4kg

U=i= = 6.6

I = 4 kg1 = 7 kg1 = 7 kg

Root mean square value of uncertainty for 0.15 m x 0.15 m CFB setup = 2.37%

Table F.2 Sample Calculation Results for Uncertainties (%) for 0.20 m x 0.20 m CFB
Setup

Sr. No. U='= = 5.5

1= 12.5 kg

U* = 6.6

1= 12.5 kg

4.04

U* = 5.5

1 = 7 kg

U* = 6.6

1 = 7 kg

10 10.49

Root mean square value of

9.29 10.61 9.85

uncertainty for 0.20 cm x 0.20 in CFB setup = 4.5%

Table F.3 Sample Calculation Results for Uncertainties (%) for 0.25 m x 0.25 ni CFB
Setup

Sr. No. U=i= = 5.5 U* = 6.6

I =19.5 kg I = 19.5 kg

U* = 5.5

1=11 kg

U* = 6.6

I = 11 kg

Root mean square value of uncertainty for 0.25 m x 0.25 m CFB setup = 3.92%
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Thus uncertainty has been predicted at thirty different locations including lower,

middle and upper splash region where thermocouples have been attached in the heated

section of the riser. In the same way, uncertainty was also evaluated for U* = 5, 6, 8

at P = 1750 N/m^ and P = 3050 N/m^ for 3 CFB units. Uncertainty is depending upon

connections of thermocouples, accuracy of T type thermocouple, wattmeter accuracy,

accuracy in length measurement etc. The root mean square value of uncertainty for

total experiments conducted on 0.15 m x 0.15 m, 0.20 m x 0.20 m, and 0.25 m x 0.25

m CFB setup was 4.73%, 6.65%, 6.22%, respectively.

« V:

132

Appendix F

Rayleigh's Method to Obtain Non-dimensional
Numbers

1. CFB Risers and Cyclone Separators

For CFB riser, let us take local heat transfer coefficient is the function of operating

parameters like superficial velocity of air (U), suspension density (p,sus)» density of air

(pair)^ geometiical parameter like hydraulic diameter of riser / heater (B), height of the
heater (H). and terms indicating other properties of mixture (air and sand mixture) like

specific heat of mixture (Cpgs), thermal conductivity of mixture (kgs) and kinematic

viscosity of air (pg).

h = C U" p,,,," p.™' B" H= Cp/ k/ Us' (F-1)
Where 'C is constant.

Expressing the quantities in terms of fundamental dimensions M, L, t and T.

MfV = (Lf')-'' (ML"-'')'' (ML-'')"' (L)"' (L)® (LV^T-')^(MLt-Y')® (MU't"')'
=  L®--''''-3c+d+e+2f+g-i j-a-2f-3g-i yf-g

For dimensional homogeneity of

M; b + c + g + i= 1 (F.2)

L; a- 3b -3c + d + e + 2f + g - i = 0

t: - a - 2f -3g - i = - 3 (F.4)

T: -f-g = -l (F.5)

Equation (F.5) becomes, f + g = 1 (F-^)

Equation (F.4) becomes, a 2f + 3g + i = 3

a-t-2(f-i-g)-Hg-(-i = 3

a4-g + i= lora-i-i=l-gora-i-i = f (F.7)

Equation (F.2) becomes, b + c = a (F.8)

Equation (F.3) becomes, a-3(a)-i-d + e + f+f+g-i = 0

-2a-i-d-i-e + f - i = -l

2a-d-e-f+i =1
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Thus uncertainty has been predicted at thirty different locations including lower,

middle and upper splash region where thermocouples have been attached in the heated

section of the riser. In the same way, uncertainty was also evaluated for U* = 5, 6, 8

at P = 1750 N/m^ and P = 3050 N/m^ for 3 CFB units. Uncertainty is depending upon

connections of thermocouples, accuracy of T type thermocouple, wattmeter accuracy,

accuracy in length measurement etc. The root mean square value of uncertainty for

total experiments conducted on 0.15 m x 0.15 m, 0.20 m x 0.20 m, and 0.25 m x 0.25

m CFB setup was 4.73%, 6.65%, 6.22%, respectively.
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Appendix F

Rayleigh's Method to Obtain Non-dimensional
Numbers

1. CFB Risers and Cyclone Separators

For CFB riser, let us take local heat transfer coefficient is the function of operating

parameters like superficial velocity of air (U), suspension density (psus)» density of air

(Piiir)» geometiical parameter like hydraulic diameter of riser / heater (B), height of the
heatei (H), and terms indicating other properties of mixture (air and sand mixture) like

specific heat of mixture (Cpgs), thermal conductivity of mixture (kgs) and kinematic

viscosity of air (pg).

h = C U" p.,,." B" H' Cpj,' kg,8 Hg' (F. 1)
Where 'C is constant.

Expressing the quantities in terms of fundamental dimensions M, L, t and T.

Mt^T^ = (Lt"')" (MU^)" (ML-^)"^ (L)'' (Lf (LV^T-')^ (MLfV)® (MU't"')'
=  L''--^''-3c+d+e+2f+g-i j-a-2f-3g-i rp-f-g

For dimensional homogeneity of

M;b + c + g + i= l (F.2)

L: a- 3b -3c + d + e + 2f + g - i = 0 (F-^)

t: - a - 2f -3g - i = - (F.4)

T: -f-g = -l (F.5)

Equation (F.5) becomes, f + g = 1 (F-6)

Equation (F.4) becomes, a -i- 2f + 3g -f- i = 3

a + 2(f-i-g) + g-i-i = 3

a-Hg-»-i=lora-i-i=l-gora-(-i = f (F-7)

Equation (F.2) becomes, b + c = a (F.8)

Equation (F.3) becomes, a-3(a)-t-d + e-(-f-i-f+g-i = 0

-2a + d4-e-(-f - i = -l

2a-d-e-f+i =1
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a - d-e = 1

Therefore eq. (F.l) may be written as

.(F.9)

h = C U" Psus'' pairPair'"' Cpgs'kgs'-^lg"""'
h = C U" Pair' B" l^g-" X psas" Pair" X B"® X Cpgs' kgs"' Pg X B"' kgs'

-^rM^TTp^TT^TrF.cp..T__rr._ vrp„„Tro„i/rhB ^ 9BU
— = Nu = c[Re„ = C —
k  " p

B S • £" p  L^. k
,r ̂  [Prr[^ .(F.IO)

Above eq. (F.IO) is the correlation used in chapter 4, section 4.4.4, eq. (4.6). However

Prandtl number (Pr) h-as been omitted there because variation of Pr was not significant

(0.71 <Pr<0.76).

In the similar way Rayleigh method has been used to obtain the non-

dimensional numbers used in the correlation for cyclone separator (refer chapter 6, eq.

6.1) and also for correlations on lower splash, middle splash region and entire riser

(refer chapter 4, eqs. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 respectively). For cyclone separator, heat

transfer coefficient was a function of, he = f {U, psus. Pair, Dc, Y, Cpgs, kg^, Pg}. For eqs.

4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 of chapter 4, heat transfer coefficient was the function of, h = f {U,

Umf! Pair, CPgs^ kgs, Pg) Ab, As, Hm, Hr, Hb, Hd}

2. Use of Findfit Function of Mathematica Version 5.2 to Obtain the Exponents
of Non-dimensional Numbers

2.1 Correlation for Lower Splash Region

Steps to follow

In Mathematica 5.2, using following information, data.

Table F.I

u* Rcb Ab / As Hm/Hr Hb/Hd Nub

5 23739.80 0.0625 0.40 0.833 111.63

5 23739.80 0.0625 0.32 0.833 122.60

5 23739.80 0.0625 0.22 0.833 236.21

8 30479.49 0.0625 0.40 0.833 80.82

8 30479.49 0.0625 0.32 0.833 97.12

8 30479.49 0.0625 0.22 0.833 414.42

5 25148.09 0.0625 0.40 1.466 124.46

5 25148.09 0.0625 0.32 1.466 139.09

Table F.l Cont....

Rcb

25148.09

35710.79

35710.79

35710.79

31653.07

31653.07

31653.07

40639.32

40639.32

40639.32

33530.79

33530.79

33530.79

47613.73

47613.73

47613.73

39566.34

39566.34

50799.15

50799.15

50799.15

41913.49

41913.49

41913.49

59516.17

59516.17

59516.17

Ab / As

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

H„/Hr

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

Hb/Hd

1.466

1.466

1.466

1.466

0.625

0.625

0.625

0.625

0.625

0.625

I.l

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

Nub

374.00

104.07

118.69

618.28

187.93

194.62

641.07

197.02

203.71

749.33

205.61

221.23

923.88

244.62

392.56

969.09

199.38

227.68

1963.5

270.14

298.45

1660.64

272.93

326.13

1889.9

287.50

340.70

2813.5

data={ {5.23739.8,0.0625,0.403509,0.833,111.6322},{5,23739.8.0.0625,0.326316,0.8

33,122.60331,{5,23739.8,0.0625,0.22807,0.833,236.219),{8,30479.49,0.0625,0.4035
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Therefore eq. (F.l) may be written as

h = C Psus' Pair'"' Cpgs' kgs'"' Pg'"®
h = C Pair' Pg" X Psus' pair"' X B"' X Cpg/ kg,'^ Pg^ X B"' kgs'

hB ^ 9BU
— =: Nu„ = C
k  " p

IL'
_ B _

= c[ReJ'' ̂  [Pr]
a

/ ̂

B

Above eq. (F.IO) is the correlation used in chapter 4, section 4.4.4, eq. (4.6). However

Prandtl number (Pr) has been omitted there because variation of Pr was not significant

(0.71 <Pr <0.76).

In the similar way Rayleigh method has been used to obtain the non-

dimensional numbers used in the correlation for cyclone separator (refer chapter 6, eq.

6.1) and also for correlations on lower splash, middle splash region and entire riser

(refer chapter 4, eqs. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 respectively). For cyclone separator, heat

transfer coefficient was a function of, he = f {U, psus. Pair, Dc, Y, Cpgs, kgs, Pg}. For eqs.

4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 of chapter 4, heat transfer coefficient was the function of, h = f {U,

Umf; Pair, Cpgs, kgs, Pg, Ab, As, Hni, Hr, Kb, Hd}

2. Use of Findfit Function of Mathematica Version 5.2 to Obtain the Exponents
of Non-dimensional Numbers

2.1 Correlation for Lower Splash Region

Steps to follow

In Mathematica 5.2, using following information, data.

Table F.l

UT"

8

Rcb

23739.80

23739.80

23739.80

30479.49

30479.49

30479.49

Ab / As

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

H„/Hr

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

Hb / Hd

0.833

0.833

0.833

0.833

.833

Nub

111.63

122.60

236.21

8

97.

5 25148.09 0.0625 0.32 1.466 139.09

134

Table F. 1 Coi

U*

5

Rcb

25148.09

35710.79

35710.79

35710.79

31653.07

31653.07

31653.07

40639.32

33530.79

47613.73

47613.73

39566.34

39566.34

39566.34

50799.15

50799.15

50799.15

41913.49

41913.49

41913.49

59516.17

59516.17

59516.17

Ab / As

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

H

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

0.40

0.32

0.22

Hb/H

1.466

1.466

1.466

1.466

0.625

0.625

0.625

0.625

0.625

0.625

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

B

374.00

104.07

118.69

618.28

187.93

194.62

641.07

197.02

203.7

749.33

205.61

221.23

923.88

244.62

392.56

969.09

199.38

227.68

1963.5

270.14

298.45

1660.64

272.93

326.13

1889.9

287.50

340.70

2813.5

data={ {5.23739.8.0.0625,0.403509,0.833,111.6322},{5,23739.8,0.0625.0.326316,0.8

33,122.6033), {5,23739.8,0.0625,0.22807,0.833,236.219}, {8,30479.49,0.0625,0.4035
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09,0.833,80.82645},{8,30479.49,0.0625,0.326316,0.833,97.1281},{8,30479.49,0.062

5,0.22807,0.833,414.4215},{5,25148.09,0.0625,0.403509,1.466,124.4628}, (5,25148.

09,0.0625,0.326316,1.466,139.0909}, (5,25148.09,0.0625,0.22807,1.466,374.0083}, {

8,35710.79,0.0625,0.403509,1.466,104.0702}, {8,35710.79,0.0625,0.326316,1.466,11

8.6983},(8,35710.79,0.0625,0.22807,1.466,618.2851},{5,31653.07,0.0833,0.403509,

0.625,187.9339}, {5,31653.07,0.0833,0.326316,0.625,194.6281}, {5,31653.07,0.0833,

0.22807,0.625,641.0744},{8,40639.32,0.0833,0.403509,0.625,197.0248},{8,40639.3

2,0.0833,0.326316,0.625,203.719}, {8,40639.32,0.0833,0.22807,0.625,749.3388}, {5,

33530.79,0.0833,0.403509,1.1,205.6198}, {5,33530.79,0.0833,0.326316,1.1,221.2397

},{5,33530.79,0.0833,0.22807,1.1,923.8843},{8,47613.73,0.0833,0.403509,1.1,244.6

281},{8,47613.73,0.0833,0.326316,1.1,392.562}, {8,47613.73,0.0833,0.22807,1.1,96

9.0909},{5,39566.34,0.1041,0.403509,0.5,199.3802},{5,39566.34,0.1041,0.326316,0

.5,227.686},{5,39566.34,0.1041,0.22807,0.5,1963.533},{8,50799.15,0.1041,0.40350

9,0.5,270.1446},{8,50799.15,0.1041,0.326316,0.5,298.4504},{8,50799.15,0.1041,0.2

2807,0.5,1660.64},{5,41913.49,0.1041,0.403509,0.88,272.9339},{5,41913.49,0.1041

,0.326316,0.88,326.1364},{5,41913.49,0.1041,0.22807,0.88,1889.97},{8,59516.17,0.

1041,0.403509,0.88,287.5}, {8,59516.17,0.1041,0.326316,0.88,340.7025}, {8,59516.1

7,0.1041,0.22807,0.88,2813.533}}

expr = c*U*-" -"Re" * A" Asp^

cH®Re'^U^

pars={c,a,b,d,e,f}

{c,a,b,d,e,f}

vars={U ,Re,A,H,Asp}

{U ,Re,A,H,Asp}

FindFit[data,expr,pars,vars]

{c^O.0000272107. a^-0.721379, b^ 1.65208, d-^2.07818. e^-4.3543, M. 169056}

Note; for example, data = {5, 23739.8, 0.0625, 0.403509, 0.833, 111.6322}

{ U , Reg. A , H*, Asp, Nug . experimental} •

Where U =5, Non-dimensional superficial velocity of air , as defined in Appendix

C.

= 2.36/0.47 = 5

Reg = 23739.8, bed Reynolds number

= {pair X U' X Hydraulic diameter of riser column / pair}

= {1.2 X 2.36 X 0.15 / 1.7894 x 10'^} = 23739.8

A = Ag / As = Cross section of riser / surface area of heater

= 0.15 X 0.15/ {(4x0.15) X 0.60} =0.0625

H = Hm / Hr = Ratio of height from the distributor plate to location of

thermocouple in the heater to total height of the riser

= 1.14/2.85 = 0.403

Asp = Hg / Hp) = Ratio of height of the static sand inventory of the fluidized bed

to the hydraulic diameter of bed

= 0.125 / 0.15 = 0.833

Nug _ experimental = h X Hd/ Thermal conductivity of air

= 17.86x0.15/0.024= 111.63 W/m^K

2.2 Correlation for Middle Splash Region

data={ {23739.8,5,0.0625,0.614035,0.833,65.33058},{23739.8,5,0.0625,0.536842,0.8

33,71.71488}, {23739.8,5,0.0625,0.438596,0.833,185.3306},{30479.49,8,0.0625,0.61

4035,0.833,59.44215}, {30479.49,8,0.0625,0.536842,0.833,81.40289}, {30479.49,8,0.

0625,0.438596,0.833,274.8347}, {25148.09,5,0.0625,0.614035,1.466,88.38843}, {251

48.09,5,0.0625,0.536842,1.466,94.77273}, {25148.09,5,0.0625,0.438596,1.466,212.2

934}, {35710.79,8,0.0625,0.614035,1.466,84.97934}, {35710.79,8,0.0625,0.536842,1.

466,109.5248}, {35710.79,8,0.0625,0.438596,1.466,313.5124},{31653.07,5,0.0833,0.

614035,0.625,87.02479},{31653.07,5,0.0833,0.536842,0.625,104.814},{31653.07,5,
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09,0.833,80.82645}, {8,30479.49,0.0625,0.326316,0.833,97.1281}, {8,30479.49,0.062

5,0.22807,0.833,414.4215}, {5,25148.09,0.0625,0.403509,1.466,124.4628}, {5,25148.

09,0.0625,0.326316,1.466,139.0909}, {5,25148.09,0.0625,0.22807,1.466,374.0083}, {

8,35710.79,0.0625,0.403509,1.466,104.0702}, {8,35710.79,0.0625,0.326316,1.466,11

8.6983},{8,35710.79,0.0625,0.22807,1.466,618.2851}, {5,31653.07,0.0833,0.403509,

0.625,187.9339}, {5,31653.07,0.0833,0.326316,0.625,194.6281}, {5,31653.07,0.0833,

0.22807,0.625,641.0744},{8,40639.32,0.0833,0.403509,0.625,197.0248},{ 8,40639.3

2,0.0833,0.326316,0.625,203.719}, {8,40639.32,0.0833,0.22807,0.625,749.3388}, {5,

33530.79,0.0833,0.403509,1.1,205.6198}, {5,33530.79,0.0833,0.326316,1.1,221.2397

},(5,33530.79,0.0833,0.22807,1.1,923.8843},(8,47613.73,0.0833,0.403509,1.1,244.6

281}, (8,47613.73,0.0833,0.326316,1.1,392.562}, (8,47613.73,0.0833,0.22807,1.1,96

9.0909}, (5,39566.34,0.1041,0.403509,0.5,199.3802}, (5,39566.34,0.1041,0.326316,0

.5,227.686}, (5,39566.34,0.1041,0.22807,0.5,1963.533}, (8,50799.15,0.1041,0.40350

9,0.5,270.1446},(8,50799.15,0.1041,0.326316,0.5,298.4504},(8,50799.15,0.1041,0.2

2807,0.5,1660.64},(5,41913.49,0.1041,0.403509,0.88,272.9339},(5,41913.49,0.1041

,0.326316,0.88,326.1364},(5,41913.49,0.1041,0.22807,0.88,1889.97}, (8,59516.17,0.

1041,0.403509,0.88,287.5}, (8,59516.17,0.1041,0.326316,0.88,340.7025}, (8,59516.1

7,0.1041,0.22807,0.88,2813.533}}

expr = c''U*'" ̂ Re" * A" *H'* Asp^

A^As^ c H® Re*^ U®

pars=(c,a,b,d,e,f}

(c,a,b,d,e,f}

vars=(U ,Re,A,H,Asp}

(U',Re,A,H,Asp}

FindFit[data,expr,pars,vars]

(c^O.0000272107, a^-0.721379, b-^ 1.65208, d^2.07818, e^-4.3543, f-»0.169056}

Note: for example, data = (5, 23739.8, 0.0625, 0.403509, 0.833, 111.6322}

— (U , ReB. A , H*, Asp, NUb . experimental} •

Where U =5, Non-dimensional superficial velocity of air , as defined in Appendix

C.

= 2.36 / 0.47 = 5

ReB = 23739.8, bed Reynolds number

= (Pair X U' X HydrauHc diameter of riser column / pair}

= (1.2x2.36x0.15/ 1.7894 X 10"^} =23739.8

A = Ab / As = Cross section of riser / surface area of heater

= 0.15 X 0.15/ ((4x0.15) X 0.60} =0.0625

H = Hni / Hr = Ratio of height from the distributor plate to location of

thermocouple in the heater to total height of the riser

= 1.14/2.85 = 0.403

Asp = Hb / Hd = Ratio of height of the static sand inventory of the fluidized bed

to the hydraulic diameter of bed

= 0.125/0.15 = 0.833

Nub - experimental = h X Hq/ Thermal conductivity of air

= 17.86x0.15/0.024= 111.63 W/m^K

2.2 Correlation for Middle Splash Region

data=(( 23739.8,5,0.0625,0.614035,0.833,65.33058},(23739.8,5,0.0625,0.536842,0.8

33,71.71488}, (23739.8,5,0.0625,0.438596,0.833,185.3306}, (30479.49,8,0.0625,0.61

4035,0.833,59.44215}, (30479.49,8,0.0625,0.536842,0.833,81.40289}, (30479.49.8,0.

0625,0.438596,0.833,274.8347}, (25148.09,5,0.0625,0.614035,1.466,88.38843}, {251

48.09,5,0.0625,0.536842,1.466,94.77273}, (25148.09,5,0.0625,0.438596,1.466,212.2

934}, (35710.79,8,0.0625,0.614035,1.466,84.97934}, {35710.79,8,0.0625,0.536842,1.

466,109.5248}, (35710.79,8,0.0625,0.438596,1.466,313.5124},(31653.07,5,0.0833,0.

614035,0.625,87.02479}, (31653.07,5,0.0833,0.536842,0.625,104.814},(31653.07,5,
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0.0833,0.438596,0.625,380.2686},{40639.32,8,0.0833,0.614035,0.625,109.5248},{4

0639.32,8,0.0833,0.536842,0.625,129.4835},(40639.32,8,0.0833,0.438596,0.625,405

.9298}, {33530.79,5,0.0833,0.614035,1.1,136.1777}, {33530.79,5,0.0833,0.536842,1.

1,158.5537}, {33530.79,5,0.0833,0.438596,1.1,420.6818}, {47613.73,8,0.0833,0.6140

35,1.1,138.843},(47613.73,8,0.0833,0.536842,1.1,187.7913},(47613.73,8,0.0833,0.4

38596,1.1,453.0372}, (39566.34,5,0.1041,0.614035,0.5,130.4132}, (39566.34,5,0.104

1,0.536842,0.5,144.7934}, (39566.34,5,0.1041,0.438596,0.5,448.2645}, (50799.15,8,

0.1041,0.614035,0.5,152.9132}, (50799.15,8,0.1041,0.536842,0.5,169.8967}, (50799.

15,8,0.1041,0.438596,0.5,582.5207},(41913.49,5,0.1041,0.614035,0.88,145.8223},(

41913.49,5,0.1041,0.536842,0.88,177.7438},(41913.49,5,0.1041,0.438596,0.88,633.

8802},(59516.17,8,0.1041,0.614035,0.88,203.4917},(59516.17,8,0.1041,0.536842,0.

88,265.1033}, (59516.17,8,0.1041,0.438596,0.88,692.1694}}

expr = c*Re" *U *A" *H' * Asp^

As^ c H® Re®

pflrs" (c,fl,l?,ci,c,f}

(c,a,b,d,e,f}

vars= (Re,U*,A,H,Asp}

(Re,U,A,H,Asp}

FindFit[data,expr,pars,vars]

(c-^ 138.986, a-»0.139965, b->0.26453, d-> 1.84654, e-»-4.54952, f-^0.347764}

Table F.2

Table F.2 Cont.

u* Ree Ab / As H^/Hr Hb/Hd Nub

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.61 0.833 65.33

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.53 0.833 71.71

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.43 0.833 185.33

8 30479.49 0.0625 0.61 0.833 59.44

8 30479.49 0.0625 0.53 0.833 81.40

8 30479.49 0.0625 0.43 0.833 274.83

i  I

138

U* ReB Ab / As H„/Hr Hb/Hd Nub

5 25148.09 0.0625 0.61 1.466 88.38

5 25148.09 0.0625 0.53 1.466 94.77

5 25148.09 0.0625 0.43 1.466 212.29

8 35710.79 0.0625 0.61 1.466 84.97

8 35710.79 0.0625 0.53 1.466 109.52

8 35710.79 0.0625 0.43 1.466 313.51

5 31653.07 0.0833 0.61 0.625 87.024

5 31653.07 0.0833 0.53 0.625 104.81

5 31653.07 0.0833 0.43 0.625 380.26

8 40639.32 0.0833 0.61 0.625 109.52

8 40639.32 0.0833 0.53 0.625 129.48

8 40639.32 0.0833 0.43 0.625 405.92

5 33530.79 0.0833 0.61 1.1 136.17

5 33530.79 0.0833 0.53 1.1 158.55

5 33530.79 0.0833 0.43 1.1 420.68

8 47613.73 0.0833 0.61 1.1 138.84

8 47613.73 0.0833 0.53 1.1 187.79

8 47613.73 0.0833 0.43 1.1 453.03

5 39566.34 0.1041 0.61 0.5 130.41

5 39566.34 0.1041 0.53 0.5 144.79

5 39566.34 0.1041 0.43 0.5 448.26

8 50799.15 0.1041 0.61 0.5 152.91

8 50799.15 0.1041 0.53 0.5 169.89

8 50799.15 0.1041 0.43 0.5 582.52

5 41913.49 0.1041 0.61 0.88 145.82

5 41913.49 0.1041 0.53 0.88 177.74

5 41913.49 0.1041 0.43 0.88 633.88

8 59516.17 0.1041 0.61 0.88 203.49

8 59516.17 0.1041 0.53 0.88 265.10

8 59516.17 0.1041 0.43 0.88 692.16
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0.0833,0.438596,0.625,380.2686},{40639.32,8,0.0833,0.614035,0.625,109.5248},{4

0639.32,8,0.0833,0.536842,0.625,129.4835},(40639.32,8,0.0833,0.438596,0.625,405

.9298},(33530.79,5,0.0833,0.614035,1.1,136.1777},(33530.79,5,0.0833,0.536842,1.

1,158.5537}, (33530.79,5,0.0833,0.438596,1.1,420.6818}, (47613.73,8,0.0833,0.6140

35,1.1,138.843},(47613.73,8,0.0833,0.536842,1.1,187.7913},(47613.73,8,0.0833,0.4

38596,1.1,453.0372}, (39566.34,5,0.1041,0.614035,0.5,130.4132}, (39566.34,5,0.104

1,0.536842,0.5,144.7934}, (39566.34,5,0.1041,0.438596,0.5,448.2645}, (50799.15,8,

0.1041,0.614035,0.5,152.9132},(50799.15,8,0.1041,0.536842,0.5,169.8967}, (50799.

15,8,0.1041,0.438596,0.5,582.5207},(41913.49,5,0.1041,0.614035,0.88,145.8223},(

41913.49,5,0.1041,0.536842,0.88,177.7438},(41913.49,5,0.1041,0.438596,0.88,633.

8802},(59516.17,8,0.1041,0.614035,0.88,203.4917},(59516.17,8,0.1041,0.536842,0.

88,265.1033}, (59516.17,8,0.1041,0.438596,0.88,692.1694}}

expr = c*/?e" *f/ *A'' * * Asp^

A'^As^cH^Re^U^

pars=(c,a,b,d,e,f}

(c,a,b,d,e,f}

vars=(Re,U ,A,H,Asp}

(Re,U,A,H,Asp}

FindFit[data,expr,pars,vars]

(c^ 138.986, a-^0.139965, b^O.26453, d^ 1.84654, e^-4.54952, f-^0.347764}

Table F.2

Table F.2 Cont....

u* Ree Ab / As H„,/Hr Hb/Hd Nub

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.61 0.833 65.33

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.53 0.833 71.71

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.43 0.833 185.33

8 30479.49 0.0625 0.61 0.833 59.44

8 30479.49 0.0625 0.53 0.833 81.40

8 30479.49 0.0625 0.43 0.833 274.83

138

U* Res Ab / As Hb/Hd Nub

5 25148.09 0.0625 0.61 1.466 88.38

5 25148.09 0.0625 0.53 1.466 94.77

5 25148.09 0.0625 0.43 1.466 212.29

8 35710.79 0.0625 0.61 1.466 84.97

8 35710.79 0.0625 0.53 1.466 109.52

8 35710.79 0.0625 0.43 1.466 313.51

5 31653.07 0.0833 0.61 0.625 87.024

5 31653.07 0.0833 0.53 0.625 104.81

5 31653.07 0.0833 0.43 0.625 380.26

8 40639.32 0.0833 0.61 0.625 109.52

8 40639.32 0.0833 0.53 0.625 129.48

8 40639.32 0.0833 0.43 0.625 405.92

5 33530.79 0.0833 0.61 1.1 136.17

5 33530.79 0.0833 0.53 1.1 158.55

5 33530.79 0.0833 0.43 1.1 420.68

8 47613.73 0.0833 0.61 1.1 138.84

8 47613.73 0.0833 0.53 1.1 187.79

8 47613.73 0.0833 0.43 1.1 453.03

5 39566.34 0.1041 0.61 0.5 130.41

5 39566.34 0.1041 0.53 0.5 144.79

5 39566.34 0.1041 0.43 0.5 448.26

8 50799.15 0.1041 0.61 0.5 152.91

8 50799.15 0.1041 0.53 0.5 169.89

8 50799.15 0.1041 0.43 0.5 582.52

5 41913.49 0.1041 0.61 0.88 145.82

5 41913.49 0.1041 0.53 0.88 177.74

5 41913.49 0.1041 0.43 0.88 633.88

8 59516.17 0.1041 0.61 0.88 203.49

8 59516.17 0.1041 0.53 0.88 265.10

8 59516.17 0.1041 0.43 0.88 692.16
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2.3 First Correlation for Entire Riser

data={ {25148.1,5,0.0625,0.32,1.466,177.31},{25148.1,5,0.0625,0.53,1.466,121.44},

{25148.1,5,0.0625,0.74,1.466,91.25}, {33530.8,5,0.0833,0.32,1.1,360.08}, {33530.8,5

,0.0833,0.53,1.1,290.25}, {33530.8,5,0.0833,0.74,1.1,214.58},{41913.5,5,0.1041,0.32

,0.88,549.9},{41913.5,5,0.1041,0.53,0.88,443.54},{41913.5,5,0.1041,0.74,0.88,335.4

2},{28165.9,5.6,0.0625,0.32,1.466,181.56},{28165.9,5.6,0.0625,0.53,1.466,127.53},

{28165.9,5.6,0.0625,0.74,1.466,95.05}, {37554.5,5.6,0.0833,0.32,1.1,386.01}, {37554

.5,5.6,0.0833,0.53,1.1,296.22}, {37554.5,5.6,0.0833,0.74,1.1,220.03}, {41662.,5.6,0.1

041,0.32,0.88,594.85},{41662.,5.6,0.1041,0.53,0.88,465.79},{41662.,5.6,0.1041,0.74

,0.88,347.67}, {30177.7,6,0.0625,0.32,1.466,184.39},{30177.7,6,0.0625,0.53,1.466,1

29.1}, {30177.7,6,0.0625,0.74,1.466,95.48}, {40237.,6,0.0833,0.32,1.1,403.68}, {4023

7.,6,0.0833,0.53,1.1,300.85}, {40237.,6,0.0833,0.74,1.1,223.68}, {44637.9,6,0.1041,0.

32,0.88,624.97},{44637.9,6,0.1041,0.53,0.88,480.64},{44637.9,6,0.1041,0.74,0.88,3

55.84},{33195.5,6.6,0.0625,0.32,1.466,188.64},{33195.5,6.6,0.0625,0.53,1.466,133.

67}, {33195.5,6.6,0.0625,0.74,1.466,98.02}, {44260.6,6.6,0.0833,0.32,1.1,429.28}, {4

4260.6,6.6,0.0833,0.53,1.1,306.08}, {44260.6,6.6,0.0833,0.74,1.1,229.13},{49101.7,6

.6,0.1041,0.32,0.88,669.8},{49101.7,6.6,0.1041,0.53,0.88,502.9},{49101.7,6.6,0.104

1,0.74,0.88,368.09}, {35710.3,8,0.0625,0.32,1.466,198.56}, {35710.3,8,0.0625,0.53,1.

466,144.38}, {35710.3,8,0.0625,0.74,1.466,103.94}, {47613.7,8,0.0833,0.32,1.1,489.7

5},{47613.7,8,0.0833,0.53,1.1,319.83},{47613.7,8,0.0833,0.74,1.1,241.83},{59517.2

,8,0.1041,0.32,0.88,774.69}, {59517.2,8,0.1041,0.53,0.88,554.38}, {59517.2,8,0.1041,

0.74,0.88,396.67},{23739.8,5,0.0625,0.32,0.833,147.5},{23739.8,5,0.0625,0.53,0.83

3,97.13 },{23739.8,5,0.0625,0.74,0.833,73.75},{31653.1,5,0.0833,0.32,0.625,290.42}

,{31653.1,5,0.0833,0.53,0.625,213.58},{31653.1,5,0.0833,0.74,0.625,152.17}, {3956

6.3,5,0.1041,0.32,0.5,441.15}, {39566.3,5,0.1041,0.53,0.5,337.5}, {39566.3,5,0.1041,

0.74,0.5,250.52}, {24846.3,5.6,0.0625,0.32,0.833,149.55}, {24846.3,5.6,0.0625,0.53,0

.833,100.63}, {24846.3,5.6,0.0625,0.74,0.833,80.08}, {33128.4,5.6,0.0833,0.32,0.625,

294.25},{33128.4,5.6,0.0833,0.53,0.625,220.24},{33128.4,5.6,0.0833,0.74,0.625,163

.52},{41410.5,5.6,0.1041,0.32,0.5,450.04},{41410.5,5.6,0.1041,0.53,0.5,348.91},{41

410.5,5.6,0.1041,0.74,0.5,266.83}, {26455.8,6,0.0625,0.32,0.833,150.92}, {26455.8,6,

0.0625,0.53,0.833,102.97}, {26455.8,6,0.0625,0.74,0.833,84.33}, {35274.4,6,0.0833,0

.32,0.625,296.81}, {35274.4,6,0.0833,0.53,0.625,224.71}, {35274.4,6,0.0833,0.74,0.6

25,170.34}, {44093.,6,0.1041,0.32,0.5,456.}, {44093.,6,0.1041,0.53,0.5,356.56}, {440

140

93.,6.0.1041,0.74,0.5,277.76}, {28165.9,6.6,0.0625,0.32,0.833,152.96}, {28165.9,6.6,

0.0625,0.53,0.833.106.46}, {28165.9,6.6,0.0625,0.74,0.833,90.65}, {37554.5,6.6,0.08

33,0.32,0.625,300.63}, {37554.5,6.6,0.0833,0.53,0.625,231.36}, {37554.5,6.6,0.0833,

0.74,0.625,181.19}, {46943.1,6.6,0.1041,0.32,0.5,464.87}, {46943.1,6.6,0.1041,0.53,0

.5,367.94}, {46943.1,6.6,0.1041,0.74,0.5,294.07}, {30479.5,8,0.0625,0.32,0.833,157.7

5}, {30479.5,8,0.0625,0.53,0.833,114.63}, {30479.5,8,0.0625,0.74,0.833,105.44}, {40

639.3,8,0.0833,0.32,0.625,309.58}, {40639.3,8,0.0833,0.53,0.625,246.92}, {40639.3,8

.0.0833,0.74,0.625,206.58}, {50799.2,8,0.1041,0.32,0.5,485.63}, {50799.2,8,0.1041,0.

53,0.5,394.58},{50799.2,8,0.1041,0.74,0.5,332.08}}

expr = c * Re" * U *4'' *//''* Asp '

As^ c if Re® U*®

pars={c,a,b,d,e,f}

{c,a,b,d,e,f}

vars= {Re,U .A.H,Asp}

{Re,U\A,H,Asp}

FindFit[data,expr,pars,vars]

{c^ 103.404, a^O.569282, b^O.0576903, d-^2.23951, e^-0.636267, f^O.450281}

Table F.3

u* Rcb Ab / As Hn,/Hr Hb / Hd Nub

5 25148.1 0.0625 0.32 1.466 177.31

5 25148.1 0.0625 0.53 1.466 121.44

5 25148.1 0.0625 0.74 1.466 91.250

5 33530.8 0.0833 0.32 1.1 360.08

5 33530.8 0.0833 0.53 1.1 290.25

5 33530.8 0.0833 0.74 1.1 214.58
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2.3 First Correlation for Entire Riser

data={ {25148.1,5,0.0625,0.32,1.466,177.31}, {25148.1,5,0.0625,0.53,1.466,121.44},

{25148.1,5,0.0625,0.74,1.466,91.25}, {33530.8,5,0.0833,0.32,1.1,360.08}, {33530.8,5

,0.0833,0.53,1.1,290.25}, {33530.8,5,0.0833,0.74,1.1,214.58}, {41913.5,5,0.1041,0.32

,0.88,549.9},{41913.5,5,0.1041,0.53,0.88,443.54},{41913.5,5,0.1041,0.74,0.88,335.4

2},{28165.9,5.6,0.0625,0.32,1.466,181.56},{28165.9,5.6,0.0625,0.53,1.466,127.53},

{28165.9,5.6,0.0625,0.74,1.466,95.05}, {37554.5,5.6,0.0833,0.32,1.1,386.01}, {37554

.5,5.6,0.0833,0.53,1.1,296.22}, {37554.5,5.6,0.0833,0.74,1.1,220.03}, {41662.,5.6,0.1

041,0.32,0.88,594.85},{41662.,5.6,0.1041,0.53,0.88,465.79},{41662.,5.6,0.1041,0.74

,0.88,347.67}, {30177.7,6,0.0625,0.32,1.466,184.39}, {30177.7,6,0.0625,0.53,1.466,1

29.1}, {30177.7,6,0.0625,0.74,1.466,95.48}, {40237.,6,0.0833,0.32,1.1,403.68}, {4023

7.,6,0.0833,0.53,1.1,300.85}, {40237.,6,0.0833,0.74,1.1,223.68}, {44637.9,6,0.1041,0.

32,0.88,624.97},{44637.9,6,0.1041,0.53,0.88,480.64},{44637.9,6,0.1041,0.74,0.88,3

55.84},{33195.5,6.6,0.0625,0.32,1.466,188.64},{33195.5,6.6,0.0625,0.53,1.466,133.

67}, {33195.5,6.6,0.0625,0.74,1.466,98.02}, {44260.6,6.6,0.0833,0.32,1.1,429.28}, {4

4260.6,6.6,0.0833,0.53,1.1,306.08}, {44260.6,6.6,0.0833,0.74,1.1,229.13},{49101.7,6

.6,0.1041,0.32,0.88,669.8},{49101.7,6.6,0.1041,0.53,0.88,502.9},{49101.7,6.6,0.104

1,0.74,0.88,368.09}, {35710.3,8,0.0625,0.32,1.466,198.56}, {35710.3,8,0.0625,0.53,1.

466,144.38}, {35710.3,8,0.0625,0.74,1.466,103.94}, {47613.7,8,0.0833,0.32,1.1,489.7

5},{47613.7,8,0.0833,0.53,1.1,319.83},{47613.7,8,0.0833,0.74,1.1,241.83},{59517.2

,8,0.1041,0.32,0.88,774.69},{59517.2,8,0.1041,0.53,0.88,554.38},{59517.2,8,0.1041,

0.74,0.88,396.67},{23739.8,5,0.0625,0.32,0.833,147.5},{23739.8,5,0.0625,0.53,0.83

3,97.13 },{23739.8,5,0.0625,0.74,0.833,73.75},{31653.1,5,0.0833,0.32,0.625,290.42}

,{31653.1,5,0.0833,0.53,0.625,213.58},{31653.1,5,0.0833,0.74,0.625,152.17},{3956

6.3,5,0.1041,0.32,0.5,441.15}, {39566.3,5,0.1041,0.53,0.5,337.5}, {39566.3,5,0.1041,

0.74,0.5,250.52}, {24846.3,5.6,0.0625,0.32,0.833,149.55}, {24846.3,5.6,0.0625,0.53,0

.833,100.63},{24846.3,5.6,0.0625,0.74,0.833,80.08},{33128.4,5.6,0.0833,0.32,0.625,

294.25}, {33128.4,5.6,0.0833,0.53,0.625,220.24}, {33128.4,5.6,0.0833,0.74,0.625,163

.52},{41410.5,5.6,0.1041,0.32,0.5,450.04},{41410.5,5.6,0.1041,0.53,0.5,348.91},{41
410.5,5.6,0.1041,0.74,0.5,266.83}, {26455.8,6,0.0625,0.32,0.833,150.92}, {26455.8,6,

0.0625,0.53,0.833,102.97}, {26455.8,6,0.0625,0.74,0.833,84.33}, {35274.4,6,0.0833,0

.32,0.625,296.81}, {35274.4,6,0.0833,0.53,0.625,224.71}, {35274.4,6,0.0833,0.74,0.6

25,170.34},{44093.,6,0.1041,0.32,0.5,456.},{44093.,6,0.1041,0.53,0.5,356.56},{440

140

93.,6,0.1041,0.74,0.5,277.76}, {28165.9,6.6,0.0625,0.32,0.833,152.96}, {28165.9,6.6,

0.0625,0.53,0.833,106.46}, {28165.9,6.6,0.0625,0.74,0.833,90.65}, {37554.5,6.6,0.08

33,0.32,0.625,300.63}, {37554.5,6.6,0.0833,0.53,0.625,231.36}, {37554.5,6.6,0.0833,

0.74,0.625,181.19}, {46943.1,6.6,0.1041,0.32,0.5,464.87}, {46943.1,6.6,0.1041,0.53,0

.5,367.94}, {46943.1,6.6,0.1041,0.74,0.5,294.07}, {30479.5,8,0.0625,0.32,0.833,157.7

5}, {30479.5,8,0.0625,0.53,0.833,114.63}, {30479.5,8,0.0625,0.74,0.833,105.44}, {40

639.3,8,0.0833,0.32,0.625,309.58},{40639.3,8,0.0833,0.53,0.625,246.92},{40639.3,8

,0.0833,0.74,0.625,206.58}, {50799.2,8,0.1041,0.32,0.5,485.63}, {50799.2,8,0.1041,0.

53,0.5,394.58}, {50799.2,8,0.1041,0.74,0.5,332.08}}

e.xpr = c * Re" * U *A'' * * j\sp ̂

A^As^ cH^Re^

pars={c,a,b.d,e,f}

{c,a,b,d,e,f}

vars= {Re,U\A,H, Asp}

{Re,U\A,H,Asp}

FindFitfdata,expr,pars,vars]

{c-^ 103.404, a-^0.569282, b^O.0576903, d-^2.2395l, e-4-0.636267, f-^0.450281}

Table F.3

u* Rcb Ab / As Hb / Hd Nub

5 25148.1 0.0625 0.32 1.466 177.31

5 25148.1 0.0625 0.53 1.466 121.44

5 25148.1 0.0625 0.74 1.466 91.250

5 33530.8 0.0833 0.32 1.1 360.08

5 33530.8 0.0833 0.53 1.1 290.25

5 33530.8 0.0833 0.74 1.1 214.58
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Table F.3 Cont... Table F.3 Cont....

u* Res Ab / As Hn,/Hr Hb/Hd Nub

5 41913.5 0.1041 0.32 0.88 549.90

5 41913.5 0.1041 0.53 0.88 443.54

5 41913.5 0.1041 0.74 0.88 335.42

5.6 28165.9 0.0625 0.32 1.466 181.56

5.6 28165.9 0.0625 0.53 1.466 127.53

5.6 28165.9 0.0625 0.74 1.466 95.050

5.6 37554.5 0.0833 0.32 1.1 386.01

5.6 37554.5 0.0833 0.53 1.1 296.22

5.6 37554.5 0.0833 0.74 1.1 220.03

5.6 41662.0 0.1041 0.32 0.88 594.85

5.6 41662.0 0.1041 0.53 0.88 465.79

5.6 41662.0 0.1041 0.74 0.88 347.67

6 30177.7 0.0625 0.32 1.466 184.39

6 30177.7 0.0625 0.53 1.466 129.10

6 30177.7 0.0625 0.74 1.466 95.480

6 40237.0 0.0833 0.32 1.1 403.68

6 40237.0 0.0833 0.53 1.1 300.85

6 40237.0 0.0833 0.74 1.1 223.68

6 44637.9 0.1041 0.32 0.88 624.97

6 44637.9 0.1041 0.53 0.88 480.64

6 44637.9 0.1041 0.74 0.88 355.84

6.6 33195.5 0.0625 0.32 1.466 188.64

6.6 33195.5 0.0625 0.53 1.466 133.67

6.6 33195.5 0.0625 0.74 1.466 98.020

6.6 44260.6 0.0833 0.32 1.1 429.28

6.6 44260.6 0.0833 0.53 1.1 306.08

6.6 44260.6 0.0833 0.74 1.1 229.13

6.6 49101.7 0.1041 0.32 0.88 669.80

6.6 49101.7 0.1041 0.53 0.88 502.90

6.6 49101.7 0.1041 0.74 0.88 368.09

142

u* Rcb Ab/As H„,/Hr Hb/Hd Nub

8 35710.3 0.0625 0.32 1.466 198.56

8 35710.3 0.0625 0.53 1.466 144.38

8 35710.3 0.0625 0.74 1.466 103.94

8 47613.7 0.0833 0.32 1.1 489.75

8 47613.7 0.0833 0.53 1.1 319.83

8 47613.7 0.0833 0.74 1.1 241.83

8 59517.2 0.1041 0.32 0.88 774.69

8 59517.2 0.1041 0.53 0.88 554.38

8 59517.2 0.1041 0.74 0.88 396.67

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.32 0.833 147.50

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.53 0.833 97.13}

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.74 0.833 73.75}

5 31653.1 0.0833 0.32 0.625 290.42

5 31653.1 0.0833 0.53 0.625 213.58

5 31653.1 0.0833 0.74 0.625 152.17

5 39566.3 0.1041 0.32 0.5 441.15

5 39566.3 0.1041 0.53 0.5 337.50

5 39566.3 0.1041 0.74 0.5 250.52

5.6 24846.3 0.0625 0.32 0.833 149.55

5.6 24846.3 0.0625 0.53 0.833 100.63

5.6 24846.3 0.0625 0.74 0.833 80.080

5.6 33128.4 0.0833 0.32 0.625 294.25

5.6 33128.4 0.0833 0.53 0.625 220.24

5.6 33128.4 0.0833 0.74 0.625 163.52

5.6 41410.5 0.1041 0.32 0.5 450.04

5.6 41410.5 0.1041 0.53 0.5 348.91

5.6 41410.5 0.1041 0.74 0.5 266.83

6 26455.8 0.0625 0.32 0.833 150.92

6 26455.8 0.0625 0.53 0.833 102.97

6 26455.8 0.0625 0.74 0.833 84.330
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Table F.3 Cont.... Table F.3 Cont.

u* Rcb Ab / As Hn,/Hr Hb/Hd Nub

5 41913.5 0.1041 0.32 0.88 549.90

5 41913.5 0.1041 0.53 0.88 443.54

5 41913.5 0.1041 0.74 0.88 335.42

5.6 28165.9 0.0625 0.32 1.466 181.56

5.6 28165.9 0.0625 0.53 1.466 127.53

5.6 28165.9 0.0625 0.74 1.466 95.050

5.6 37554.5 0.0833 0.32 1.1 386.01

5.6 37554.5 0.0833 0.53 1.1 296.22

5.6 37554.5 0.0833 0.74 1.1 220.03

5.6 41662.0 0.1041 0.32 0.88 594.85

5.6 41662.0 0.1041 0.53 0.88 465.79

5.6 41662.0 0.1041 0.74 0.88 347.67

6 30177.7 0.0625 0.32 1.466 184.39

6 30177.7 0.0625 0.53 1.466 129.10

6 30177.7 0.0625 0.74 1.466 95.480

6 40237.0 0.0833 0.32 1.1 403.68

6 40237.0 0.0833 0.53 1.1 300.85

6 40237.0 0.0833 0.74 1.1 223.68

6 44637.9 0.1041 0.32 0.88 624.97

6 44637.9 0.1041 0.53 0.88 480.64

6 44637.9 0.1041 0.74 0.88 355.84

6.6 33195.5 0.0625 0.32 1.466 188.64

6.6 33195.5 0.0625 0.53 1.466 133.67

6.6 33195.5 0.0625 0.74 1.466 98.020

6.6 44260.6 0.0833 0.32 1.1 429.28

6.6 44260.6 0.0833 0.53 1.1 306.08

6.6 44260.6 0.0833 0.74 1.1 229.13

6.6 49101.7 0.1041 0.32 0.88 669.80

6.6 49101.7 0.1041 0.53 0.88 502.90

6.6 49101.7 0.1041 0.74 0.88 368.09

142

1  U* Ree Ab/As H„,/Hr Hb/Hd Nub

8 35710.3 0.0625 0.32 1.466 198.56

8 35710.3 0.0625 0.53 1.466 144.38

8 35710.3 0.0625 0.74 1.466 103.94

8 47613.7 0.0833 0.32 1.1 489.75

8 47613.7 0.0833 0.53 1.1 319.83

8 47613.7 0.0833 0.74 1.1 241.83

8 59517.2 0.1041 0.32 0.88 774.69

8 59517.2 0.1041 0.53 0.88 554.38

8 59517.2 0.1041 0.74 0.88 396.67

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.32 0.833 147.50

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.53 0.833 97.13}

5 23739.8 0.0625 0.74 0.833 73.75}

5 31653.1 0.0833 0.32 0.625 290.42

5 31653.1 0.0833 0.53 0.625 213.58

5 31653.1 0.0833 0.74 0.625 152.17

5 39566.3 0.1041 0.32 0.5 441.15

5 39566.3 0.1041 0.53 0.5 337.50

5 39566.3 0.1041 0.74 0.5 250.52

5.6 24846.3 0.0625 0.32 0.833 149.55

5.6 24846.3 0.0625 0.53 0.833 100.63

5.6 24846.3 0.0625 0.74 0.833 80.080

5.6 33128.4 0.0833 0.32 0.625 294.25

5.6 33128.4 0.0833 0.53 0.625 220.24

5.6 33128.4 0.0833 0.74 0.625 163.52

5.6 41410.5 0.1041 0.32 0.5 450.04

5.6 41410.5 0.1041 0.53 0.5 348.91

5.6 41410.5 0.1041 0.74 0.5 266.83

6 26455.8 0.0625 0.32 0.833 150.92

6 26455.8 0.0625 0.53 0.833 102.97

6 26455.8 0.0625 0.74 0.833 84.330
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35274.4

35274.4

44093.0

44093.0

44093.0

28165.9

28165.9

28165.9

37554.5

37554.5

37554.5

46943.1

46943.1

46943.1

30479.5

30479.5

30479.5

40639.3

40639.3

40639.3

50799.2

50799.2

50799.2

Ab / As

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

0.0625

0.0625

0.0625

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

0.1041

0.1041

0.1041

Hn./Hr Hb/Hd

0.625 296.8

0.625 224.71

0.625 170.34

456.00

356.56

277.76

0.833 152.96

0.833 106.46

0.833 90.65}

0.625 300.63

0.625 231.36

0.625 181.19

36~.94

294.07

0.833 157.75

0.833 114.63

0.833 105.44

0.625 309.58

0.625 246.92

0.625 206.58

485.63

394.58

332.08

2.4 Correlation for Cyclone Separators

data= {{15001,4,0.2,382.50}, {15001,4,0.4,450.00}, {15001,4,0.6,483.75}, {15001,4,0.

8,573.75},{15001,4,],641.25},{19260,6,0.2,363.38},{ 19260,6,0.4,393.751,(19260,6,

0.6,438.75},(19260,6,0.8,528.75},{19260,6,1,585.00},{ 15891,8,0.2,461.251,(15891,

8,0.4,540.001,(15891,8,0.6,607.501,(15891,8,0.8,673.591,(15891,8,1,765.001,(2542

5.10.0.2,438.75}. (25426,10,0.4,495.00}, (25426,10,0.6,540.00}, (25426,10,0.8,635.6

31,(25426,10,1,675.001,(20001,8,0.2,555.001.(20002,8,0.4,637.501,(20002,8,0.6,70

5.001. (20002,8,0.8,795.00}, (20002,8,1,900.00}, (25680,10,0.2,510.00}, (25680,10,0.

4,570.001, (25680,10,0.6,645.00}, (25680,10,0.8,750.00}, (25680,10,1,840.001,(2118

8,12,0.2,690.001,(21188,12,0.4,757.501,(21188,12,0.6,825.001,(21188,12,0.8,943.1

11,(21188,12,1,1054.971,(33901,14,0.2,619.501,(33901,14,0.4,705.001,(33901,14,0.

6,780.001, (33901,14,0.8,892.50}, (33901,14,1,945.00}, (25002,12,0.2,731.25}, (2500

2,12,0.4,825.00}, (25002,12,0.6,900.00}, (25002,12,0.8,1050.00}, (25002,12,1,1181.2

51,(32100,14,0.2,656.251,(32100,14,0.4,750.001,(32100,14,0.6,825.001,(32100,14,0

.8,975.001,(32100,14,1,1106.25}, (26485,16,0.2,900.00}, (26485,16,0.4,993.75}, (264

85,16,0.6,1068.751,(26485,16,0.8,1218.751,(26485,16,1,1350.001,(42376,18,0.2,82

5.001,(42376,18,0.4,918.751,(42376,18,0.6,993.751,(42376,18,0.8,1143.751,(42376,

18,1,1237.5011

expr = c* Rec"

c  Re^ Ro^

pai-s=(c,a,b,dl

{c,a,b,dl

vars=(Rec,Ro ,L 1

(Re,,Ro\L*ll
*

where, Ro"^ = psus/pg, (ratio of suspension density to the density of air) and L

= Y/Dc, (ratio of the distance (Y) of the different thermocouples location with respect

to T7-T11 as in Fig. 3.5, measured from the inlet of the cyclone separator, normalized

with respect to barrel diameter of the cyclone separator).

FindFit fdata,expr,pars,vars]

(c-^5229.21, a-^-0.384964, b-^0.901322, 4^0.294613}

Table F.4

r

Y/Dc

382.50
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Table F.3 Com....

u* Ree Ab/As Hn,/Hr Hb/Hd Nub

6 35274.4 0.0833 0.32 0.625 296.81

6 35274.4 0.0833 0.53 0.625 224.71

6 35274.4 0.0833 0.74 0.625 170.34

6 44093.0 0.1041 0.32 0.5 456.00

6 44093.0 0.1041 0.53 0.5 356.56

6 44093.0 0.1041 0.74 0.5 277.76

6.6 28165.9 0.0625 0.32 0.833' 152.96

6.6 28165.9 0.0625 0.53 0.833 106.46

6.6 28165.9 0.0625 0.74 0.833 90.65}

6.6 37554.5 0.0833 0.32 0.625 300.63

6.6 37554.5 0.0833 0.53 0.625 231.36

6.6 37554.5 0.0833 0.74 0.625 181.19

6.6 46943.1 0.1041 0.32 0.5 464.87

6.6 46943.1 0.1041 0.53 0.5 367 94

6.6 46943.1 0.1041 0.74 0.5 294.07

8 30479.5 0.0625 0.32 0.833 157.75

8 30479.5 0.0625 0.53 0.833 114.63

8 30479.5 0.0625 0.74 0.833 105.44

8 40639.3 0.0833 0.32 0.625 309.58

8 40639.3 0.0833 0.53 0.625 246.92

8 40639.3 0.0833 0.74 0.625 206.58

8 50799.2 0.1041 0.32 0.5 485.63

8 50799.2 0.1041 0.53 0.5 394.58

8 50799.2 0.1041 0.74 0.5 332.08

2.4 Correlation for Cyclone Separators

(Iata={ {15001,4,0.2,382.50},{15001,4,0.4,450.00},{15001,4,0.6,483.75},{15001,4,0.

8,573.75},{15001,4,1,641.25},{19260,6,0.2,363.38},{ 19260,6,0.4,393.75},{19260,6,

0.6,438.75},{19260,6,0.8,528.75}, {19260,6,1,585.00},{15891,8,0.2,461.25}, {15891,

8,0.4,540.00},{15891,8,0.6,607.50}, {15891,8,0.8,673.59}, {15891,8,1,765.00}, {2542

144

5.10.0.2,438.75}, {25426,10,0.4,495.00}, {25426,10,0.6,540.00}, {25426,10,0.8,635.6

3}, {25426,10,1,675.00}, {20001,8,0.2,555.00}, {20002,8,0.4,637.50}, {20002,8,0.6,70

5.00}, 120002,8,0.8,795.00}, {20002,8,1,900.00}, {25680,10,0.2,510.00}, (25680,10,0.

4,570.00}, 125680,10,0.6,645.00}, {25680,10,0.8,750.00}, {25680,10,1,840.00}, {2118

8,12,0.2,690.00}, {21188,12,0.4,757.50}, {21188,12,0.6,825.00}, {21188,12,0.8,943.1

1},{21188,12,1,1054.97},{33901,14,0.2,619.50},(33901,14,0.4,705.00},(33901,14,0.

6,780.00}, {33901,14,0.8,892.50}, {33901,14,1,945.00}, {25002,12,0.2,731.25}, {2500

2,12,0.4,825.00}, {25002,12,0.6,900.00}, {25002,12,0.8,1050.00}, {25002,12,1,1181.2

5}, {32100,14,0.2,656.25}, {32100,14,0.4,750.00}, {32100,14,0.6,825.00}, {32100,14,0

.8,975.00}, {32100,14,1,1106.25}, {26485,16,0.2,900.00}, {26485,16,0.4,993.75}, {264

85,16,0.6,1068.75}, {26485,16,0.8,1218.75},{26485,16,1,1350.00}, (42376,18,0.2,82

5.00}, {42376.18,0.4,918.75}, {42376,18,0.6,993.75}, {42376,18,0.8,1143.75}, {42376,

18,1.1237.50}}

expr = c * Rec" * Ro *L

c  Re® Ro*^

pars={c,a,b,d}

{c,a,b,d}

vars={Rec,Ro ,L }

{RecRoV}}

where, Ro' = Psus/Pg, (ratio of suspension density to the density of air) and L

= Y/Dc, (ratio of the distance (Y) of the different thermocouples location with respect

to T7-T11 as in Fig. 3.5, measured from the inlet of the cyclone separator, normalized

with respect to barrel diameter of the cyclone separator).

FindFit [data.expr.pars.vars]

{c^5229.21, a^-0.384964, b-40.901322, d-^0.294613}

Table F.4

Rec Psus/pg Y/Dc Nuc

15001 4 0.2 382.50
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Table F.4 Cont....

Rcc

15001

15001

15001

15001

19260

19260

19260

19260

19260

15891

15891

15891

15891

15891

25425

25426

25426

25426

25426

20001

20002

20002

20002

20002

25680

25680

25680

25680

25680

21188

Psus/Pg Y/Dc

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0.2

Nuc

450.00

483.75

573.75

641.25

363.38

393.75

438.75

528.75

585.00

461.25

540.00

607.50

673.59

765.00

438.75

495.00

540.00

635.63

675.00

555.00

637.50

705.00

795.00

900.00

510.00

570.00

645.00

750.00

840.00

690.00

Table F.4 Cont.

Rec

21188

21188

21188

21188

33901

33901

33901

33901

33901

25002

25002

25002

25002

25002

32100

32100

32100

32100

32100

26485

26485

26485

26485

26485

42376

42376

42376

42376

42376

Psiis/P,

2

12

12

12

14

14

14

14

14

12

12

12

12

Y/Dc

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Nuc

757.50

825.00

943.11

1054.97

619.50

705.00

780.00

892.50

945.00

731.20

825.00

900.00

1050.0

1181.2

656.25

750.00

825.00

975.00

1106.2

900.00

993.75

1068.75

1218.75

1350.0

825.00

918.75

993.75

1143.7

1237.5
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Table F.4 Cont

15001

Psus/Pg Y/Dc

15001

15001

15001

19260

19260

19260

19260

19260

15891

15891

15891

15891

15891

25425

25426

25426

25426

25426

20001

20002

20002

20002

20002

25680

25680

25680

25680

25680

450.00

483.75

573.75

641.25

363.38

393.75

438.75

528.75

585.00

461.25

540.00

607.50

673.59

765.00 ■

438.75

495.00

540.00

635.63

675.00

555.d0~

637.50

705.00

795.00

900.00

510.00

570.00

645.00

750.00

840.00

690.00

Table F.4 Cont....

Y/Dc

757.50

21 88 825.00

21188 943.11

21188 1054.97

33901 619.50

33901 705.00

33901 780.00

33901 892.50

33901 945.00

25002 731.20

25002 825.00

25002 900.00

25002 1050.0

25002 1181.2

32100
656.25

32100
750.00

32100
825.00

32100
975.00

32100 1106.2

26485 900.00

26485 993.75

26485 1068.75

26485 1218.75

26485 1350.0

42376 825.00

42376 918.75

42376 993.75

42376 1143.7

42376 1237.5
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2.5 Second Correlation for Entire Riser

data={ {25148.09,130,4,198.56},{25148.09,030,4,144.38},{25148.09,7.5,4,103.94},{

28165.86,120,4,188.64},{28165.86,025,4,133.67},{28165.86,7.2,4,098.02},{30I77.7

1,113,4,184.39}, {30177.71,022,4,129.10},{30177.71,6.9,4,95.480},{33195.48,107,4,

181.56}, {33195.48,021,4,127.53}, {33195.48,6.5,4,095.05}, {35710.29,100,4,177.31}

,{35710.29,020,4,121.44},{35710.29,006,4,091.25}, {23739.80,120,4,157.75}, {2373

9.80,025,4,114.62}, {23739.80,6.5,4,105.43}, {24846.31,115,4,152.96}, {24846.31,02

2,4,106.46}, {24846.31,006,4,090.65}, {26455.79,109,4,150.92}, {26455.79,020,4,102

.97},{26455.79,5.8,4,084.33},{28165.86,100,4,149.55},{28165.86,015,4,100.63},{28

165.86,5.4,4,080.08}, {30479.49,090,4,147.50}, {30479.49,010,4,97.125}, {30479.49,

005,4,073.75}, {33530.79,200,3,489.75}, {33530.79,060,3,319.83}, {33530.79,016,3,2

41.83}, {37554.48,180,3,429.28}, {37554.48,050,3,306.08}, {37554.48,014,3,229.13},

{40236.94,160,3,403.68}, {40236.94,040,3,300.85}, {40236.94,012,3,223.68}, {44260

.64,150,3,386.01}, {44260.64,033,3,296.22}, {44260.64,010,3,220.03}, {47613.73,140

,3,360.08},{47613.73,030,3,290.25},{47613.73,008,3,214.58},{31653.06,190,3,309.

58}, {31653.06,055,3,246.91}, {33128.42,175,3,300.63}, {33128.42,047,3,231.36}, {33

128.42,013,3,181.19}, {35274.39,156,3,296.81}, {35274.39,038,3,224.71}, {35274.39,

10.8,3,170.3}, {37554.48,143,3,294.25}, {37554.48,036,3,220.24}, {37554.48,8.9,3,16

3.52}, {40639.32,130,3,290.41}, {40639.32,020,3,213.58}, {40639.32,007,3,152.16}, {

41913.49,270,02.4,775}, {41913.49,90,2.4,554.4}, {41913.49,24.5,2.4,397}, {41662.0

12,240,2.4,670},{41662.012,075,2.4,503},{44637.87,207,02.4,625},{44637.87,058,2

.4,480.64},{44637.87,17.1,2.4,355.84},{49101.65,193,2.4,594.85},{49101.65,045,2.

4,465.79}, {49101.65,13.5,2.4,347.67}, {59517.16,180,2.4,549.9}, {59517.16,040,2.4,

443.54},{59517.16,010,2.4,335.42},{39566.33,260,2.4,485.62},{39566.33,085,2.4,3

94.58},{39566.33,23.5,2.4,332.08},{41410.52,235,2.4,464.87},{41410.52,072,2.4,36

7.94},{41410.52,020,2.4,294.07},{44092.99,203,2.4,456},{44092.99,056,2.4,356.56

},{44092.99,15.8,2.4,277.76},{46943.10,186,2.4,450.04},{46943.10,057,2.4,348.91}
, {46943.10,12.4,2.4,266.83}, {50799.15,170,2.4,441.14}, {50799.15,030,2.4,337.5}, {

50799.15,009,2.4,250.52}}

expr = c * Reg" * Ro *•''

cL'^Re^Ro'^

148

pars={c,a,b,d}

{c,a,b,d}

vars={Re,Ro ,L }

ilt ;I: ^

{Re,Ro ,L } where, Ro = Psus/pg^ (ratio of suspension density to the density of gas i.e

air) and = H/B, (ratio of height of the heater to the hydraulic diameter of the bed).

FindFit[data.expr,pars,varsl

{0^59.3494, a-^0.2238481, b-^0.241789, d^-1.70789}

Table F.5

Rcb Psiis/pg H/B Nub

25148.09 130 4 198.56

25148.09 030 4 144.38

25148.09 7.5 4 103.94

28165.86 120 4 188.64

28165.86 025 4 133.67

28165.86 7.2 4 098.02

30177.71 113 4 184.39

30177.71 022 4 129.10

30177.71 6.9 4 95.480

33195.48 107 4 181.56

33195.48 021 4 127.53

33195.48 6.5 4 095.05

35710.29 100 4 177.31

35710.29 020 4 121.44

35710.29 006 4 091.25

23739.80 120 4 157.75

23739.80 025 4 114.62

23739.80 6.5 4 105.43

24846.31 115 4 152.96

24846.31 022 4 106.46
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2.5 Second Correlation for Entire Riser

data={{25148.09,130,4,198.56},{25148.09,030,4,144.38},{25148.09,7.5,4,103.94},{

28165.86,120,4,188.64},{28165.86,025,4,133.67},{28165.86,7.2,4,098.02},{30177.7

1,113,4,184.39}, {30177.71,022,4,129.10},{30177.71,6.9,4,95.480}, {33195.48,107,4,

181.56},{33195.48,021,4,127.53},{33195.48,6.5,4,095.05},{35710.29,100,4,177.31}

, {35710.29,020,4,121.44},{35710.29,006,4,091.25}, {23739.80,120,4,157.75}, {2373

9.80,025,4,114.62}, {23739.80,6.5,4,105.43}, {24846.31,115,4,152.96}, {24846.31,02

2,4,106.46}, {24846.31,006,4,090.65}, {26455.79,109,4,150.92}, {26455.79,020,4,102

.97},{26455.79,5.8,4,084.33},{28165.86,100,4,149.55},{28165.86,015,4,100.63},{28

165.86,5.4,4,080.08}, {30479.49,090,4,147.50}, {30479.49,010,4,97.125}, {30479.49,

005,4,073.75}, {33530.79,200,3,489.75}, {33530.79,060,3,319.83}, {33530.79,016,3,2

41.83}, {37554.48,180,3,429.28}, {37554.48,050,3,306.08}, {37554.48,014,3,229.13},

{40236.94,160,3,403.68}, {40236.94,040,3,300.85}, {40236.94,012,3,223.68}, {44260

.64,150,3,386.01}, {44260.64,033,3,296.22}, {44260.64,010,3,220.03},{47613.73,140

,3,360.08}, {47613.73,030,3,290.25}, {47613.73,008,3,214.58} ,{31653.06,190,3,309.

58}, {31653.06,055,3,246.91}, {33128.42,175,3,300.63}, {33128.42,047,3,231.36}, {33

128.42,013,3,181.19}, {35274.39,156,3,296.81}, {35274.39,038,3,224.71}, {35274.39,

10.8,3,170.3}, {37554.48,143,3,294.25}, {37554.48,036,3,220.24}, {37554.48,8.9,3,16

3.52},{40639.32,130,3,290.41},{40639.32,020,3,213.58},{40639.32,007,3,152.16},{

41913.49,270,02.4,775}, {41913.49,90,2.4,554.4}, {41913.49,24.5,2.4,397}, {41662.0

12,240,2.4,670},{41662.012,075,2.4,503},{44637.87,207,02.4,625},{44637.87,058,2

.4,480.64},{44637.87,17.1,2.4,355.84},{49101.65,193,2.4,594.85},{49101.65,045,2.

4,465.79},{49101.65,13.5,2.4,347.67},{59517.16,180,2.4,549.9},{59517.16,040,2.4,

443.54},{59517.16,010,2.4,335.42},{39566.33,260,2.4,485.62},{39566.33,085,2.4,3

94.58},{39566.33,23.5,2.4,332.08},{41410.52,235,2.4,464.87},{41410.52,072,2.4,36

7.94},{41410.52,020,2.4,294.07},{44092.99,203,2.4,456},{44092.99,056,2.4,356.56
}, {44092.99,15.8,2.4,277.76}, {46943.10,186,2.4,450.04}, {46943.10,057,2.4,348.91}

,{46943.10,12.4,2.4,266.83},{50799.15,170,2.4,441.14},{50799.15,030,2.4,337.5},{

50799.15,009,2.4,250.52}}

expr = c*Reg *Ro

T d n a Ti^bC L Re Ro
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pars={c,a,b,d}

{c,a,b,d}

vars={Re,Ro ,L }

{Re,Ro ,L } where, Ro = psus/pg. (ratio of suspension density to the density of gas i.e

air) and = H/B, (ratio of height of the heater to the hydraulic diameter of the bed).

FindFit[data,expr,pars,varsl

{0^59.3494. a->0.2238481, b^O.241789, d^-1.70789}

Table F.5

Rcb Psus/Pg H/B Nub

25148.09 130 4 198.56

25148.09 030 4 144.38

25148.09 7.5 4 103.94

28165.86 120 4 188.64

28165.86 025 4 133.67

28165.86 7.2 4 098.02

30177.71 113 4 184.39

30177.71 022 4 129.10

30177.71 6.9 4 95.480

33195.48 107 4 181.56

33195.48 021 4 127.53

33195.48 6.5 4 095.05

35710.29 100 4 177.31

35710.29 020 4 121.44

35710.29 006 4 091.25

23739.80 120 4 157.75

23739.80 025 4 114.62

23739.80 6.5 4 105.43

24846.31 115 4 152.96

24846.31 022 4 106.46
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Table F.5 Cont

24846.31

26455.79

26455.79

26455.79

28165.86

28165.86

28165.86

30479.49

30479.49

30479.49

33530.79

33530.79

33530.79

37554.48

37554.48

37554.48

40236.94

40236.94

40236.94

44260.64

44260.64

44260.64

47613.73

47613.73

47613.73

31653.06

31653.06

33128.42

33128.42

33128.42

Psus/Pg H/B

090.65

150.92

102.97

084.33

149.55

100.63

080.08

147.50

97.125

073.75

489.75

319.83

241.83

429.28

306.08

229.13

403.68

300.85

223.68

386.01

296.22

220.03

360.08

290.25

214.58

309.58

"246.91

300.63

"231.36

181.19

Table F.5 Cont

H/B

35274.39 296.81

224.7135274.39

35274.39 170.30

294.2537554.48

37554.48 220.24

37554.48 163.52

40639.32 290.41

40639.32 213.58

40639.32 152.16

41913.49 775.00

41913.49 554.40

41913.49 397.00

41662.01 670.00

41662.0 503.00

44637.87
625.00

44637.87
480.64

44637.87
355.84

49101.65
594.85

49101.65 465.79

49101.65 347.67

549.90

443.54

335.42

39566.33 485.62

39566.33 394.58

39566.33 332.08

414 0.52 464.87

41410.52 367.94

41410.52 294.07

44092.99 456.00
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Table F.5 Cont Table F.5 Cont

H/B H/B

24846.31 35274.39090.65 296.81

26455.79 150.92 35274.39 224.71

26455.79 102.97 35274.39 170.30

26455.79 084.33 37554.48 294.25

28165.86 149.55 37554.48 220.24

28165.86 100.63 37554.48 163.52

28165.86 40639.32080.08 290.41

30479.49 40639.32147.50 213.58

30479.49 40639.3297.125 152.16

30479.49 41913.49073.75 775.00

33530.79 41913.49489.75 554.40

33530.79 41913.49319.83 397.00

41662.0133530.79 241.83 670.00

41662.0137554.48 429.28 503.00

44637.8737554:48 306.08 625.00

44637.8737554.48 229.13 480.64

44637.8740236.94 403.68 355.84

49101.6540236.94 300.85 594.85

49101.6540236.94 223.68 465.79

49101.6544260.64 386.01

44260.64 296.22

44260.64 220.03

47613.73 360.08

47613.73 39566.33290.25

47613.73 39566.33214.58

31653.06 39566.33309.58

31653.06 246.91

33128.42 41410.52300.63

33128.42 231.36 41410.52

33128.42 181.19 44092.99

347.67

549.90

443.54

335.42

485.62

394.58

332.08

464.87

367.94

294.07

456.00
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Table F.5 Cont.

Rcb Psus/Pg H/B Nub

44092.99 056 2.4 356.56

44092.99 15.8 2.4 277.76

46943.10 186 2.4 450.04

46943.10 057 2.4 348.91

46943.10 12.4 2.4 266.83

50799.15 170 2.4 441.14

50799.15 030 2.4 337.50

50799.15 009 2.4 250.52

Publications from Present

Work

*
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Table F.5 Cont.
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Res Psus/Pg H/B Nub

44092.99 056 2.4 356.56

44092.99 15.8 2.4 277.76

46943.10 186 2.4 450.04

46943.10 057 2.4 348.91

46943.10 12.4 2.4 266.83

50799.15 170 2.4 441.14

50799.15 030 2.4 337.50

50799.15 009 2.4 250.52

Publications from Present

Work
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